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Plate transformers. Input single
phase 230/50 cy. Output 19000/0/19000v at
Oil filled. 6fn. stand offs. Weight.
Kv
amp.
4}/6
5cwt. £10 carr. paid.

MICA CONDENSERS. Sprague, R.C.A., etc.
5Kv wkg..006, .0008, .0004, 2/-. 2Kv wkg..0001,
.0004, .005, 1/-. TCC, etc., 1000v wkg. .0047,
.005, 3/6 doz. 500v wkg. TCC .002, 2/6 doz.,
15/- 100.

MET-VIK.

MICRO WAVE FREQ. METER.

Lavoi
Accurately
Range 327/725 Meg.
with
range
throughout the entire
individual calibration charts. Modulation switch,
3in.
200
gain control, fone jack for monitoring,
Microamp meter, Automatic time switch,
to
one
100
divisions
Micrometer dial with
division of the main dial. Button base valves,
required
battery
operates entirely all dry, Only
for immediate operation. In grey crackle cases
Ilins x Sins. x Sins. with carrying handle.
£7/10/0 Carr. paid. Suitable layer type batteries 90v + 1.5v available at 8/6 each.

Output. 10v et 10 amp., 10v et 8 amp. For a
pair of 813's plus a pair of 805's, completely
screened, 30/- carr. paid.

1154 TRANSMITTER. Brand new and unused
in original transit cases, complete with all
valves. A grand bargain at £5 Carr. paid.
Eire 15/- extra.

THERMADOR.

Brand new in original
1155 RECEIVER.
transit cases. Complete with all valves £10
carr. paid. A few new but slightly soiled £7 /10 /0.

MIKE OR FONE.
2/6 complete.

Frequency
R.C.A.4336 TRANSMITTER.
coverage 2 to 20 Mc continuous. 5ft. rack and
panel, weight 5 cwt. Input 230v 50 cy. Line up
807 xtal Osc. driving a pair of 813's, modulated
by a pair of 805's. Complete with all valves
including 4 866 rectifiers, and power supply.
A speech amplifier is required giving approx. 8
watts to drive the 805's, the input circuit of
which is for 500 ohin line. Carr. paid, crated,
in the British Isles, £60.
SPEECH AMP. TRANSFORMER. Suitable
and specially designed for the speech amp.
for the 4336 Tx. P.P. 6L6's to 500 ohm line.
Primary 6600 ohm C.T. Manufactured to
specification by Woden. Handle up to 20 watts
of Audio, 22/6 post free.
4336 SPARES. A complete range of spares
available for these Tx's, quotations on receipt
of details.
STURDY ELEC. Plate trans, Input 230/50cy.
Output 2200/0/2200v. at 200 mills. plus 4v. for
pilot lamp. Note the price, 35/- carr. paid.
6/- extra Eire.

watt.

TS127/U.
calibrated

PARMEKO. Primary 100 to 250v/50cy. Output 670/0/670 at 200 wills. 5v 3 amp. 6.3v
2 amp. 42/- carr. paid.
4336 BLEEDERS, set of 4, 30/- Jones Plugs,
8 way & 6 way, 2/6 doz. 15/- 100.

Plate Trans. Input 230v
50cy. Output 2280/1725/1420/0/1420/1725/2280.
at 800 mills. Porcelain stand offs and comIn original transit cases,
pletely screened.
brand new. Net weight 1501bs. Carr. paid

THERMADOR.

£7/10/0.
R.C.A. DRIVER TRANS. P.P. 6L6's to
grids. 15 /-.

ii

Phone 4924

805

THERMADOR FIL. TRANS. Input 230/50cy,

R.C.A. FIL. TRANS. Input 190/250v 50cy.
Output 10v et twice for a pair of 813's, 25/ post. free. Ditto with _105/125v primary 15/-.
These are completely screened and potted in
copper plated cases.

THERMADOR. Driver Trans. 500 ohm line
Secondary 805 grids.
to split.
screened, potted. Ratio 1 to 1.27,

Completely

20/-.

Mike or speech input trans.
Completely screened, potted copper cases.
Primary 30 or 250 ohms et. Secondary 50,000
ohms. Plus or minus 1db 400/4000cy. 15/-.

Standard Plug and jack,

Thermador. 400
Primary 6700 ohm ct. Secondary 4500,
5000, or 5500 ohms. Hus or minus 1db 400/
4000cy.
lins. x bins. x Sins. Completely
screened with porcelain stand offs. 50/- in
Woden.
UMI 54/-,
original transit cases.
Uht2 72/6, UM3 90/- UM4 215/-, R.G.A.
P.P. 805's to 813's 70/-. Parmeko 360 watt.
for plate and screen modulation of a 813, brand
new in original crates,' 25/- carr. paid. BC456
replacement 1625 to 807, etc. 25 watt, 5/6.

MODULATION TRANS.

TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATOR.

J.V. Type PG II. Complete with 230/50 cy
Power supply. 7 valves. Covers all television
One Horizontal bar
40/70 Mc.
channels.
optical number of vertical bars. Sound modulaservice engineer.
to
the
tion. Indispensable
£14 Carr. paid.

T.V. SIGNAL GENERATOR, and combined
Self contained
Grid dip meter. 40/70 Mc.
Accurately
power supply, 200/250v AC.
calibrated. £6/12/6 carr. paid.
XTALS. 1000 kc Bliley, Valpey or Somerset,
standard }in: pin spacing 20/-. 100 kc RCA,
Western Elec.
Bliley, sub -standards, 17/6.
500 kc 4in. Ft 243 holders, 7/6.
3.5 Mc any spot freq., ¡in. pin spaced
holders, 15/-, 7 Mc band. Any spot freq. Ft
243 holders with /in. pin spacing, 12/6, 8 Mc
band for 144 any spot freq., 15/-.

XTALS.

XTALS. I.Fs. A complete range 450 kc to 500
kc any spot freq., 4in. Ft 243 holders, by Western
Elec. at 12/6 each.

SPECIAL OFFER OF CRYSTALS. 388.88
Kc to 416.6 Kc in 1.4 Kc steps, 501.38 kc to
512.5 kc in 1.4 Kc steps, by Weston in Ft 243
holders all at 4/- each.
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Lyons Radio Ltd.
RECEPTION SETS AEW.I. These are

5 valve

superhet receivers with a frequency range in 4
switched bands covering the medium wave transmissions, 550Kc-I600Kc (188-545. Metres) and
short wave 6-24 Mc. (50 -12.5 metres). Valve
6U7 R.F. Ampflr., 6K8 Mxr., 6U7
line-up
I.F. Ampflr., 6Q7 2nd detec., '6V6 Output (or
equiv. type valves). Power pack is incorporated
requiring 6v. D.G. input for operation. The loudspeaker, a P.M. Dynamic type, is separate.from the
receiver, housed in its own metal case. This case
is Ilins. dia. with metal grille front, carrying
handle at top, fitted with a 50ft, lead and weighs
only IOlbs. The receiver weighs 341bs., is 14 x
10 x 9ins. and fitted with a carrying strap. Supplied complete with valves, speaker, instruction
manual including circuit diagram. Condition is
new and' unused and in good working order.
Price 01/10/0, carriage 9/6.
Frequency
WAVEMETERS TYPE W1239.
range 39 to 51 Mc/s. Rectifier type employing
4 valves (I each of VR92, 615, Vi103. 6X5). The
tuning control is fitted with a Muirhead slowmotion drive and all components and construction
are of the very highest quality. Built to laboratory
standards in copper -lined cases measuring 15k
x 9 x (Gins. For A.C. mains 200-250v. 50cps.
operation. In brand new condition supplied in
makers transit cases. Price £3/19/6,. carriage 5/-.

:

-

HAND GENERATOR Mk. 2. , Originally
designed to .provide the operating voltages for
the i rans./Rcvrs. types 38 Mk. 3 and 48 but of
course suitable for a variety of other. purposes.

3 GOLDHAWK ROAD (Dept. MS),
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone: Shepherds Bush 1729

Nominal rating is H.T.I62v. D.C. at 60mA., and
L.T. 3.1v. at 0.3 A. Condition is brand new and
perfect, supplied with instruction book. Size
51 x 5g x 6}ins. Price 25/-, carriage 4/6.
RECEIVERS TYPE R3I32. Easily modified for
Television reception. (Details in April Number
of Short Wave Listener). This unit it almost
identical to the R3084. We supply them fitted
with 7-VR9I's, 2-VR136's, l-VUI34'and 1-VR92,
I.F. Amplfr. strip, etc. In good used condition.
Price 49/6, carriage 5/6.
MODULATOR UNITS TYPE 169. Contains
one each of VR9I, 5U4, CV85, CV67 (Klystron)
2-Selenium rectifiers, about 330v. input for 250v.
output at 30mA, tuning motor, high voltage
condensers, etc. Built on neat metal chassis and
housed in case 18 x 9 x 7+ins: Brand new and
unused. Price 29/6, carriage 6/6.
TELESONIC RECEIVERS. This fixed frequency type YA4915 receiver is supplied with
4-Hivac midget valves (3-XH and I -XP), 1.5v.
heaters. Fitted in metal case 7 x 5} x 2ins. with
hinged flap giving access to battery compartment.
Total weight (less batteries) nibs. Seems an
ideal lob to convert to a midget portable or
.

Price 45/-, post 1/9.
POWER UNIT TYPE 229. Contain rotary
converter for 24v. D.C. input with D.C. outputs
deaf -aid.

of I2v. at 2A. and 300v. at 70mA., 2 -stabilisers
type CV45, carbon pile voltage regulator, fuses,
wire -wound pot. and resistors, 8mfd. electrolytics
etc. Overall size 104- x 8} x 7ins. Price 22/6,
carriage 3/6.

THE FAMOUS '

R.C.A. TRANSMITTER ET4336B.
THIS MAGNIFICENT PHONE & C.W. TRANSMITTER IS COMPLETE
IN ONE TOTALLY ENCLOSED RACK AND INCLUDES AERIAL
TUNING PANEL
: 807 C.O./Buffer. Two 813 P.A. Two 805 P.P. Class B Modulator.
Four 866A Rectifiers. CONTROLS : Manual or Remote. POWER OUTPUT:
Normal 350 watts, but with the fitted QRP SWITCH output is 100 watts. FREQUENCY COVERAGE ; Normal 2 to 20mcs but by doubling in final excellent
output may be obtained on 28mcs. FREQUENCY CONTROL THE TRANSMITTER HAS A DETACHABLE FRONT PANEL FOR INSERTION OF WILCOX
GAY V.F.O. OR CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER.

TUBE LINE UP

need to get going Is the insertion of Valves, Connection to Mains
and Aerial I 20 page manual and circuit diagram with each equipment. Every
Instrument is Air Tested and Guaranteed perfect.
Supplied including CRYSTAL MULTPLIER AND ALL VALVES.

All you

JOHNSON TRANSMITTING
NATIONAL HRO ' S' METERS 55/-.
TUNING CONDENSERS, complete with high voltage flexible coupler, Type
TUNING UNITS TU5B, TU6 22/-. TUNING UNITS TU7/8/9/10 and 26B. 12/6.
All new with outer cases. NATIONAL ' RBY' Transceiver Spares. All items in stock.
IDEAL 25 WATT TRANSMITTER. Army Type No. 12 Frequency Coverage, I to 17.5 Mc/s. in four
switched bands. CW and Fone.. Built-in modulator. AC Mains. 100 volt or 250 volt. complete with all tubes,
and delivered, ¿25/0/0. BENDIX BC 221 FREQ. METER E30.
1000 D25,

20/-

McELROY-ADAMS Manufacturing Group Ltd.
(Sole concessionaries U.K. for Hallicrafter Communication Equipment)

Phone Fulham 1802.

194

46

GREYHOUND ROAD LONDON, W.6. Cables Hallicraft London.
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
MODEL 740-A robust 8 -valve Communications Receiver at a moderate price.
Frequency

range 30.6 Mc/s toi
and 205 to 620 metres.

1.4

Mc/s

E35 : 15 : 0 (No Purchase Tax)

MODEL 750-A Fine Double Superheterodyne
with excellent signal to noise ratio
Frequency range 32 Mc/s to 480 kc/s

E59 : 10 : 0 (No Purchase Tax)
Please

STRATTON

write for Technical Specification to

& CO. LTD., WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM, 31

CLYDESDALEI
Bargains in Ex-Services Radio and Electronic Equipment
U.H.F. ANTENNA

Ex.-R.A.F. U.H.F. Antenna, mounted on a moulded
is fitted an EA50 untuned
detector stage.
The antenna measure 22.5 c.m. of solid copper construction and all connection are brought out to a
3 -pin screened connector at the base of the body.
Dimensions of complete unit : 13ins. x 14;ins x ens.
streamlined base into which

Clydesdale's
Price only

Post

12/6

Paid

V.H.F. TRANSMITTER
H517-85-96 Mc/s Phone transmitter by STRATTON.
This transmitter is extremely suitable for " 144"
modifications and consists of

a 6V6 crystal oscillator
stage (9 Mc/s plus) RK34 multiplier stages and RK34
final. Speech and modulation by two 6N7's.
The unit is practically complete except for valves,
there has been one or two of the inductances removed,
but these would need to be replaced in any case for

2 Meter operation.
Complete in die-cast mounting with louvred cover
14ins. x 8ins. x lins., finished in grey.
Carriage
Clydesdale's
27/6
Paid
Price only
Circuit details will soon be available, also details of
a suitable power pack.
-

Order direct

BREAKDOWN

Ex.-R.A.F. R.3547 Receiver is of remarkable breakdown value in that it has a 24V. D.C. reversible motor.
700: I gearbox, over 100 various res., 50 Mica Conds.,
11 pots., Valves include 15/EF50's, 3/E834's, 2/EF36's,
2/V872's and I/EA50. Complete in metal box, 'Sins.
x I3ins. x 7*ins.
Clydesdale's Price only
£5/19/6
Carriage Paid

H492
Ex.-R.A.F. 3170 consists of a single deck chassis comprising of 2 U.H.F. untuned R.F. stages employing
RL37-(CV66) safeguarded by a VI -607 static discharge
tube, a variable oscillator stage RLI6-EC52 followed
by a 5 stages of I.F., EF50 (VR9l's) with a cathode

follower and amplifier employing a further 2 EF50
(VR9I) and 2 EA50's as detector and DC restorer
stages. A filter stage using an EF50 (VR9I) is mounted
above the chassis and is stabliised with a CV188.
EHT and HT supplies (high frequency primary)
employs a 5Z4 and VUIII. All connectors, plugs,
switches, etc., are brought out to the front panel.
The unit is enclosed in a metal box '8ins. x 9ins. x
8ins., finished in grey.

Clydesdale's Price only

from:-

C1,17DF,SDA L`1

E4/12/6

Carriage Paid

'Phone: SOUTH 2706/9

C°'

LTDGLASGOE
W S

EG 5

VISIT OUA BRANCHES IN SCOTLAND, ENGLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
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PAN A
'scopes,

139 Tube. E4/I9/6, carr. 10/-.
New Mallory '4-pin
VIBRATOR UNITS.
6 volt type 650..3/9, post 6d., 36/- ddz.
Ceramic 807, 8/6 per
VALVEHOLDERS.

with VCR

1131 P.A. and Modulator Power Packs. E5/10/0.
Carr., etc. 15/-.

doe., post 9d.

FOR T.V. 6H Indicator Units. Complete with
VCR 97-4 EF50's and 3 EB34's. 79/6 plus 10/- carr.

Protect those mercury vapour rectifiers by using
thermal delay valve switch. CV 190's (DLS--10s)
4v. heater to break 6 amps. at 250 volts. New
and boxed 5/6 post and packing 9d.

NEW SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. H.W. 650v.
1355's 55/-, carr. 10/-.
15 m/a, 3/3 post 6d.

CREED high speed telegraph keying relays,
model no. 27/C./L. New 45/- each. Post and packing 1/6. Available in quantity.
CHOKES. 15h. 150 m/a. 7/6, post 1/2.
Please note all ET4336's sold out.

at
.1

Useful for conversion to
having 230v. 50c. P.P's. and complete

TYPE 74 UNITS.

BARGAIN CONDENSER PARCELS . . .
SMASHING VALUE ! ! 100 assorted condensers. All values and capacities. 10/- only.
Worth EfffL's. Post and packing 1/6.

mfd. 5kv.w., 5/6.

NEW 500-0-500 170 rn/a
(conservative) and 4v. 4a. 230v. 50c. primary
only, 19/6 still. Pass. carriage 6/6. New 670-0-670
200 m/á 6.3v. 3a., 5v. 3a., with tapped primary
100.110-130-200-225-250v 50c. Tested to 3000v,
28/6, post 1/6.

TRANSFORMERS.

for NEW lists. Export orders receive
prompt attention.
Send S.A.E.

Grams & Cables

PANDA, Rochdale. Tel. 47861

58 SCHOOL LANE, ROCHDALE
Telephone: ROCHDALE 47861

THE RAbIO

ESE

ELECTRICAL MART

OF 253-B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.11
'

Remember money back guarantee.

Phone

155, IRS, 12/6; IT4, 154, 10/6 ; 3S4,
; 6AG5, 10/6 ; 11726, 12/6 ; 6SH7, 6/6 ;
8/6 ; 9003, 6 /- ; 9001, 9002, 7/6 ; 955,
954, 6/-; SG215,-6/6; Pen220A, 6/6; 6SN7GT,

Please add postage when

Park 6026

writing.

Valses.

Meters. M/C O -300v. 2in. 10/6. 0-500 Microamp.

3V4, 10/6

2in. 12/6. Post Paid.

EF50,

New. G.E.C. Trans Double Wound. 250 watt,
230/115v, in grey steel cases, 47/6. Carriage paid.
Army Practise Morse Key and Buzzer set,
new and boxed, 5/6 P.P.
Deaf Aid Miniature Valves. DL72 and

12/6.

Selenium Rectifiers. 120mA, 8/6. F.W. 6 or
I2v IA, 8/6, ditto 4 amp, 6/-, 6 or 12v. 4A, 26/-.
Post paid.

en., 14/6
'W.B., 34in., 14/6 P.P.
New 1N34 Germaniam Crystal Diodes with
New and Boxed P.M. Speakers
each.

wire ends, 5/6, P.P.
Type R1359 Receiver Power. Pack. In grey
steel cage 8in. x 9in. x 64in., contains two separate
complete power units with outputs of 390v at
80 mA and 300v at 60mA. Each with 6.3v 3A
LT. Price, E4/12/6.
Mains Transformers. Input,- 200/240v, output
6.3v. I.5A, 9/-. Post 10d. 350-0-350v. 6.3v. 3.5A,
5v. 2.5A. 28/6. post 1/-. One Year's Guarantee.
TU9B Units. Complete in black crackle cases,

Carriage paid.
RI132A. We have a few of these splendid 10v
Receivers l00/120mcs, new, E4/19/6. Carriage
17/6.

and Packing, 10/-.
RF24 Units. Converted to 28 mcs band variable
tuned with 100-1 geared SM. dial. Complete with
plug and leads for immediate use. E2/IS/0. Post
paid.

196

.

New, 9/-, P.P.
3'in. Scope Tubes VCRI38/ECR35. New

CK5I2AX.
Boxed,

20/-;

and

1/6 P.P.

Army Carbon Microphone with switch, 4/6,
P.P. Trans. to match, 3/6 P.P.
Britool

0-9 BA Box Spanner Tool Kits, Chrome

Alloy Steel, 26/-,

P.P.

M/C Microphone with Switch, 6/6,

P.P.

Transformer to match, 5/- P.P.
Army Day and Night 6 volts Signalling Lamps
4in. dia. with morse key and steel rods standcomplete in metal case, 8x84 x 6ins. 13/6 P.P.
RCA 100 kc Crystals, 1st Grade. 25/6, P.P,.
New odd Freq. Crystals between 6 to 8mcs
.

3/6 each P.P.
Trans. 230/6.3v

Beautifully made

;

amp., 6/6 P.P.

* h.p. Motprs, A.C./D.C.
diameter spindle at each end.

230/240v, 5/16in.
51in. x 34in., 31 /6 P.P. or fitted with 24in.

Grindstone, 36/6 P.P.

'
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SMITH'S of EDGWARE ROAD
The Friendly Shop'

FOR ALL RADIO COMPONENT$

We

We stock everything the constructor needs-our 25
years' experience of handling radio parts and accessories
enables us to select the best of the regular lines and the
more useful items from the surplus market in :

Loudspeakers and
Valves and GR Tubes.
Phones. Cabinets and Cases.
Transformers and
Capacitors and
Chokes.
Resistors.
Meters and Test
Coils and Formers.
Equipment. Plugs and Sockets.
Pickups and
Aerials and Insulators.
Turntables. Motors and Generators.
Switches and Dials.
Wires and Cables.
Metalwork and
Panel Lights and Fuses.
Bakelite. Books and Tools.
Valve Holders and
Metal Rectifiers.
Cans.
Sleeving, Nuts and Bolts, Tags, Clips, Grommets and all other bits and pieces.
NOTHING TOO LARGE
NOTHING TOO
SMALL
Everything you need under one roof-at keenest

with the

EtingLy
sOLON

-

possible prices.
No general catalogue is issued owing to constantly
varying stocks and prices, but we shall be pleased
to quote you.

ELECTRIC

H. L. SMITH CO. & LTD.

SOLDERING
IRONS
FOR

INDUSTRIAL
USE

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
287/9 Edgware Rd., London, W.2

Tel. Paddington 5891. Hours 9 till 6 (Thurs. I
o'clock). Near Edgware Road station, Metropolitan
and Bekerloo.;

ALL THE
HEAT IS
IN THE BIT

PERFECT
BALANCE FOR
EASY HANDLING

ALL CONNECTIONS
HOUSED AT END OF
HANDLE AWAY FROM
THE HEAT

WANTED
BC22I

R107

BC348

BC312

CRI00

SCR522

AR88/LF/D

BC6I0

ET4336

813 Valves

CORD GRIP SECURES
FLEXIBLE (prevents twist

We invite offers of any of the above.
Highest Cash Paid. Don't waste time
and money advertising.
We are also
eager buyers of bulk lots from dealers

or pull being transmitted

and manufacturers.

to internal wiring)

Write for Folder Y.I0.

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH
WORKS CO. LTD.,
SI -53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD.
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House,

55, County Road, Walton, Liverpool 4
Tel. Aintree 1445.

Short Wave Magazine, Volume
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WHEN in 1941 H.M. Government decided to standardise R.F. Cables
for all the three Services, Telcon designs were adopted almost
throughout the range-thus forming the basis of world standards in Service
equipment. Since then, research and development have continued apace, the
lead established by Telcon in the design of truly flexible low -loss R.F. Cables
having been consolidated by important additions and improvements.
Most worthwhile advances in R.F. Cable design have emanated from
the same Greenwich laboratories. Numerous types are now available and a
multiplicity of different specifications, some of which are of special interest
to the amateur enthusiast.

fr v J5s R F

USE TELCON

CABLES

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION MAINTENANCE CO. LTD
Head Office:

Founded 1964

22 Old Broad Street, London, E.C.2
Telephone: LONdon Wall 7104

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

Hanover Street, Park Lane, Leeds.
BRAND NEW GUARANTEED GOODS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Fully interleaved and
impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250v. Screened.
Drop through types, with TOP Shroud
... V/11
260-0.260v. 70ma., 6.3v 3a., 5v la
Midget,
250-0-250v 70ma 6.3v 2a., 5v 2a.
34.

...
24 -3-24 i n.
..
..
350-0-350v 70ma., 6.3v 3a., 5v 2a
350-0-350v 80ma., 6.3v -4v 3a., 5v -4v 2a.
...
350-0-350v 90mä., 6.3v 3a., 5v 2a.
...
350-0-350v I00ma, 6.3v 3a., 5v 3a.
_.
350-0-350v 120mä., 6.3v 4a., 5v 3a.
350-0-350v 150ma., 6.3v 4a., 5v 3a.

... 12111

... 14111
... 17/9
... 19/9

... 21 /9
... 25/9
.. 27111

Enquiries to:

Telcon Works, Greenwich, S.E.10
Telephone: GREenwich 3291

P.C.A. RADIO
HALLICRAFTERS. B.C.610 (or HT.48) operat-

ing over 2 Mc to 18 Mc and modified for 21 and
28 Mc. Crystal and VFO on all bands complete
with speech amplifier, antenna tuning unit,
exciter units and coils for all bands, set of x -tats
specially made for BC.610 and new valves.

AMERICAN ULTRA High frequency

Trans-

ceivers UH, UF2, 60-75 mc.

12.
With coupling
units, remote control, microphone, etc.

Fully Shrouded Upright Mounting Types

TRANSMITTERS No.

26/9
100mä, 6.3v 6a., 5v 3a., for R1355
... 1816
70ma., 6.3v 2a., 5v 2a.
100mä, 6.3v -4v 4a. C.T., 0-4-5v 3a 23/9
.
31/9
150mä., 6.3v 2a., 6.3v 2a., 5v 3a.
200ma., 6.3v -4v 4a. C.T., 6.3v-4v 4a.
...
...
... 47 /9
C.T., 0-4-5v 3a. .
SMOOTHING CHOKES. 80ma. 12h. 350 ohms,
5/6. 90mä 10h. 100 ohms, 6/9. 100mä. 10h. 100
ohms, 200ms. 5h. 100 ohms, 7/6 ea. ; 150 nia. 10h.
IOoohms, 9/9.

AR.77's, NC.200, NC.45 (540 kc-30 mc AC/DC
supply).

250.0-250v 60mä., 6.3v 3a, 5v 2a.

Midget

250-0-25
350-0-350v
350-0-350v
350-0-350v
425-0-525v

OUTPUT TRANS. Push-pull lOw. 6V6, PX4,
616 to 3-5-8-15 ohms, 15/11 ; Williamson type,
exact to author's spec., 72/-.
M15C. ITEMS. RECEIVER CABINETS, Store soiled
in manufacturers' cartons, size approx. 16f x 9f x
74 -ins. Cut for dial and speaker. Fitted speaker fabric
and back finished in cream cellulose, to clear 8/11 ea.
T.V. masks I2in. cream. 12/9. Ex. Gov. Smoothing
Chokes, 100mä. 10h. 100 ohms. Trop.,4/3:
-

NEW BOXED EX-GOV. VALVES.
956,

2/9

EF50, 6D6,

954, 955,

617 Met., 6K7GT, 6N7 Met., 6B8 Met., 154,
6/6 ; KT66, 8/9 ; SP4, 4/6 ; KTZ4I, 8/6 ;

9D2, 3/3 6C4, 4/11.
UNBOXED VALVES (Ex New Equipment)).
7193, 116 ; HMO, 3/3 ; KT2, 4/9 ; EF39, 6/3 ; EF50,
4/11 ea ; 52/- doz. ; All Guaranteed.
TERMS. C.W.O. or C.O.D. over EI. Post 112 extra
under a. Full list 3d. Special list for trade, 3d.
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All above items in excellent working condition
with new valves, working demonstration on
request.

TX VALVES.

803, 805, 807, 814,'861, 866A,

and many others.

Large stock of transmitting condensers, crystals
and other components. Alignment and repair of
communication receivers and all other amateur

equipment undertaken.

P.C.A. RADIO
Transmitter Div.: Cambridge Grove,

The.

Arches, Hammersmith, W.6. Tel. RIV 3279.
Receiver Div.: 170 Goldhawk Road, Shepherds
Bush, W.I2. Tel. SHE 4946.
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BROOKES FOR
CRYSTALS
with a World -Wide
Reputation for Quality

TYPE
Range

3

to

" SM"
17

me/s.

Hermetically sealed metal
can 1.125" high, under pins,
0.825" wide. 0.457" thick,
with 3/32" diameter pins
at 0.490" centres.

BROOKES
CRYSTALS

LIMITED

Greenwich,
le Stockweit
Stret.S.E Grams: Xta1s
London,

1878
London
Greenwich
Cables : Xtals,
Green, London.

Phone

Some good investments
t

MOTORS. D.C. 110 volts H.P., 1400 r.p.m. A.E.G.,
251-, post 2/-. 24 volt Starter Motor, new,
BO voh
1/6th H.P. 2000 r.p.m., G.E C., &S i-. 12 vplt I /30th H.P.
3000 r.p.m., 60/-.
MOTOR BLOWERS. 24 volts for valve cooling, etc.,
high speed comprise enclosed D.C. Motor and Bower
with 1km. x fin. outlet. 21/, post 2/-.
HEATER ELEMENTS. 24 volt 75 watt flat copper plate
with insulated connector, fitted one end 4in. x tin. x tin..
1/6 each, special prices for quantity orders.
INDICATOR UNITS. Type 6 in transit case with VCR
97 Cathode Tube EF50 and EB34 valves, Hood, Dipole,
etc. An interesting parcel of components for the experimenter, 75/-, carra 7/6.
HAND MIKE with switch in handle. Fine granule
double button inset, 6/6, post 1/6.
G.P.O. MIKE BUTTONS.
lin. brass body forms
granular chamber. Diaphragm of thin mica, needs only
41 volt pocket battery and Transformer.
Button 3/6.
Transformer, 2/6, post 9d.
RESISTANCES.
Variable wire -wound double -tube
152 ohms 2 amps., new, 30/-. Single-tube, 5 ohms, 10
amps., 21 /-. 300 ohms, k amp, I5/-. Small Rotary Resistances wire -wound, 10 ohms, I amp., 2/6, post 6d.
DIMMERS. Totally enclosed, 100 ohm, } amp.. new,
2/6, post 6d. Stage Lighting Dimmers, 100 watts, to 5
K.W. Prices on application.
MAGNETS. AIM Disc Magnet fin. thick, itin, dis.,
3/l6in. centre hole, 3/6. Horseshoe Instrument Magnets,
S.L.S.36, Ihin. dia., kin. polar gap drilled pole, weight
2 ors., lift 2 lbs. 2/6, post 6d. D.G. Electro Magnets, 6
volts, weight 10 ors., lift 4 lbs. on 6' volts, 5/- post 6d.

ill-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214

QUEENSTOWN ROAD, LONDON, S.W.e
Telephone

:

MACaulay 2/S9

This Month's Bargains

G2AK

U.H.F. Receivers Type

1481. (66-86mc) Same

as R.1132 except for frequency range. R.F.
Mixer, Osc. (Voltage Stabilised) 3. I.F. Stages,

in all. Brand
new in transit case £3/19/6 Plus 7/6 carriage.
2nd Det. B.F.O. Etc. f1 valves

HEAVY DUTY L.F. CHOKES.

POTTED. 30Hy.

FULLY

100 mA. 150 ohms (weight
lbs.), Price 13/6. 20Hy. 126 mA. 100 ohms
(weight 14 lbs.) Price 15/6. 30 Hy. 150 mA.
150 ohms. (weight 18 lbs.) Price 17/6.
All
carriage paid. Eire 5/- extra.
R.F. CHOKES. Pie wound 2.5 mH, 100 mA,
RX type, 9d. each, or 7 /6 per dozen. 250 mA.
TX type, 1/- each, 10/- per doz.
TYPE 25 RECEIVER PART 1196. Complete
with valves.
Last few to clear 25/- each.
Post & Pkg. 1/6.
TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm Heavy Twin Ribbon
Feeder 5d. per yd. Standard K25 300 ohm
Twin Ribbon Feeder 9d. per yd. Co-ax Cable
}m. dia. 70 ohm 8d. per yd. tin. dia., I /7., per yd.
Post on above feeder and cable 1/6 any length.
14

STATION LOG BOOKS.

200 pages printed

Size 8}ins. a I
First class
paper and bound with heavy cover. Price 17/6.
Post free.

one side only.

G2AK

COMPLETE NOISE LIMITERS.

Wired on
a small sub chassis with 6H6 type valve, boxed,
with circuit and instructions. Only 5/- post free.
MOVING COIL HEADPHONES with moving
coil hand microphone. Price 6 /- plus post 1/-.
Transformer to suit, 2 /-.
RECEIVERS TYPE 18. Cover 6-9 Mc/s. For
battery operation. (2v. and 120v.). New condition. Complete with 4 valves. Only 17/6 each.
Headphones to suit 4/6.
AR88D SPARE CRYSTALS. 455Kc/s 15 /-each
AR88 MATCHING SPEAKERS.
Black
crackle cases. 2.5 ohms. Price 751-.
TANNOY POWER MIKES. Few only 7/6
each.

Post 1/-.

VIBRATOR POWER UNITS.

6 volt input.
Made by Philips with dual vibrators.
Fully
smoothed and Filtered. Output 230v. at 60ma.
Price 30/- Post & Pkg. 1/6.

AMERICAN SINGLE BUTTON CARBON
BREAST MIKES with Aluminium Diaphragm.
Beautiful Job. Only 5 /- each. P. & P. 1/,
THROAT MIKES Dual Unit 4/- each, P. 6d.
COMMAND RECEIVERS. 3-6Mcs. Complete
with dynamotor and

all valves

50/- each.

Post & Pkg. 1/6.

Carriage paid on all orders over El except where stated.

Please include small amount for orders under El
PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME and ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG, 62AK
All Callers to 110 Dale End,

Birmingham

CENTRAL 1635

Mail Orders to 102 Holloway Head, Birmingham MIDLAND
Short Wave Magazine, Volume IX
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LAWRENCES
A

Guarantee of satisfaction with everything we sell

BRAND NEW G.E.C. " MINISCOPE " M 861B
MINIATURE CATHODE RAY OSÇILLOSCOPES
The " Miniscope " is self-contained and includes a 1k -inch Cathode Ray Tube, Time Base,
Signal amplifier and attenuator. The design provides maximum versatility, compatible .with the
minimum of space.
The instrument can be operated from either 110 volts A.C. 50/100 c/s., 180 volts A.C. 500 c/s
or 200-250 volts A.C. 50/100 c/s.
The tube employed gives exceedingly clear Wave traces. A hard valve time base is employed
with a range of about 10 c/s to 50,000 c/s in continuously variable steps. The amplifier embodied
consists of resistance -capacitance coupled miniature valves with negative feed back, and the
overall gain is approximately 150 with a frequency range of 50-300,000 cps. Three signal in -put
sockets are provided for 10, 70 and 500 volts peak input, with panel attenuator control.
-

Time Base Coarse.
Time Base On/Off.
Sync.
Time Base Fine.
X Shift.
Y Shift.
Brilliance.
Gain.
Focus.
T.B. Ont.
Sig. Out.
Y Plate.
PANEL TERMINALS
Sync. In.
Sync. Out.
X Plate.
Fly -back Black out.
Grid.
8}ins. x Oins. x 2jins. Nett Weight : fibs.
DIMENSIONS
Of current manufacture, these beautifully engineered instruments are listed at £21.
Our special, unrepeatable clearance price, including leatherette covered carrying case,
sockets, plugs, leads and instruction manual, in field makers' cartons.

PANEL CONTROLS FOR

:

:

Only £.13-10-0 Carriage paid
The following valuable attachments are also available

:-

BRAND NEW " MINISCOPE "
DOUBLE BEAM UNITS M.862B
Employs the same C.R. tube as the " Miniscope " and embodies its own signal amplifier with
attenuator, giving a reasonably flat frequency response up to 40 Kcs. It is arranged to plug on to
the top of the " Miniscope " from which the necessary power is taken. This attachment permits
simultaneous observation of two waveforms with complete input isolation.
In sealed maker's cartons.
Our Special Price, £5.
Listed at £12.

BRAND NEW INTERMEDIATE
FREQUENCY ALIGNMENT UNIT M.863B
This Wobulator plugs on to the top of the " Miniscope " from which it derives its power.
The shape of the frequency response curves of I.F. amplifiers under adjustment can then be observed
on the screen. The width of the pass -band of the amplifier and the peak separation can also be

determined.
The circuit -employs an oscillator valve and' a reactor valve. The latter provides frequency
modulation, controlled by the time base of the Oscilloscope, and the frequency deviation is continuously variable up to a minimum spread of plus and minus 70 kc/s. The oscillator mean frequency
is tunable over the range 400 kc/s to 520 kc/s. An output control is also fitted and the maximum
output obtainable is approximately 100 mV from an impedance of up to 150 ohms. The design of
the circuit is such that variations in supply voltage have negligible effect on the .-cillator frequency
and the scale of frequency across the screen of the C.R. tube is sensibly constant for a given setting
of the deviation control.
Listed at £8/10/0 each. Our Special Price £2 each In sealed maker's cartons complete with
instruction manual.
N.B. Attachments are not available separately. Test equipment generally is already in short
supply. Take advantage of this outstanding opportunity to obtain an advanced " up to the
minute " equipment at a greatly reduced. price.
S.A.E. brings you a fully illustrated descriptive leaflet.
Satisfaction
All prices include U.K. carriage. Terms C.M.O.
Experienced export shippers.
guaranteed or money immediately refunded

Lawrences, 6i Byrom Street, Liverpool,
200

3

CENtral
4430
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THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER ASSOCIATED WITH THIS
MAGAZINE IS SPECIALLY FOR THE RECEIVING ENTHUSIAST

RADIO
PREMIER
AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.
MORRIS

Please note change of address
740 HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM
:
(Tottenham 5371/2/3)
LONDON, N.I7
207 EDG WARE ROAD, W.2 (Ambassador 4033)
FLEET STREET (Central 2833)
Ail Post Orders To

162

&

153

(Open until 6 p.m. Saturdays)'

GREAT CLEARANCE OFFER OF
BRAND NEW AND PERFECT
CATHODE RAY TUBES AND VALVES
C.V. No.
600
953
1596

Civil'n No.

Dia. io

¡CPI

inches.
5

5+
4+

VC R528

11.5

1384

1516
1522
2880
3776

11.5

VCR516
VCR522
EM1.4lI

9

1.75
3

3.25

CATHODE RAY TUBES
E.H.T.
Focus.
Defn.
E.S.
Gas
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.
Nag..
E.S.
E.S.
E.S.

E.S.
E.S.
E.S.

Mag.

E.S.
Mag.
E.S.
E.S.

E.S.
Mag.

VCR517C C.R. Tubes, 6#m. diameter, Green/Blue
Screen, excellent for T.V., 20/- each. Carriage,
packing and Insurance, 5/-. Base 2/6 each.
Now available C.R. Tubes Type ACR13. A perfect
replacement without alteration for the VCR97.
Guaranteed free from " Cut-off." 35/- each.
SCP7 C.R. Tubes, 50/- plus 5/.. carriage, packing
and Insurance.

0.K. for

Price.

T.V.
Yes
No
Yes
No

2Kv
1.5Kv
1.2Kv
6Kv
4Kv
5Kv

25/-

17/6

25/60/40/40/-

Expmtl.
No
Yes

800v
800v
4Kv

Rail, Pkg.
and Insur.
2/8
2/6
2/6

17/6

12/6
10/10/1/6
1/6

20/-

2/6

15/-

Yes

Expintl.

limited quantity only of the following C.R. Tubes
at the ridiculous price of 5/- each. Preferably to
callers only as packing, carriage and. Insurance
amounts to 7/6. ACR1. ACR2. ACR2X. ACR8.
A

VCR 1381.

VCR97 C.R. Tubes with slight " Cut-off."

These
Carriage.
are excellent for Scopes, 10/- each.
Packing and Insurance, 5/-. Bases, 2/6.

Transmitting and Special Purpose Valves
8012
830B
878
705A
843
1625
1616

5/-

/5/-

5

5/5/5/5 /-

5/5/-

4C27
703A

EL266
813

1B24

3B24
70713

...

60-

60%-

60/-

U19
327A
VT30
357A
282A

2E22
715A

...

6/6

HF300 ...

...

601-

...

15/-

VT58A

805
40
...

-

6/6
60/-

...

Postage and packing 3/6

CVI90 Thermal Delay Switches, 6/6 each, CV1124 (MS PEN) 4v. 7 -pin Base, 5/- each, 36/- doz. CV3505
HYI14B, 6/6 each. CV3830 (XH 1.5), 2/6 each, 201- doz. CV1123 (EF8) 6.3v Low Noise HF Pentode, 5/each, 36/- doz. CV1141 Thyratrons, 6/6 each, 50/- doz. CV22 Thyratrons, 20/- each. CV43 Klystrons,
30/- each. CV90 T.R. Box, 20/- each. CV115 T.R. Box, 5/- each. CV186 Magnetron, 10/- each. CV13219D2. STC-ARP3. 13v .2a HF Pentode, 3/- each, 24/- doz. CV19, 30/- each. CV1262 Mercury Vapour
Rectifiers (GUI), 7/6 each. CV1072 Mercury Vapour Rectifiers (GU50), 7/6 each. CV52, 4/6 each. Type
956 Acorns, 2/6 each, 20/- doz. Type 958A Acorns, 3/- each, 24/- doz. Type 9004 Acorns, 3/6 each. Type
9005 Acorns, 3/6 each. Type RLI8 UHF Oscillators, 5/- each, 40/- doz. Type EL50 Bayonet Base (Side
Contact) 8.3v, 51- each. Type 861 1 KW Pentodes, 20/- each, (callers only). Type DET5 Output Triode
(replacement for PX25), 10/- each, 75/- doz. Type 2X2/879 EHT Rectifiers, 2/6 each, 20/- doz. Type 7193
UHF' Triodes, 1/6 each, 12/- doz. Type PT25H, 25 watt Pentodes 4v -400v, 3/- each, 24/- doz. Type E1148
1/6 each, 12/- doz. Type 717A "Door Knobs" UHF Pentodes. Ideal for T.V., require only 120v HT, 4/6
each, 36/- doz. Type 713A, A similar Valve to the 717A, 4/6 each, 36/- doz.

TERMS OF BUSINESS
Postage and Packing is free for orders over £2 in value unless otherwise stated. Under
this amount, please include 1/- for orders up to 10/- and 1/6 for orders over 10/-. C.O.D.
orders cannot be sent under 20/-.
DUE TO THE LARGE NUMBER OF ORDERS INHAND WE ARE RELUCTANTLY COMPELLED TO TEMPORARILY CLOSE OUR POSTAL SERVICE. NO POSTAL ORDERS
CAN BE ACCEPTED AFTER JUNE 14th UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. RESUMPTION
OF POSTAL SERVICES WILL BE ANNOUNCED IN THESE COLUMNS.
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FOR THE RADIO

tIORTYAVE

AMATEUR AND
AMATEUR RADIO

EDITORIAL
Opinions
From time to
object to our
some view or
not happen to

time, we are assailed by correspondents who
taking this or that line, or putting forward
suggestion with which they (personally) do
be in agreement.

Now, let it be said that ' this is the very stuff of controversy
and we. are always only too glad to have readers' opinions
on any matter within the vast field of Amateur Radio, even
if it is not within the immediate orbit of SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE.
We do not object in the very least to opinions
different from 'those we may express, nor to attitudes which
are contrary to our declared policies. It is this breadth of
opinion which is likely in the end to produce the final
decision, or action, or policy, most acceptable to the

majority.
But when seizing a pen to castigate us on this or that matter
of opinion, it should be borne in mind that SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, as an independent periodical with no axe to grind
in any preferred direction, has the duty to comment upon
those "matters of public interest" affecting Amateur Radio
in general and transmitting amateurs in particular. This
consideration brings a great many controversial subjects
within our range, on which all are by no means agreed. But
it is only by publication of the facts and public discussion
on them that the truth-or a desirable course of action-can
he finally decided.

-d74
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Improving and Modernising the 640 Receiver
DETAILS COVERING DESIRABLE MODIFICATIONS
FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE
The Eddystone S.640 has become by far
the best known and most popular of the
British series of post-war communication receivers, and many thousands are
in use in this country and overseas.
The "640" was designed some years
ago, and since then various modifications have been suggested by users,
many of which have been covered in
the pages of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.
It was accordingly decided to have the
receiver examined in detail for all
desirable modifications that are reasonably possible-to modernise it and to
improve performance and stability. The
result appears below, and can be commended to all "640 " users as bringing
the receiver up to a high standard of
efficiency on the amateur bands. II
would, however, be advisable to utter
the usual warning that the S.640---indeed any modern receiver-should
not be interfered with in any way unless
the user has the knowledge and confidence to apply the modifications. On
the other hand, the information given in
this article is set out so clearly that it
should present no difficulty to anv

experienced nnmreur.-Editor.

AFEW modifications applicable to
.the Eddystone " 640 " receiver have
already appeared in these pages but, in
view of the years which have passed
since the set was originally designed,
and also remembering that the " 640 "
did not come into the high-priced
category of amateur band communications receiver, a number of additional
modifications are possible. It is not
suggested that each and every one- of
the alterations or additions discussed
here are necessary or even desirable, as
much depends on individual circumstances. But what definitely can be said
is that a " 640 " modified as described
below and in proper alignment will give
an extremely good account of itself on
all frequencies within its range.
It is difficult to classify the modifications under headings other than major
and minor. The latter will be dealt with
204

first and can be explained in a few
words and usually without recourse to
illustrations. The major type often involves the changing of one valve type
for another and detailed information is
necessary.

The Simple Additions
Although the mains transformer
should have a screened primary, it
seems possible for some signal to enter
through or be radiated from the mains
leads. It has been found beneficial to
add two mica condensers across the
primary of the transformer, with their
junction earthed to the chassis. The
points of connection are not important.
but the leads should be made reasonably short. The condensers, of .002
µF, must be of 500 volt DC working
and not the ordinary 250 volt rating
which are liable to break down too
easily under the stress of AC' operation.
A slight improvement has also been
secured by connecting. a .01 /IF mica
condenser (again 500 -volt rating) from
the HT busbar (under the IF part of the
chassis) to earth.
Readers with VHF interests who have
used a converter working into a communications receiver will know about
the difficulty of eliminating direct pickup of signals at the frequency to which
the receiver is tuned. Adding condensers as above helps, but complete
screening of the aerial input terminals
is desirable-it is surprising how much
signal can be picked up on a small area
of exposed metal. In the " 640," the
small insulating sheet mounting the
aerial terminals is removed and a similar sized piece of brass or aluminium
fitted in its place. To one side of this
piece of metal is bolted a coaxial socket
of whichever type suits the user's installation. The bus -bar from the RF
(aerial) coils previously connected to the
" AE" terminal is taken to chassis and
the wire from the switch is connected
to the centre contact of the coxial
socket. Of course, if balanced feeders
are employed on any band within the
range of the receiver, this modification
is not possible. unless perhaps the twin
'
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ohms. It may also be found necessary
to increase the value of the internal
resistor to 50,000 ohms. In the writer's
case, these leads are extended to a pair
of contacts Ann the aerial relays which
open when the transmitter is switched
on and automatically place the receiver
in the stand-by position. The external
potentiometer can be mounted to fit in
with the general scheme of the user's
own layout.

Separate RF and IF Gain Controls
When receiving a weak CW signal
covered by strong interference, it is
often possible to increase readability by
reducing IF gain but not necessarily RF
gain-reducing the latter may cause the

Fig.1. With but slight modification separate
controls can be provided for RF and IF gain (A).
At (B) above the circuit is altered to make the
standby resistor reduce both IF and RF gain.

shielded socket, recently introduced. by
Belling -Lee, is substituted.

Standby Switch
In early models, the stand-by switch
broke the HT supply completely as
shown in the official circuit diagram.
This permitted the oscillator to ,cool off
a little and the frequency was sometimes affected. In later models HT
remains on all valves and the stand-by
switch is wired across a resistor (20,000
or 22,000 ohms) inserted between the
lower end of R26 (the RF gain control) and earth, so reducing the gain
enormously. This has a further advantage of enabling the outgoing signal to
be monitored, but there is admittedly
the difficulty of adjusting the strength of
the monitored signal under widely varying conditions of transmitter power,
frequency and degree of pick-up. The
easiest way of overcoming this trouble
is to bring out a pair of leads from the
resistor (using the idle pins 2 and 5- on
the octal power socket) and connect up
externally "a potentiometer of 50,000

wanted signal to be lost. In the " 640 "
the RF gain control affects both RF
and IF lift and the present modification refers to the separation of these
functions.
The RF control, being so labelled on
the panel, is left to perform as such.
The mains on/off switch is removed, the
leads to it unsoldered, joined to each
other, taped up and tucked away,. (It is
a simple matter to fit an external AC
switch, but not often will this be necessary).
In the hole vacated by the
switch is fitted a 5,000 or 10,000 ohm
wire -wound potentiometer. Space is
restricted and the potentiometer must be
of the miniature type-the one used by
the writer is a Colvern 5,000 Ohm with
extended spindle. It should be noted
also that the fixing bush must be a little
longer than standard, else difficulty may
be experienced locking the component
in position. If necessary, a potentiometer of 2,000 ohms will serve, this
value being somewhat easier to obtain.
The circuit now becomes as in Fig. l
(A). A green wire will be found coming
from the junction ` of. R24 and R25
"

"
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A
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Eit. LT

Ornnitial

circuit

After modification

Fig. 2. (A) The original heater circuit for
V2. (B) The circuit revised, as described in
the teat.
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The under -chassis modifications for the Eddystone 640, as called for by the Acorn 955 separate
oscillator and other suggestions made in the text, Key A, additional concentric trimmer ; B, new
position. R12 ; Q, condenser from transformer primary to earth ; D, screen by-pass condenser Vi ;
E, cathode resistor VI ; F, screen resistor VI ; G, RF choke, osc. anode ; H, heater choke ; J, mice
condenser, HT to earth ; K, ceramic negative temperature coefficient condenser ; L, heater choke td
earth ; M, 955 oscillator valve mounted in wiring ; N, condenser from transformer primary to earth.
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(held on a multi -way tag strip), passing
under the coil -box and coming out
the other side. This wire is disconnected from the RF gain potentiometer
R26 and taken to the moving arm of the
newly -fitted potentiometer, one tag of
the latter being of course earthed.
This leaves the 20,000 ohm resistor
(used in the stand-by position) in the
cathode of V1 only and possibly the
monitor signal at standby will be too
strong, irrespective of the modification
suggested earlier. In this case, the connections should be made as in Fig. I
(B), which simply places the 20,000 ohm
resistor between cathodes and earth of
both the RF and IF valves.
Curing Modulation Hum
In some " 640 " receivers, modulation
hum is in evidence from about 20 mc
to 30 mc and makes it difficult to assess
the true tone of a CW signal. The hum
appears to be due to leakage or induction between cathode and heater of the
triode-hexode frequency changer valve,
Fitting a new /valve will sometimes help
matters and a mica condenser (.0005 or
.001 µF) across the heater pins of V2
will often reduce the effect but may not
cure it entirely.
To be certain of freedom from modulation hum, it is necessary to arrange
the heater wiring to be balanced as
regards earth.
In the " 640," one side
of the heater supply is earthed, but a
few alterations to the wiring permit an
artificial balance to be obtained, effective at least over the greater portion
of Range 1, beyond which it does not
matter whether the heaters are balanced
or not.
Fig 2 (A) shows the original circuit
and Fig. 2 (B) the circuit after the
alterations have been made. The earth
connection to pin 7 of the V2 valve holder must be removed. The two
yellow wires to pin. 2 are left connected
to each other, but are taken away from
the valveholder tag. By-pass condensers (.001 µF mica, of small physical
dimensions) are soldered to pins 2 and
7, their junction being earthed to a
nearby chassis point. Insulated wires
are then taken from the two heater tags
through holes made in the wall of the
coil -box--a tag strip may be- used for
anchoring purposes if desired, but is
not really necessary. Outside the wall,
one lead is taken through an RF choke
to earth (the negative terminal of a
nearby electrolytic condenser is convenient). The" second heater lead is
taken to a similar choke, the other end
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Fig. 3. Connections when using a separate
oscillator valve-see also chassis photograph.
The advantages of this modification, with an
Acorn 955 as oscillator, are discussed in the
text.

of which, suitably anchored, is taken to
pin 7 on the octal power socket. The
chokes, simple but effective, consist of
45 turns of 18 SWG enamelled wire,
close wound (on a pencil) to give an
outside diameter of *in.
If any hum is noticed after this modification, it is probable that some extra
HT smoothing is required. Unless
ideas mentioned in a later paragraph
on power supplies are adopted, a second
smoothing choke (15 or 20 Henry, 60
mA) can be wired in 'externally. It
should come between the rectifier (V7)
cathode and the existing choke. An
8 µF electrolytic condenser of small
physical dimensions, e.g., the Dubilier
Drilitic type, can be supported on its
own wires and connected inside the
receiver between pin 8 of the rectifier
valveholder and a convenient chassis
point.

Fitting a Separate Oscillator
The main benefit to be expected from
a separate oscillator valve is an increase
in frequency stability, long term and
short term. Since in any receiver drift
is usually more marked at the higher
frequencies, the addition of a separate
oscillator is recommended when the
receiver is used a good deal on 14 and
28 mc, but if the major interest is in
the lower frequency bands, it is hardly
worth while incorporating the following
modification.
It is not possible to go into all the
factors which cause frequency drift, but
one is the expansion of valve electrodes
through heat, the heat also affecting
.
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Pig. 4. Physical layout sketch showing the fitting of the replacement RF amplifier. The orientation
of the valveholder should be noted as it enables grid and anode leads to be kept short. Most of the
by-pass condensers are the original 01µF tubulars but an additional .001 µF mica condenser, C,
is wired between cathode and earth. Other circuit elements bear their original numbers. R13 becomes
100 ohms, R1 33,000 ohms and R2 330 ohms.

other components. Obviously a valve
with small electrodes and having low
inter -electrode capacities will be most
suitable, as any variation is then bound
to be small. It happens also that there
is only room for a valve of small physical dimensions, for which reason the
Acorn 955 was chosen.
The 955 is fitted actually in the
oscillator compartment and is wired in
directly, there being no room for a conventional valveholder. Admittedly this
is in direct contravention of the manufacturers' instructions but, provided the
soldering is done quickly, no harm
results and no trouble has been
experienced.

The circuit employed
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is given in Fig.

whilst the close-up photograph illusHeater
trates the physical details.
leads are brought through the wall of
the coil-box and are soldered to the
tags of the heater by-pass condensers,
the other ends of which have already
been soldered to an " earthy " point
It will be noticed that the method
described earlier of obtaining balanced
heater connections is used. A stiff wire
lead is brought up from the earth point
formed by the bolt which secures the
switch wafer, and all three wires are
positioned and cut to a length which
permits the three pins (heater and
cathode) of the 955 valve to rest on
them.
The anode tag (pin 6) of the FC
3,
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valveholder is joined to earth and a wire
is brought up from the oscillator grid
tag (pin 5), made as short as possible
and again sited to coincide with the
position to be occupied by the grid pin
of the 955 valve. The anode connection is taken from the spare contact on
the switch wafer already in use as a
holding point.
The next operation is to fit the valve.
Its pins should be well cleaned with a
knife so that the bright metal shows.
The ends are tinned with a really hot
iron-the quick-heating gun type (Segic
or Burgoyne) is ideal. If adequate flux
of the correct sort is used, the metal
should tin instantly. The valve is then
rested in place and the pins soldered to
the appropriate leads by a quick touch
of the iron.
The Hi' resistor (R4 in the original
circuit) has been located outside the
oscillator compartment and is a 20,000
ohm carbon type of two watts rating,
held between single insulating tags fixed
to the coil-box wall. The heat
developed in the resistor is of course
the same irrespective of size, but the
greater area of the two watt type gives
better radiation and the temperature rise
is small. Direct connection of the feed
resistor to the anode of the 955 damps
the circuit appreciably at the higher
frequencies and, to maintain adequate
injection voltage, an Eddystone 1010
choke is interposed, being held nearly
parallel with the coil-box. Partly to
reduce RF radiation from the " hot"
end of the choke, but more to avoid
alteration of frequency when the cabinet

is

fitted, an aluminium plate (approx.

3ins. by ljins.) is clamped between the
coil -box lid and the casting so that the
choke is partially screened.

No difficulty will be experienced in
restoring the frequency of the oscillator
to normal. In the first place, the substitution of the 955 reduces the stray
capacities to a degree which cannot be
made good by the parallel trimmers.
An additional fixed condenser is therefore necessary and the small tubular
ceramic type used can be seen in the
photograph. Actually this addition is
often of benefit since the negative
temperature co -efficient characteristic of
the condenser (it is of the N750 type)
will counteract any slight remaining
tendency to drift. The condenser
should be 6 or 10 µµF.
The trimmer condensers across each
oscillator coil are adjusted in turn to
bring the calibrations to coincide with
the proper scale markings. Preferably
a 1,000 kc crystal oscillator should be
used, but lacking this, easily identified
stations on known frequencies will
serve.
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Normally in the BFO position is an
EF39 valve, connected as a triode.
there is a long screened lead to the
grid top Cap and this lead is of a
rather " lossy " type-at least at radio
frequencies. Also the screening of the
EF39 is not as complete as one would
wish. A metal 6J5 has therefore been
substituted in this position.
The four screws surrounding the BFO
valveholder are withdrawn, when the

6.3 volt5

+or Converter

Heaters

Fig. 5. Circuit of the improved (and stabilised) power unit suggested for the 5.690 supply. It can
be built externally as a separate unit.
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complete BFO unit can be eased out
without disturbing the various connecting leads. The can is removed, the
long grid lead disconnected, and a wire
taken from the junction of C69 and R37
to pin 5. The wire joining the latter to
pin 8 (cathode) is of course removed.
It is necessary also to make sure pin 1
is connected to earth. All the parts are
then replaced and, after allowing the
new 6J5 valve to warm up, the core in
the BFO unit is adjusted to bring the
frequency within its proper limits.
It has also been found beneficial to
add a little, extra decoupling to the HT
supply line. R38 is contained within
the BFO can and no alteration there is
attempted. The BFO HT lead is a red
PVC flexible coming from under the
coil -box. It is unsoldered from the switch
and a 10,000 ohm ( watt) resistor interposed. To the junction of red wire and
resistor is soldered a .01 µF moulded
mica condenser, the other end of which
is anchored to any convenient earth
point.
Power Output Stage
Few users of a communications
receiver require anything like so much
as three watts output-500 milliwatts is
generally ample in the usual amateur.
operating room. Further, the 6V6 output valve in the " 640 " consumes some
40 mA, which is as much as all the
other valves together. Fitting a smaller
valve therefore greatly reduces the load
on the mains transformer; which consequently runs at a noticeably lower

Fig. 6. An additional slow motion drive on the
bandspread condenser assembly is a very
desirable modification. Here are details for
making up the mounting bracket for the drive
mechanism shown in the photograph.
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temperature. The valve itself produces
less heat than does a 6V6 and the
receiver as a whole runs cooler.
A
valve of the L63, 6J5 or 6C5 type in the
output stage has been found to give
excellent results whether with loudspeaker
or telephones. Ideally a
different output transformer is required,
but as a triode is not critical as regards
matching, the original transformer continues to serve well.
The modification is quite simple.
The screws holding the output stage
sub -chassis at the rear of the coil -box
are withdrawn and this chassis eased
away. The cathode resistor .R33 (270
ohms) will then be seen. It is removed
and a 1,000 ohm (- watt) inserted in its
place.
It is well to note here that pin 1 of
the output valveholder is used as a
holding point and is normally at high
potential. This prevents a metal type
of valve being used-or, at least, the
effect of so doing is likely to be
unpleasant on occasion. As often it
may be desired to put into service a
valve of the metal type, be it 6V6 or
6J5, it is suggested the original, connections to pin 1 be removed and taped
up, an earth connection then being
made to this pin.
Change of RF Valve
The EF39 gives good results, but a
definite improvement is possible by the
substitution of a modern miniature
valve of high slope. The benefit is most
marked at the higher frequencies and
is due presumably to the reduction of
negative feedback brought about by the
low inductances of the lead-out wires
in the miniature valve. There are
several valves which come to mind as
being possible choices, but there is only
one which combines a really high slope
with variable -mu characteristics. This
is the Brimar 6BA6, which possesses a
slope of 4.4 mA/volt and gives a worthwhile improvement in both gain and
signal-to-noise ratio. At the same time,
the operation of the Rs gain control
remains normal, cross -modulation by a
strong signal can be prevented (it would
at times be difficult to avoid this effect
with a non -variable -mu valve) and AGC
action is if anything better than with
the original valve.
A pre -requisite for carrying out work
in the restricted space of the coil box is a soldering iron with a long
narrow bit and the quick-heating type,
with a wire bit, is still better. However, the operation of changing the
Short Wave Magazine, June 1951

valve is not unduly difficult with an
ordinary iron, as many of the connections to the valveholder can be made
before it is fixed in position.
The original valve -holder is removed
and a small sheet of metal, of a size
completely to cover the hole in the
chassis, is prepared, the new B7G valveholder being mounted approximately in
the centre. The valveholder should be
complete with base and screening -can.
To avoid a lengthy explanation, the
pictorial diagram in Fig. 4 has been
prepared and gives most of the necessary information. The orientation of
the valveholder should be noted. The
lead from the gang condenser to the
top -cap of the EF39 is discarded-the
grid connection for the new valve is
made automatically via the switch wafer
below the chassis.
As with the separate oscillator, the
much reduced valve input capacity
cannot be taken up entirely on the
trimmer condensers, and an additional
trimmer, effectively across the gang
section and thus -operative on all ranges,
is necessary. It is a Philips concentric
type and is indicated in Fig. 4. It is
also visible in the photograph of the
modified receiver.
If possible, the RF circuits should be
re -aligned in the approved manner.
Otherwise, a weak steady signal (local
or external) should be tuned in towards
the high frequency end of Range 1.
The capacity of the new trimmer,
originally at minimum, should then be
slowly increased until maximum output
results, as determined by an S -meter or,
failing this, by ear. About half capacity
(15 µµF) was necessary in the writer's
case. The concentric trimmer is not
again touched, any adjustments on
Ranges 2 and 3 being effected with the
normal parallel trimmers, the degree of
movement being small in any case.
Changing an IF Valve
Associated with the first IF valve is
the crystal filter, and any changes in the
local circuit capacities, as would inevitably result with a different type of valve,
would affect the filter. The correct
alignment of a crystal filter is no simple
matter and it is not recommended that
the first IF valve be changed unless
the user is familiar with crystal filter
adjustments and possesses adequate
instruments.
In any case, the benefit to be expected
from a change of IF valve is not so
great as with the RF amplifier, since
adequate gain, with low inherent noise,
'
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Mounting of the modified bandspread drive o t
the S.640 front panel. This gives much closer,
tuning control and helps considerably on the,
HE bands. (See Fig. 6).

already obtainable. However, the
occasion does arise when one feels a+
little more gain would be useful, and it
is always a good thing to have some
gain in hand. For which reasons, and
also because the operation can be
carried out fairly easily, a valve of a
high slope type has been fitted in thesecond IF position. For those who
want to go the whole hog, a 6BA6would undoubtedly work well, but it is.
not really warranted.
is

The substitution of an octal -based
type will save some trouble and thereare several valves which are suitable.
The writer uses a 6AC7 (1852), but as
this is a short grid base valve, it would
probably be better to use a 6SH7 or
a 6AB7 (1853). The 717A valve, of
small physical dimensions, is known to
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work well, although (according to the
ARRL Handbook) it is only rated for
an anode voltage of 120.
The modification is straightforward
and consists chiefly of alterations to the
valveholder wiring. The existing components can be retained, except that the
screen resistor R8 should be changed to
33,000 ohms. The grid top-cap lead 'is
of course removed, the new grid lead
being taken from the previously unused
contact wire (cut off but usable) to be
seen at the base of the IF transformer.
This new lead should take the form of
a short piece of coaxial cable, to give
some measure of screening. If instability
is experienced, a small piece of copper
foil should be soldered across the valve holder to act as a shield between the
grid pin and the anode pin and
It is immaterial
associated wiring.
whether the foil is supported by the
cathode, screening-grid, or an earth -point
(all at zero RF potential), provided no
possibility of a short-circuit is allowed.
It will of course be necessary to peak
up the appropriate sections of the input
and output IF transformers.
Noise Limiter
One drawback of the usual type of
valve noise limiter, as found in the
" 640 " and other receivers, is that the
cathode is at high audio potential and
is liable to pick up hum from the
heater, due either to induction or
leakage, the effect varying between one
valve and another. By cutting out the
valve and substituting a metal rectifier
(a germanium or silicon crystal would
probably serve equally well), any possibility of hum pick-up is eliminated. In
the " 640," one half of V8 forms part
of the S-meter circuit, and if a signal
strength meter is in use, the valve must
remain in position and the noise limiter
be wired in separately. Otherwise the
EB34 can be removed entirely.
The rectifier used is a Westector WX6
and the noise limiting action is indistinguishable from that given by the
valve. It is wired with the negative
side connected to V8 anode and the
positive side to cathode. A good
position for mounting the rectifier is
directly across the noise limiter switch.
.

Power Supply Notes
The substitution of a smaller output
valve, as suggested earlier (lightening as
it does the load on the mains .transformer) causes a rise in HT volts, but
not to an extent likely to cause any
trouble. The regulation also is not so
212

good, which in practice means that
variations of RF and IF gain affect the
line voltage. A stabilised HT supply
for the oscillator, the screen grid of the
frequency -changer and for the BFO
valve would therefore be beneficial. An
article outlining the procedure to follow
appeared in the May 1950 issue of
Short Wave Magazine. There the
VR150/30 valve is mounted externally,
but it would not be difficult to find
room for the valve inside the receiver,
mounting the valveholder on pillars
above the chassis in any accessible
position.
Because at times a VHF converter is
used with the " 640 " and it was desired
also to stabilise the voltage supplied
to this unit (the " 640 " power unit
would not in any case supply sufficient
HT current), the system adopted by the
writer is to use a separate power pack,
delivering a completely stabilised 210
volts, and in consequence every valve is
running under constant potentials, irrespective of variations of gain or of
mains fluctuations (some screen -grids
excepted,, of course). The mains transformer in the " 640 " continues to
supply the valve heaters. For those
interested in adopting this idea, the
circuit of the power unit is given in
Fig. 5-it will be seen that smoothing
is very thorough, which, take with the
earlier noise limiter modificàtion, confers absolute freedom from- hum. The
stablising medium is a Stabilovolt
280/40, but if difficulty is found in
obtaining this particular valve, an
equivalent would be to employ two
VR105 / 30 in series. One section of the
Stabilovolt-that nearest the cathodeis shorted out to obtain the necessary
210 volts.
.

Bandspread
In the December 1950 issue of the
Magazine, G6FB described a method of
increasing bandspread by removing
some of the rotor vanes from the gang
condenser sections, and this idea has
been incorporated. A simpler method is
to place a 40 µµF ceramic or silver
mica condenser between the bandset
condenser stator and the bandspread
condenser stator of each section, in lieu
of the original short direct wire. This
opens out the scale considerably at the
LF (right-hand) end, but the degree of
bandspread is not constant, although
this very factor can be useful on occasions, e.g., when searching a narrow
band of frequencies. Close tolerance
condensers are necessary, preferably
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Fig. 7. When applying the Q'Fiver technique using a BC-453, certain circuit changes as above are
required to the second FC stage for 1600 to 190 kc conversion. C2, C6, C8 are pre-set trimmers as
mentioned in the text.

plus or minus I % and not more than
2%. The value of 40 µµF is 'arbitraryany near capacity will serve, but the
three condensers must be of equal
capacity.
A feature the writer has found most
useful, especially for ferreting out weak
CW signals, is the addition of an
external slow motion device to the
bandspread control shaft. As illustrated
in the close-up photograph, it consists
of a drive mechanism taken from an
Eddystone 597 dial, fitted to a metal
bracket, the latter being mounted on the
front panel. Details of the bracket are
given in Fig. 6, but the actual dimensions may be varied, with one important
exception. The height of the bracket
must be exactly 21in. if everything is to
fit together correctly. The positions of
the holes in the panel are found by
using the bracket as a template after
accurately centreing it in line with the
bandspread shaft. The holes, must be
tapped 4 BA, as it is not possible to
get at the rear of the panel to fix nuts.
The other parts required are a flexible
coupler and a large knob (Eddystone
type 50 and type 784 respectively). The
manipulation is made easier if a sort of
handle is fitted to the knob-it consists
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Table of Values
Fig. 7. The 1600/190 kc IF Converter for Q'Fiver

operation.

Cl = 3 µµF
C2
C3, C4, C5, C9
C6
C7
C8
CIO
C11

=
=

100
.01

µµF

µF

= 250 µµF
= 100 µµF.
= 150 µµF
=0.1µF
= 10 µµF

= 1000 ohm
47,000 ohm
R3 = 470 ohm
R4, R6 = 33,000 ohm
R5 = 100 ohm
(All Resistors } watt).
Valve = ECH35, 61(8,
RI
R2

equivalents.
LI, L2, L3, L4 = See text.

or

12

vólt

simply of a long 4 BA bolt on which
is an easy-fitting sleeve.

Adding a Q'Fiver
This can hardly be termed a modification, as it involves the use of an
external unit. The Q'Fiver is not easy
to modify to accept 1,600 kc, the intermedate frequency in the " 640 " receiver..
A small separate unit has therefore been
constructed to the circuit given in Fig. 7_
The input circuit resonates at 1,600 kc
and ,the oscillator is fix -tuned to 1,410,
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kc. The Output on 190 kc is fed via a
short length of coaxial cable to the
aerial terminal of the BC453.
The result is a triple conversion
superhet possessing really high selectivity. It might be expected that the
noise level would be on the high side,
but in practice this is not the case.
The " 640 " itself is inherently quiet, the
later frequency changers are handling a
fairly high signal voltage and do not
themselves -add much noise, and the
overall bandwidth is narrow.
The necessary unit can be quite small
and compact since all tuning is pre-set.
The valve used is an ECH35, but any
equivalent triode-hexode will be suitable. Some may prefer to use a 12K8
or similar valve, energised from the
power supply which 'feeds the Q'Fiver
(presuming the original 12 volt valves
are retained in the latter)-this has the
advantage that the additional frequencychanger only comes to life when the
Q'Fiver is switched on.
The input coil LI has a single winding consisting of 45 turns of 24 SWG
enamelled wire on a lin. former. The
oscillator coil L3 is similar, having 40
turns, and L2 is 20 turns wound in the
same direction as L3. The two inner
ends go to HT and earth, the outers to
anode and grid.

The IF transformer in the anode
circuit of the FC valve must of course
tune to 190 kc and an ordinary long
wave broadcast coil serves the purpose.
The output to the " 640 " can be taken
through a small coupling condenser or
from the coupling winding usually
forming part of the coil. Both methods
should be tried to see which gives the
better results in practice.
The list of components associated
with Fig. 7 gives a fair idea of the
capacity necessary to bring each
to resonance. Either a large circuit
compression trimmer may be used or the
capacity made up partly with one or
more fixed condensers plus à small
trimmer for final adjustment. It is
wise, if possible, to box in the new unit
completely, holes being made so that
each of the trimmers is accessible for
adjustment. Coaxial type sockets are
fitted to take the input and output
feeder cables, the small +in. cable being
suitable for interconnection purposes.
A coaxial socket should be fitted at
" 640 " receiver, along -

the rear of the
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the octal S -meter socket. The
centre conductor of the socket is connected via a 3 µµF ceramic condenser to
the anode of V4-that is, to the hot "
side of the second IF transformer
primary. The added capacity is so
small as to render unnecessary any
adjustment of the transformer core. On
the BC453 the inner of the cable is
clipped under the aerial terminal, the
outer screen, being secured under a
nearby screw.
side

`

Adjustment
The " 640 " is adjusted to 2,820 kc as
near as possible and the oscillator on
the new unit tuned until the second
harmonic is heard on the " 640." A
point will be found on the dial of the
BC453 at which the noise increases-the
trimmer C6 is adjusted until this point
coincides with the calibration marking
at 190 kc. A telephony signal is
accurately tuned in and made audible
through the audio channel of the " 640 "
and slight re -adjustment made to C8
until the same signal is heard simultaneously through the audio channel of
the Q'Fiver. The trimmer C2 is peaked
for maximum output.
For those who have not previously
had experience of a Q'Fiver unit, it is
most interesting to note the effect of
tuning through a signal and listening to
the difference in bandwidth as given by
the " 640 " alone and by the combination of " 640 " and BC453.
XTAL XCHANGE

Following are the latest offers, and
all negotiations should be conducted
direct.
G3AAJ, 385 High Street North, London,.
E.12.
Has QCC 465 kc band-pass unit, 75 kc crystal
unit and 1000 kc bar, I-in. pin spacing.
Wants frequencies in 3.5 me band, similar
mounting, or 8 me crystals suitable for twometre multiplication.

G3EAY,
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London.

Colchester Road, Leyton,

Has QCC P5 1770 kc crystal, certificated.
Wants similar type 1830-1899 kc, with or
without certificate.

G3EMU, 7 Monastery Street, Canterbury,
Kent.
Has mounted. 1925 kc crystal.
quency near 1760 kc.

Wants fre-

0311FD, 44 Nether Avenue, Grenoside,
Sheffield.
Has 5000 and 5555 kc crystals, I -in. mounting.
Wants 1485 kc crystal, any pin spacing.
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Tripler to 435 Mc
USING THE 15E
By M. D. MASON

(G6VX)

are not many valves available
T1 HERE
on the surplus market suitable for
generating useful amounts of RF on 435
mc. At present the popular 832A is
having a hot run, and very shortly will
follow the Kiwi and become extinct.
Unfortunately there does not seem to

Here are details for the construction of
a 70 -centimetre tripler stage, built round
the Eimac 15E VHF triode (in fairly
good supply in the surplus category),
which could be driven by the existing
145 mc transmitter. Though the circuitry is simple and straightforward, a
fair amount of mechanical work is
involved and it would be advisable to
provide cooling for the valve; small
blowers are available in several types of
surplus equipment.-Editor.
be a comparable pentode or tetrode to
carry on the fight. There are, however,

several varieties of disc seal triodes that
will give a watt or two, and some very
much bigger versions that unfortunately
would require at least a pair of high
power two -metre stations in push-pull to
begin to drive them.
But two types that should show some
promise are the 8012 and the 15E. The
8012, due to its awkward spikes, is
about as easy to handle as the garden
hedgehog. This leaves the 15E.
The 15E is an extremely robust little
valve with quite useful characteristics.
Unfortunately, a good number of the
Eimac surplus valves light up like
mercury vapour rectifiers when shown a
little grid drive. Some recover, but

Table of Values
Fig. 1. Circuit of the 15E Tripler for 435 mc.
fin. disc, 0.5-1 µµF
Cl
C2 = Grid mounting (see text and drawings)
C3 = 3-30 µµF trimmer
C4 = 50 µµF, T.C.C. HVD3
RI = 50,000 ohms, 1 -watt
Ll = 3 -in. length of 3/8-in. tubing, plus C4,
plus cooler D
L2 =. 9f in. length of 1/8 -in. copper tube.

The G6VX tripler to 435 mc, using a 15E VHF
triode. This photograph should be studied with
the detail drawings covering the construction.

C4

l

E-

500

LI

-CI

CZ

RI

49
log.

1,

5Sv

-501-100v

Circuit of the I5E tripler, after G6VX. As he explains, satisfactory results depend upon
accurate construction, to the details given in the accompanying drawings.
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when a good one is found it is good,
and will stand a vast amount of hard
work.
For use as a tripler the following
characteristics are listed for the 15E:
15E

Thoriated Filament

Mu

20
25

Vf
Wa

cgP
CgF

5.5V, 4A
1.1µµF
1.4µµF

CPF 0.3µµF
Typical operation :
Va
500
la
50 mA
Vg
-250 to 350
Ig
5 mA
W out
5
Grid driving power at 145 mc, 6-10 watts.

&NODE COOLER

Mlatariat:ï dia.brusrad.

i;msN=

41A tapped bole

DriU_tb

General Circuit Description
The physical construction fits quite
nicely into a little elementary plumbing.
The valve is operated as a grounded
grid tripler. This approach requires a
little more drive, but at the same time
it ensures maximum isolation between
the input and output circuits, thus minimising the necessary but undesirable 145
mc component appearing at the aerial.
The 15E is a very convenient valve
for any one running a 145 mc rig using
an 829 PA with a 500-600v. HT supply ;
6 to 10 watts drive are required for
efficient phone operation. The modulated HT for the 829 can also be used
for the tripler. The input to the 829
will probably be reduced by 50 mA or
so, which is now available for the 15E.
The tripler runs extremely hot even
with the filament only applied, so
forced air cooling and the use of
adequate metal radiating fins attached
to the plate, grid and filament connections are strongly- recommended.
(One does not try a second time catching molten solder heading straight for
the carpet!) Five to ten cubic feet of
blower air per minute is ample.
The schematic circuit shown herewith
does not help much, but basically it is
a quarter -wave plate trough Ll tuned to
435 mc by Cl. The input is a folded
quarter-wave screened line L2, tuned to
145 mc by C3. The grid is grounded
for RF by a metal plate C2. The 435
mc output is taken from the cold end
of Ll by a suitable link. A 4in. length
of 16 g. en. wire folded to form a fin.
wide hairpin is about right for a 300 ohm line.
The driving power is coupled into L2
at the points marked X -X when a piece
of 300-ohm line is used for the link.
Coaxial input and output lines should
present no difficulty.
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if duired.

Y+a+Md

garb

COOLER

brass rod

p
flag Oak fed

4 BA tappa. isola

to locate
end of 11

Ddl t)0.40
1110UNT1N4

LI

material:

dig brass rod

11011NTiNy L2

Material:

f

dia brass rod

¡wag

Zdtril

Tapped 43A

e,

DriU Ne.4O

TILAmENT CONNECTOR
Mlateriat:
brass rod

dia.

Fig. 2. Detail drawings showing dimensions
and construction for coolers and mountings for
the 15E 70 cm tripler.

Fixed bias of 50 to 100 volts is a
convenient method of cutting the tripler
off when CW is being worked. With
this method the two -metre transmitter
may be keyed in the usual way.
With no load connected to Li, a
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reasonable sample of the 15E will produce a dip in plate current from 60
to 40 mA. For CW only the bias and
drive may be reduced and the tripler
loaded to 60 mA or so with a definite
increase in aerial power. However, ' at
the operating conditions suggested, the
I5E will be perfectly happy running
continuously for hours at a stretch, a
handy feature when playing with aerials.
Mechanical Construction
Due to the bright silver plated finish,
the reflections on the photograph mask
However, the
the detail somewhat.
accompanying drawings of the chassis
and cooler, together with the plan view
of the layout, should be sufficient to get
the general idea.
The chassis is made by folding along
the dotted lines B and. C to form a
" U " to measure bins. long by 3ins.
across the base and lfins. high on the
sides. The section " E " is folded at
right angles on the line " F," then
placed in the " U " on the line marked
" D," soldered in position all along the

contacting edge. A couple of 1fin. x
1 -1-in. wooden blocks will help to locate
section " E" whilst wielding the soldering iron.
It will probably help to make the
grid condenser and mounting " G," then
use it as a jig to drill chassis fixings.
The grid cooler is rivetted and soldered
to the centre hole in " C."
The insulating bushes can be made
two different sized paxolin
from
washers, or some of the surplus ceramic
bushes would do nicely. The plate line
Ll is a 3in. length of fin. O/D brass or
copper tubing. An fin. thick plug is
sweated in one end to carry the 4BA
fixing screw. The centre of the plug/is
drilled and tapped 4BA. A second hole
is drilled off centre to clear the HT feed
line. The tube is cleaned and silvered
before the blocking condenser C4 is
soldered on. The total length of Ll
plus C4 plus the cooler should be 4ins.
The filament line L2 is made by
folding a 9fin. length of fin. O/D
copper tubing into a. " U." The " U "
should measure fin. between the inside

MT

illatariat:

eau dad gel*.

Ftsth : Silva plait

Fig. 3. The chassis construction detail, which should be closely followed.
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4-Taxolify bushes

eta sheet 00o2 -oeo+" thick
6 BA screw
E
E

b BA nut soldered. to chassis

L1

F

HVO3 50,45uF
SCC

L2

Fig. 4. Layout plan of the 15E tripler, and see photograph.

The tubing must be annealed,
cleaned and plated before bending. A
12in. length of Lewbestos 24 gauge wire
is fed through the tubing before bending. (Lewbestos wire will not deteriorate with heat.) The two ends of the
" U " are soldered to the filament " C,"
cooler, and mounting " H."
The input line could be replaced by a
solid 12 gauge wire and the heater voltage fed to one pin of the filament
through a small HF choke. 25 turns
diameter paxolin
of 24 en. on a
former would do. It is essential that
the filament and plate lines are detachable for valve changing. For this
reason C3 is soldered to two small clips
edges.

-11.

that straddle the filament line at points
Y -Y.

Before any of the components are
assembled, all metal work should be
thoroughly cleaned in a strong detergent, then silver plated by the rubbing
process suggested in Short Wave Magazine for July, 1948, page 333. The
brighter the finish on the metal parts
the better the silvering.
A grounded grid neutralized amplifier
has been built to go with this tripler.
The power gain was considerable, but
the modulation characteristics so far do
not meet the 500 per cent. apparently
expected on 70 cm!

AMATEUR TV RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION

All readers with an experimental or
constructional interest in TV receivers
should be seeing our Short Wave
Listener & Television Review, which for
many months past has been carrying a
series of practical articles on TV reception and the modification of surplus
`
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equipments for sound and vision on the
Alexandra Palace and Sutton Coldfield
frequencies. The cover price of Short
Wave Listener & Television Review is
Is. 6d. (1s. 7d. post free), or 18s. by
direct subscription for a year of twelve
issues.
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President:

GERALD MARCUSE. G2NM

FIRST CLASS
OPERATORS' CLUB

Hon. Secretary:

Capt. A.M. H.

FERGUS. G2ZC

Asst. Hon. Secretary:

J. E. CATT, GbPS
The FOC register now shows close on
350 elected members, in 33 countries.
While the U.K. contingent is naturally in
the majority, we are glad to have in our
ranks a large number of amateurs outside
Great Britain. The unknowing may think
of the Club as consisting solely of operators
who can swing a key at a defined number of
words per minute. But that is only one of
the requirements, since all members are
constantly on the alert to raise the standard
"

of operating. And " standard of operating "
means many things, not the least of which
are good manners on the air and con-

sideration for the other fellow.
Becoming a Member
To explain the process of election to
the FOC, it should be noted that this is
always by " invitation " and not by
" application." The procedure in all cases
is to get a member, who can vouch for the
ability and willingness of the candidate, to
make a proposal. This is published in the
Club Circular Letter, which goes out
regularly each month to all members, and
it is then open to any member to approve,
or otherwise (with reasons), election to the
Club. In effect this means that every
member has a " say " in management, and
the very smooth way in which the FOC
runs is a reflection of the type of operator
who is attracted to the Club.
March of Time
Within the last month the first G father and -son combination has been added to
the membership' roll, with G8VG and
G3HVG, though ZL4BQ and ZL4GA were
actually the first to be elected in this
category. The question now is whether
any grandfathers are Club members !
The first blind operator is also welcomed as
a member this month ; his work is attending
a switchboard, and his opposite number
on the board is also a blind amateur ; by
a strange coincidence, in the past they
were both at the same school.
Club Activity
Members appear to be busy on all
bands, and in the Four Band Marathon
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Table appearing in the May issue of Short
Wave Magazine, the first two places are
still held by Club members. While the
FOC cannot claim to head the lists in
the VHF field, a number of members
figure there too ; and in the Top Band
story in the same issue, the achievements
of GW3ZV, kV4AA, ZL1AH and ZL1MP
bring honour to the FOC, as they are all
members.
Others feature in various DX lists, as
indeed they do in the " Births and,
Marriages " columns of the daily pressall of which can only be to the ultimate
good of Amateur Radio !
Dates to Book
The annual Marathon Contest will
start on Sunday, September 30, and the
Fourth Annual Club Dinner is fixed for
the evening of Saturday, December 1st, in
London. Full details will follow in later
Circular Letters, but those interested are
asked to keep these dates in mind.
Election Notice
In accordance with the Rules of the
First Class Operators' Club, the following
are declared elected to the active membership list :
H. E. Sutton, G2AAS (Horncastle, Lines) ;
D. Oswald, GM3COQ (Montrose, Angus) ;
F. James, G6NW (Abingdon, Berks) ;
D. A. Capp, G3CPT (Bletcliléÿ);
A. P. Windle, G3HVG (Dartford) ;
R. C. P. Eatwell, G3AJW (Swindon) ;
P. H. H. Jones, G3DRE (Sheffield) ;
L. J. Groves, G4GT (St. Albans) ;
J. A. Bonser, G3GRL (Hucknall, Notts) ;
A. Forsythe, GI3FZQ (Belfast)
A. W. G. Burgoyne, VQ2AB (Lusaka,
N. Rhodesia).

" CLAMP

MODULATION "

The article by G5RZ on this subject
in our Marçh issue has aroused considerable interest, and it seems that a
good many stations are using, or experimenting with Clamp control. Some
further material on this system of
modulation is in preparation, and will
appear in future issues.
"
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from a GC station ! We have no doubt
that his claim will then pass the scrutiny of
the judging committee and bring him
Certificate No. 1. Who aspires to collect
No. 2 ? It is all ready and waiting for the
right man.
Now let us pass straight on to the detailed
summary of DX, beginning with the Old
Faithful.
Twenty -Metre News

G5FA (London, N.11) pushed his score
up with VP3MCB (Phone) and CT2BO and
FG7XA (CW). Other good ones were
JA2KW, FP8BX, KH6AEH, KV4AI and
HZIHZ-the latter making his first G
contact with his new rig. This uses a 66 volt battery for both Tx and Rx
!

Calls Heard, Worked & QSL'd

-41E
By L. H. THOMAS, M.B.E. (G6QB)

IT seems

by all the reports that conditions
have improved somewhat on the HF
bands, at the expense of the LF bands. The
burden of all the DX has been carried this
month by 14 mc, and the forty -metre boys
have often been heard disporting themselves
around that territory-a fact which speaks
for itself.
One or two rare birds of the more
ephemeral type have appeared-notably
FG7XA, as forecast last month. He seemed
surprisingly easy to work (by those who
worked him), and was not so deeply buried
under the W's as one might,have expected.
Nice little spasms of Pacific DX have
occurred,' too, bringing the lucky ones a
few prizes of the VR2, VR5, ZK and ZM
type. Strangely enough, most of these
countries have been active on phone only ;
this, of course, has given the microphone
experts a hearty laugh at the expense of the
key-pushers. Even FG7XA was worked
more frequently on phone than on CW ;
he used four bands, too.
Magazine DX Award
The first claim for our new award
arrived during the month and few will
be surprised to know that the claimant was
G2PL (Wallington), with plenty of cards
in hand for each band except 1.7 mc.
Actually (purely as a formality) he is held
up on that band until he extracts a card
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G2FYT (Bristol) collected JA2KW,
FP8BX and a CT2 for new ones. He was.
all poised to call ZK1BC when a power
cut put paid to that one ! He thinks.
LZ1KSR might be genuine, and worked
M 1 B again-but whether he was the
phoney or the real article he does not know.
G5BZ (Croydon) has not been on much,
but did raise FG7XA, CE7XQ, EAOAC
and CP5EK. He says there has been no
sign of W6/7 openings in the mornings this
spring. G3CDC worked ZK1BC at 0800,
and heard such nice ones as FO8AC,
KJ6AP, VR2CD and AC4LP. We have
heard lots of people calling the latter in
the afternoons-has anyone any news about
him ?
G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) has raised a
lot of new ones this year, including PK5AA,
ZS2MI, FPBBX, CR4AD, ZM6AA,
VR5GA, FG7XA and VT1AG-the last
five all on phone. This brings him up to
the double -century mark-nice going !
G3BNE (London, N.W.3) treated himself
to a full -wave aerial running NE/SW,
which brought in some nice DX from Asia
and the Far North, but ZK1BA and
DU1AL both " got away."
Latest from G2AJ (Biggin Hill) were
FR7ZA, FG7XA, ZM6AA (phone),
CP5EP, FA8AW and FQ8AF. So he, too,
has passed the 200 mark. G8KU (Scarborough) raised C3AB, giving his QTH as
Box 22, Tainhung, Formosa. This was on
14070 at 1920 GMT, and sounds rather
good to us. (We have . since heard this
station working others.).
(Methilhill)
collected
GM2DBX
HP1MD and SU1MR for two new ones,.
and has now made his century on phone_.
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O3ACC of Dulwich, London, and her neat station. Well known on the air, she is DX -minded and a
member of our First Class Operators' Club.

G3FXA (Bexhill) rolled in FP8AW,
KV4AU, FQ8AF, JA2KW, M1B, VS7NX
(all early evening) and CO7AH, HP1BR,
TI2TG and CX6AD (all round about
midnight) after putting up a new aerial.
The best for G2HKU (Sheerness) were
ZE3, ZS, UA9, LU (599 at 0620), ZL, VK
and KP4 ; but he heard FG7, CE7,
FB8ZZ, KG6AA and a VP4. G3FXB
(Hove) lists CE7ZQ, CR7RF, FQ8AF,
PJ3XA and ZS3Q as his best, with AC4LP
described as " possibly phoney." He gave
his QTH as " near Lasa " (sic) which
probably clinches it. 'FXB.and some others
also heard a type signing ZK2AB, working
G's at 1800 (we heard him just before
midnight). No more need be said about
this one.
G2BW (Walton -on-Thames) hitched up a
N/S dipole and raised VP8AK, VS6BA,
FG7XA and VT1AC. G6QX (Hornchurch)
kept himself busy with Central and South
Americans, corning out of the fray with
YS1 O, FG7XA, VP5BL and 7NM, CP5EK,
PJ5RE, TI2PZ and VP8AL The CP5EK
QSO was noteworthy for some very nice
co-operation on the part of KV4AA and
W2CTO, who had skeds with each other
and with the CP. They even put 'QX
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through out of turn so that he could get
to bed !
G3ABG (Cannock) has been busy
getting G3ABG/A going, and has been
besieged by the Press ; nevertheless he has
raised HZ1HZ, F8EX/AR, LZ1RF,
CE7ZQ and KV4AtJ. G5JU (Birmingham)
collected FB8ZZ, TI2TG, VP8AP and
KG6BQ.
G3GUM (Formby) pushed up his score
nicely with VP5BL and 8AI, HZ1JD,
LZ1KEP, UI8, UJ8 and the like, but he
was " trampled underfoot " in the scramble
for FG7XA and was lost by FR7ZA in a
similar rumpus.
G3BDQ (St. Leonards) pulled his totals
up with FG7XA, FF8JC, FQ8AN, KR6AT,
JA2KW, F8EX/AR, ZD2TBS, VT lAC,
FB8ZZ, CO7HH, LZIKAB, KS4AP and
ZA1XO to mention only a few.
G3ATU (Roker) has even increased his
lead in the Marathon table, what with
HC1KD,
VK9GB
HP1LL, TI2RC,
MP4BAF, FG7XA, UAOAC and LZIKSR.
that
on
CW
he
resorted
to
phone
After
lot
and raised AR8AB, YV5EC, VP5AR and
9VV, KG4AU, ZC4ND and a W7 in
Arizona.
G6ZO (Edgware) heads the other table
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and has achieved the formidable figure of
232 by adding FB8ZZ, 9S4AX, FG7XA,
EA0AB and FR7ZA. He spent his Easter
holidays in Algiers and had some fine
personal, QSO'S. Finally Jim says that
VKIPG is now back at VK2PG, and will
be sending out his QSL's as soon as
possible.
Clots' Corner
This
Slight interval for refreshment
month sees two worthy contributions. The
first is from G3ATU who offers a wellknown Italian station. This type sat on
top of FR7ZA and called " CQ FR7 " for
a solid three minutes.

...

FOUR BAND MARATHON
(STARTING JANUARY 1, 1951)

e
Station

me me me

me

a

call -sign

!

Perhaps we might be allowed to add,

with compliments, the owners (or users) of
the calls 6K6AA and 9D3AA, together
with. all bogus AC4LP's, ZK2AB's and
other things that go boomp in the night.
The DX on Forty
Of course the 7 me band is tailing off now,
and some of the ground -planes have come
down for de -carbonising and overhaul.
But DX can still be worked. G3ATU
raised VP9AK for a new one on the band,
and found that it was the VP9's very first
QSO (2330 on 7095).
G5JU worked
ZS5LZ/MP, aboard a warship off the West
Coast of Africa. G3ABG winkled out
VKSFL, RST 579 amongst a pile of G's
in the early evening.

G3ATU

225

21

79

122

3

128

G6QB

195

18

55

109

13

122

GSBZ

190

21

44

121

4

126

GSFA

176

15

68

88

5

105

GSJU

176

24

49

86

17

G3FXB

164

14

62

87

1

108

G6QX

163

32

58

68

5

92

G2AJ

152

18

41

75

18

95

G3ABG

142

20

63

52

7

85

G8IP

121

12

48

53

8

79

G2BW

116

14

30

66

6

77

W2WC

110

22

32

49

7

59

G2BW was pleased to find F9QV1FC on
the band-a new one. One of the nicest
lists comes from G3FXB, and includes
CO2WF, KP4UW, KV4AU, KZ5BE,
TI2PZ, UR2KAA, VQ4CM (G2AVP's new
call) and VT1AC-all round about midnight. A sortie at 0315 brought in VP5BH
(Cayman Is.).
G6AT (Hampton Hill) collected VS6,
VK, ZL, VO, ZS and a few others, but still
suffers from some obscure BCI trouble.
He hopes to go portable while on holiday,
with a trench set. G3FXA offers F9JD/FC
and SP1CM ; G3GGN (Worthing) brought
in PY, ZL, VE and UF6. G5FA found
nothing new but raised EA9, FC and a

GM2DBX

103

1

17

43

42

73

VQ4.

G8KU

101

13

ÿ6

59

3

73
60

98

G6TC

94

12

33

47

2

G3EDA

79

12

32

34

1

51

G3COI

73

19

18

35

1

47

G6AT

60

9

33

16

2

38

G3IAR

18

4

10

3

1

18

-

(Note that new entries to this table must
not include QSL's dating back more than
two months from the time of entry.
Regular reporters should send in their

score month by montlt-three months'
failure to do so will be taken to indicate
loss of interest and the score will be
deleted).
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The second is from G3GUM, who found
an HA5 calling CQ DX and wiping out
most of the CW band with his wobbly raw
AC note and transients and parasitics.
'GUM finally called him and told him to
go out and buy a rectifier. The HA came
back with a terse " R VA," and, half a
minute later, came on and called CQ DX
again, same note, same fist-but different

GM2DBX returned to the band after
welcome
he'll not
Finally,
He
can just
about read each other comfortably through
the uproar. And then he had a card from
Eric Trebilcock in VK3, giving him 569
while working this local !
a long absence, and had a great
from the phone gang, so he says
be doing much DX for a while.
G3GUM says " Wotta band
has sked with a local, and they

...."

The LF Bands

Hardly anyone even mentions 80 metres
this month. The only items of note are
that G2YS (Chester) collected I1NU/Trieste
a new one, and that G8NF (Huddersfield)
had a message from VS1AA saying that
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he would be operating on 3505 kc from
May 1, with 800 watts.
G3CVO (Gerrards Cross) tried the band
as a rest from the VHF's, but was not
amused. To quote
" Rarely have I
heard a larger amount of tripe talked
.
mostly social chit-chat, with an occasional
` technical ' bit casting
doubts on the
speaker's sanity or knowledge of radio.
How do these people get their tickets ?
.. Most of this seems to go on a day and
night net, usually on top of some QRP
station's crystal channel. To be sure, the
net will move after the third successive
day on the channel, if the QRP station
can make himself known, a tricky business
due to the snappy (?) operating procedure."
Perhaps at this stage' we might be
allowed to quote from the Bird -Fanciers'
notes in the recent FOC Circular Letter :
" The Greater Backchat-a bird usually to
be found on 80 metres, uttering shrill
meaningless cries and fouling other birds'
nests." Sounds to us like another way of
saying exactly the same thing !
The Top Band has produced little of
note. A Thing, said to be X4XAM, deceived nobody, especially when it proceeded
to work a " W " at some unearthly hour
of the evening. We don't even consider it
worthy of Clots' Corner. We overlooked,
last month, a letter from G6AB (Holland on-Sea), who worked OH5NV on the
band at 1950. GW3ZV also worked him a
little later. These might well be the first
G and GW contacts with OH on the Top
Band. G2NJ (Peterborough) reports a
station signing DAC, asking everyone to
QRT on 1885 kc as he was handling
commercial traffic. Sounds a bit cheeky
to us. 'NJ heard a large bunch of OK's as
well as UR2, HA, UB5 and HB.
G3GGN (Worthing) wonders whether
his phone QSO with EKIAO was the first
of its kind ? This was at 0315 on January
6. Prior claimants, if any, please speak up.
Ten -Metre Notes
If you spend a lot of time looking round
the ten -metre band you can pick up some
nice new ones, either in the short-skip
conditions or at the rare moments when
DX suddenly comes through.
GSJU
bolstered up his Marathon score with the
short-skippers ; G6QX worked ZE3JJ, and
heard OQ5DZ working an .ON4 and
suggesting a move to " 20 mc." 'QX also
reports that VP7NM says the band has
been open for VP7/G contacts between
1700 and 2000 GMT.
G2BW collected a few short-skip countries, and G3FXA worked LJ3B, who

....
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Three personalities who recently visited the
home of G6FO. Left to right : G6XJ (Stratton &
Co., Ltd.), ZS1A (Capetown) and G5JU (Birmingham).

reported that he sounded like someone
next door with a kilowatt
!

News from Overseas
A big and very interesting overseas mail
this month, which is something we always
like to see. First, it seems that VP6CDI

considers the recent article on " DX
Ethics " presented only a garbled version
of what he had to say on the subject of
QSL-ing. In particular, he thinks it might
read as if he has no intention of sending
out QSL's. Should this impression be
created (and we don't for a minute admit
that it might), we are glad to state that
'CDI answers every card received. He has
sent out more than 5,000 (yes, five thousand)
since settling in VP6, and last April alone
he despatched a solid 900. So if anyone
has not received a card in reply to his own,
it was lost in the post or somewhere in the
bureaucracy. Send another, and it will
be attended to.
VQ4AA, ex-VQ3AA, is returning to East
Africa after six months of sick leave in the
U.K. He will be going to Tabora, in
Central Tanganyika, and thus will assume
the old call of VQ3AA once more. He is
taking back plenty of gear (including
2-metre equipment) so he asks interested
stations in VQ2, VQ4, ZE and ZS to note.
QTH will be cio Station Master, East
African Railways, Tabora.
VT1AF (Kuwait) is in a sad quandary.
As we predicted, licences have gone
through and official calls have been issued.
Unfortunately these prove to be MP4's
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(VTIAC ìs, MP4KAA and 1AF is
MP4KAE). Apart from taking a dim view
of sounding like " Klub Stations," the
chaps are very pained at the MP4 mix-up,
since the same prefix now covers Bahrein,
Oman, Kuwait and Ken Ellis in Saudi
Arabia (on occasions !).
One rather
imagines that the VT call -signs will still
be heard for a considerable time. Of course
the most confusing part of the MP4
business is the sorting out of QSL's and
their respective Bureaux.
Perhaps the
authorities will eventually be persuaded to
think again.
VS7DB (Negombo) has been very active

on 7 mc, working DL's, G's and other
Europeans as well as VQ3, MP4 and ZS.
On 14 mc rather less turned up. His rig is
a 25 -watt transmitter (6V6 and 807) and
an AR88, and he says that he always
answers G's that call him. ZE4JE writes
from Gatooma to say that he and ZE3JI
are the only licensed amateurs in the town.
'JI was back in U.K. last year, and returned
with some gear which did its share of
heart -gladdening.
'JE says it's not a
.

ZONES WORKED LISTING
POST WAR
Station

Z

C

Station

G6RH
G6QB
1G5YV

G3ATU
G3DO
G2FSR
4 4CP
jG8IG

iG2VD

IG3BI
IG3TK

G3AAM

G2I0
4

3YF

G8IP

G3AZ

G5BJ

GSVU

G2AJ

4321V
G3FNJ

G6BB
G3BNE
G5MR
G3DCU
G5FA
G8KU
G3BDQ

G2BJY
iG3C0J
GM3EST
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WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ
WAZ

232
224
218
205
205
200

40
40
40
40
40
40

201
183
150
136
134

39
39
39
39

163
160
158
155

38
38
38

160
157
133

196
195
188
171

162
157
154
152
152
144
133
126
124

130

-

C

cont'd.

Phone and CW
iG6ZO

Z

G2FYT
G3ABG
G6QX

37
37
37

137
135
135

G2YS

G3GUM
G3CIZ

36
36
36

130

G6TC
G2DHV

35
35

111

G3FGT

GM3CVZ
G3HDA
G6AT

34
34
34
34

129
107
103
100

G3FXB

33

129

G2BBI

30

101

129
127
106

Phone only
G2AJ

38

161

G3DO
G6WX

37
37

160
135

G8QX

G3COJ
G2WW

36
36
36

139
184
134

G2VJ

34

116

GM2DBX

33

101

G2BBI

30
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question of shortage of cash --just absolute
non -availability of gear, He now has a
15-watt rig which " seems to have a
preference for W6 territory." ZE4JE is
coming home for the Festival-his home
QTH is in Leeds.
VS6HR is G3CDR out in Hong Kong.
Three years ago he couldn't get a VS6 call
because his " permanent " QTH was
afloat ; this time there is no such trouble.
He particularly wants the Hull and Ipswich
crowd to listen for him, on 14 mc in the
afternoons. 'HR wonders whether any of
the former operators passing through
VS6AC (and there have been lots of them)
have now got calls of their own.
W2WC writes with another entry for
the Marathon table and says he much
regrets that he was so late in getting -on the
Top Band. He certainly did well when he
did come on. For DX, he has added a 7
mc Ground-Plane to his antenna collection,
and says reports have been good ; best
catch on the band, to date, is VP8AP.
VS6AC (Neville) hastens to defeñd the
G operators against such accusations as
these made by 3A2AB. He admits that
some of them aren't so hot, but says that
he has never yet had a G butt in on one
of his contacts, which is more than he can
say for many of the European stations.
Further, he finds the latter's Morse just as
unreadable and their Phone just as disgraceful as when he was at home in
England ! Neville says that even a VS6
suffers from many " pile-ups," but he has
never yet known one get out of hand.
MT2E duly arrived in Aden, but was not
licensed as VS9E (which we mentioned a
month or two ago) but as VS9AO. He
hopes to be on very shortly, but is on a site
with some forty' other aerials (Tx and Ric,
mixed !) and no interference will be tolerated. So when you hear Butch signing
VS9AO you will know that your TVI
problems are minor matters compared
with what he has been through
.

...

General Patter
G8IP (Hampton) says " I worked that
character calling himself M1B and have
even sent a card to Box 77 San Marino,
but don't expect anything to come of it."
We still don't know whether this active
one is the old original M1B or the phoney
who used to say " QTH Snt Marino'.'
'8IP was delighted to work ZE3JM, who
is ex-G4JF and an old friend of his. They
have had an unsuccessful sked for a long
time, but ZE3JM moved to Umtali where
he was not so screened, and suddenly
came through like a ton of bricks.
G2BJY (West Bromwich) has found it
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of Britain Land Travel Exhibition was at ManDuring the period May 4-26, GB3FB of the Festival
14 me CW and phone, a large number of stations
chester with G6OM in charge. Operating 7 and
DX very difficult. The next appearance
were worked through a continuous S9 noise level, making
noise level will probably be no less, so
of GB3FB is at Leeds, June 23-July 14, under G6KU. The
difficulties.
operators are asked to be tolerant if GB3FB appears to be in(Photo
Short Wave Magazine copyright).

" a pleasant change " to work locals on
80 -metre phone and CW. He wants the

full rules for the WAE Ceìtificate ; as we
haven't got them at the moment, can someone please help him ? 'BJY reminds us,
in connection with G2HKU's statement
last month, that he, also, collected a
DXCC with 25 watts, and has Certificate
No. 918. He has just made an even
tougher one-EDXC-also with 25 watts.
Nice work, that !
G2CDT (Sheffield) says that he, like
many others, is too restricted in his times to
hope to work much super-DX ; so he uses
this Commentary to find out what is
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Strings of call-signs don't
workable.
mean much, and he would like to read more
details of each QSO, thus : " G7MUG (150
watts, Rhombic) worked FG7MUG 339
at 0330, May 7, 14050 kc." Then he knows
that such a QSO" is not for him, and
doesn't pine over it ! (But think of the
work for your Commentator, sorting all
that out of every letter a dozen or more
times ... he would certainly never work any
DX again).
The former exponent of sloping aerials,
G2GM, has now moved to Paignton, and
misses them sadly. He is in the centre of
the town, surrounded by refrigerators and
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traffic lights, and with no space for an
outside aerial. So he has a bent folded
dipole in the roof -space, and has worked
38 countries in 16 zones, but finds this the
first aerial he has used, since 1929, on
which he cannot work W's !
G6BB (London, S.W.2) has been too
busy to do much chasing of late, and won't
be very active during the summer. He
says he has found an aerial which brings
back ZL's to CQ calls on 80, but, in general,
the reáction has set in. He longs for the
days of 23 and 45 metres, using a de -based
LS5 and chemical rectifiers, and says the
chief curse of to-day is the VFO. There are
many who will agree with him, and many
more who would add, in parentheses, " as
used by the Spiv -types."
Returning Thanks
G3FZG (Wirral) wishes to thank all the
amateurs who have helped him during the
past eighteen months, which he spent in a
sanatorium. He was using 10 watts to a
6L6, CO, as G3FZG/A, on 40 -metre CW ;
this helped him to pass the time agreeably
and to make many new friends. Lots of
QSL's with messages of cheer, and plenty

of books and other offerings from people
he had never met in person, helped 'FZG
to recover his health and he now wishes to
thank them all and to hope that they may
continue to spread the true " Ham -spirit "
throughout the world.
The Festival Station
G6OM, who has been considerably
bound up with the affairs of GB3FB in
Manchester, asks us to say that if they
don't come back to a call it is not snootiness,
but failure to hear signals through the
terrible noise -level. He says that a -lot of
DX stations must have branded them as
clots, but it takes an S9 -plus signal to punch
a hole in the local racket.
A new kind of pirate is reported by
G2HKU. This one keeps on calling him
when he makes a 14 me CW contact and
tries to blot out the distant station. The
signal is RST 585, the fist terrible, and the
calls are FR1EAK, LI2AR, VK2OPT and
other choice assortments. There's only
one thing to do with a pest like this ; keep
him talking while someone else does a bit
of D -F.
We have been honoured by similar

operates mainly on 14 me with SO
G2CEIi, Folkestone, was licensed AA in pre-war days, and now
phone is used. With a 66 -ft. NE -SW aerial,
watts to an 807, screen modulated with a 6L6 whenworked.
1.7 me a 6L6 ECO is used, and the
For
have
been
countries
67
feeders,
tuned
fed
with
centre
station receiver is a Sky Champion hotted up with a regenerative pre -selector.
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treatment, not from a pirate, but from a
certain UA3. At various odd times of the
day we simply can't call any DX station
without knowing that this type will be on
the frequency, calling us, when we go over
and listen. His patience is limitless ; we
never answer, but he keeps on trying, and.
always when we are calling someone else.
He has never once come back to a CQ
call.
GM3EST's desire to go DX, on ZD9 or
VR6 or somewhere similar, has brought
forth a letter from G3EHS (Barnoldswick).
He really wants to know what is happening
on Pitcairn, as the operator who was there
in 1947 was responsible for introducing
him to Amateur Radio. 'EHS was serving
as a radio officer, and he had some good
QSO's with ZPB (Pitcairn's commercial
station), the operator of which enlightened
him as to conditions on the island. Shortly
after leaving the sea, 'EHS read that the
N.Z. Government had sold all the radio
equipment placed on Pitacirn during the
war to the islanders-for the sum of £50.
We do not think there has been any
genuine activity out there since Nelson
Dyett (probably the N.Z. operator referred
to) left the isalnd, although two calls now
appear in the Call Book-VR6AC and
VR6AY (the latter, of course, being Andrew
Young, who operated pre-war but has not
been heard on the air since).
CALL BOOKS
AN ANNOUNCEMENT

For nearly 30 years, the RADIO AMATEUR
CALL BOOK has been the world's only complete directory of amateur stations. Due to
it's steady growth, to the high cost of production and the effect of devaluation, it now
costs 20s. in sterling.
By collaboration between the American
publishers of the CALL BOOK and Gage &
Pollard, sole agents for the U.K. and Europe,
it has been decided to make two additional
cheaper versions available with effect from
the publication of the next (Summer)
edition.
One will be the Foreign Section onlythe CALL BOOK as now published but less
the W portion-at 8s. 6d. post free, and
containing some 140 pages of callsignaddresses covering all parts of the world
outside the United States.
The other will be the G section of the
CALL BOOK, at 4s. 6d. post free, and containing only the latest U.K. listings, the
fullest and most up-to-date extant as they
will be made up from the existing lists.
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It's a great pity that any nice prefix
like this should go begging ; let's start a
Corps of Volunteers for shining up such
things as VQ7, ZD7, ZD8 and VR6.
Another Menace
Several people are complaining about
the increase in parasitics and key -thumps
from commercial stations, in many cases
operating on their rightful frequencies
outside our bands. A case in point recently
was FZR6 (just below the LF end of 14
mc), whose final started behaving like a
pair of 807's gone wild. Clicks and bangs
and the horrid things we call caterpillars
appeared all the way up to 14080 (and
doubtless also down to 13900) for at least
twelve hours. What is so galling is that
for at least six hours of this time he was
doing nothing but calling " V V V de
FZR6 " ; sheer waste of juice, nothing
useful achieved, but innumerable weak DX
signals blotted out over a wide band for
several hours. Almost as futile as some of
this -short-wave broadcast racket !
And on that sad note we will leave you
for this month. Next month's deadline is
first post on June 13, and the following
one even earlier-July 11. So please watch
these two dates, and send in all your
reports and news to time. Address them to
" DX Commentary," Short Wave Magazine
53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. Until
then, Good Hunting, 73 and BCNU.

These three publications will meet individual CALL BOOK requirements, and each
edition will contain all the latest additions
and amendments.
To ensure appearance in these Call Books,
it will still be neccessary for all G's to send
their callsign-addresses, and changes of
address, to QTH Dept., SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, the only source from which U.K.
QTH's are accepted for the RADIO AMATEUR
CALL BOOK. Publication in all three versions
will then be automatic.
It should be noted by all concerned that
(a) British callsigns can only be published
at the direct request of the holder of the
call, and (b) the RADIO AMATEUR CALL
BOOK is covered by coyprights retained by
the American publishers.
We understand that the new versions of
the CALL BOOK, at the three prices of 20s.,
8s. 6d. and 4s. 6d. post free, will be available about mid-July, that the intial print
orders will be limited, and that copies can
be reserved in advance with Gage & Pollard,
49 Victoria 'Street, London, S.W.1. Remittances can be accepted in any currency
officially quoted against sterling.
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The Season Opens

-

First EI/GC Contacts Reported

-

Better Conditions, Higher Activity
The April Contest Tables

BARDM
By E. J. WILLIAMS, B.Sc. (G2XC)
AT

last there

have been signs of an

awakening of 2-metre conditions. The
weight of the mail, the long lists of Calls
Worked and Heard (so many, in fact, that
it will not be possible to print them all),
and the general ascent up the Counties
Ladders all indicate that the improvement
has been general, and note the grand total
of stations worked by G3BLP in All-Time
Counties. In addition, we are very glad to
have some new " firsts ", to record. On
April 18, EI8G (Foxrock, Co. Dublin) was
heard by G3EHY (Banwell) calling him on
schedule. As a result of telegrams to him,
ÉI8G called GW2ADZ (Llanymynech) the
following evening at 2220 BST and a
contact resulted. This is a 2 -metre record
for EI stations and the first GW/EI contact on the band. Further QSO's followed
on April 20, 21 and 22, and on April 23
the first G/EI contact was made with
G8SB (Chorlton-cum-Hardy). Our congratulations+go to all concerned on another
step forward in the VHF story-and our
sympathies to G3EHY, who was largely
instrumental in arranging the schedules but
who was not lucky enough to work EI
although he had heard EI8G and his own
signals had been received over there.
On the South Coast greatest excitement
has been the reception of two-metre
signals from the Channel Islands. At the
time of writing no contact had been made,
but signals from GC2CNC are being heard
regularly by a number of G's, including
G2DSW, G2VH, G2XC, G3BHS, G3GOP
and G8IL, At G8IL the signals have twice
been up to S8, when, judging from results
in other directions, conditions were far
228
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Station News and Views

from good. Naturally, some suspicion falls
on the converter at GC2CNC as no signals
have yet been received in the reverse direction. But that is only a matter of time, and
there should be another " first " to record
very soon.
Flash: G8IL worked GC2CNC on May
24 for the G/GC " first. "
The Contest
The April Activity Week-end Contest
coincided with a very poor, spell of conditions and this undoubtedly restricted the
number of entries. Correspondence shows
that many who had intended participating
found contacts so rare that it was considered a waste of time just turning the
receiver dial for hours on end, and so they
retired. It was difficult to assess the points
scheme at its correct value due to these poor
conditions. The only definite conclusion
is that under such conditions the county
bonus poirts favour stations in the Midlands and have an adverse effect on the
scores of South Coast stations. This is
presumably due to the fact that the
southerly stations have counties only to
the north of them. Under better conditions in previous contests this disadvantage had been compensated by the
rather longer distances which it has been
possible to work from the southern
locations. Midlands stations have usually
found a lack of QSO's at more than
150 miles, while from the South Coast
ranges up to 200 miles have often been
workable. With the increase in Continental
activity this effect should in future be less
conspicuous. In the present Contest the
county bonus served to make the scores
look large enough to be respectable and
probably resulted in a number of entries
which otherwise would not have been sent
Opinion on the merits of the system was
fairly equally divided and a decision on
whether or not to use the idea in future
events will be made later. (Some further
.

!

.
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comments on contest scoring appear in
the paragraphs devoted to the Five Band
Club Dinner).
And now, rather belatedly, congratulations to the joint winners, G3ENS (Loughborough) and G6AG (Bexley). G3ENS
reached a high position in last November's
Contest while G6AG has only recently
come on the band. Under the adverse
conditions in which we competed they both
achieved a remarkably high score.
Two -Metre Station News
In the extreme south-east G5MP and
G5MR (Hythe) are both active. The former
is hoping to do some /P from the roof of
an hotel, while the latter, although finding
conditions mainly poor, managed to raise
a new county, in Bedfordshire ; he is in
agreement with our recent remarks on
contest scores. G3DIV/A (Eastbourne), who
is our Continental contact-man in that he
is in touch with DL, F, ON and PA more
frequently than anyone else, has been
experiencing some good conditions in
almost every direction, and has once again
worked DL4XS/3KE.
On April 20 a
number of Belgian stations were worked
and May 12 brought the first contacts of
the year with PAO. DL3FM has been
heard several times but no QSO made yet.
An 8 -element stack is now in use at
G3DIV/A.
G2AOL (Otford), an early opponent of
the 2 -metre Zone Plan has, as a result of
experience of its actual operation, come to
approve it ; he suggests, however, that it
might be a good idea to allocate a narrow
portion of the band for CW operation
only, and that this area might be the, at
present, unused 145.8 to 146 mc. The idea
of course is to dodge QRM from over modulated telephony transmissions, which
he considers the worst type of interference
of any, and rather prevalent on two metres.
G2AOL makes a number of other points
in favour of his suggestion, but space will
not allow a detailed discussion of them

TWO -METRE CONTEST
SCORES OMITTING COUNTY BONUS
1

2
3
4
5
6

G3ENS
G6AG
G2XC

G3GSE
G3FAN
G4MR
7 G5DS
8 G2HDZ
G3BA
10 G2AHP
11

12

G6CB

G2FTS

79
67
50
49
48
40
39
34
34
33
32
29

13
14

15

G3EYV
G5LQ
G2DSW
G6CW
GW5MQ

18

G3ENI

23
24

G3CHY
G3HCU
G2FNW
G8LY

19 G3CXD
20 G3BEX/A
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26
26
25
25
25
17
15
14
14
14

13
10

TWO -METRE CONTEST
APRIL 7/8, 1951
(Activity Week -End)

Position Call
G3ENS
1
3
4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
19
21

22
23
24

G6AG
G3GSE
G3BA
G4MR
G2XC
G3FAN
G2HDZ
G5DS
G6CW
G2AHP
G6CB
G3CXD
G5LQ
G2FTS
G3HCU
G3CHY
G3EYV
G2DSW
GWSMQ
G2FNW
G3BEX/A
G3ENI
G8LY

Location

Points

Loughborough, Leics.
Bexley, Kent
Kingsbury, Mddx.
Daventry, Northants
Slough, Bucks.

Portsmouth, Hants.
Ryde, I.o.W.
Pinner, Middx.
Surbiton, Surrey
Nottingham
Perivale, Middx.
Wimbledon, Surrey
Newcastle, Staffs.

Chiswick, Middx.
Hailsham, Sussex
Chiddingford, Surrey
Coalville, Leics.
S.W. London

Southampton, Hants.
Rhosesmor, Flints.

Melton Mowbray, Leics.
Hove, Sussex
Kew Gardens, Surrey
Lee -on -Solent, Hants.

247
247
157
154
148
146
144
142
135
133
117
116
111

110

99
86
86
86
85
85
73
62
53
34

this month. Doubtless there are many
who would have objections to the scheme
and we of Short Wave Magazine are very
open-minded about it at the moment.
(Wimbledon)
has
worked
G6CB

G2DLJ/A, G2FNW, G3DIV/A and G6LI
for some new and excellent DX ; he has
been comparing the performance of his
converter with one or two others in his
neighbourhood and gives full marks to
G3EYV. G5MA (Ashtead) has raised
G3BW (Whitehaven). G5NF (Farnham) is
moving and .so is temporarily inactive ; his
new location will be 580 feet up. G3BLP
(Selsdon), to whom many correspondents
have asked us to pass thanks fer the
excellent Dinner arrangements on April 14.

has been receiving an excellent signal
from G3BW. On April 18 G3CFK (Yarmouth) provided a colossal signal and
numerous Midland stations have been
heard and worked regularly. He hopes to
visit GC2CNC sometime during the
summer to check up on VHF activity
there ! G3ENY (Walton-on -Thames) is
moving to North Wales and expects to be
on from Llandudno in due course ; he
says he is sorry to leave the London area,
but is looking forward to being the real
DX about which one is always hearing !
G3EYV (London) is planning to fix a
70 cm Yagi above his two metre beam. He
tells of a " hoaxer " active on 2 metres
one Saturday pretending to work Europeans, presumably with the idea of seeing
how many stations he could persuade to
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TWO -METRE ACTIVITY REPORT
G3AVO/A, Watlington, Oxon.
WORKED: G2AOK/A, 2HCG,
2MQ, 2MV, 2YC, 3BKW, 3BLP,
3DLA/A, 3HCU, 41ST, 4SA, 5LI,
SUF, 5WP, 6KB, 6NB, 8LG.

G2AHP, 2BUJ, 2IQ,
2XS, 3CCP, 3DAH, 3DJX, 3EHY,
3FZL, 3GHI, 3SM, 4AP, 5DS,
6AG, 6U1I, 6XY. (May 6 to 13).

HEARD:

G3CCP, Shrivenham, Berks.
WORKED: G2AOK/A, 2ATK,
2BUJ, 2DLJ/A, 2HDZ, 21IIF,
3ATZ, 3BLP, 3CXD, 3ENY,
3FSL, 3FRY, 3GHI, 3GHS, 4AP,
4DC, 4HQ, 4HT, 4SA, 4VH, 5DS,
5IW; 5LI, 5MA, 5NF, 6AG, 6NB,
6KB, 80U, GW3EJM. (March 12
to May 11).

G5YV, Leeds, Yorks.
G2ADR, 2ATZ,
WORKED:
2CPT, 2FNW, 2F0, 211Q, 2XS,
2XV, 3BA, 3BKS, 3BX0, 3BPD,
3CGQ, 3CXP, 3CHY, 3CYY, 3DA,
3DMU, 3ENS, 3GGX, 3VM, 3WW,
4HT, 5DS, 5MA, '5UD, 6CW, 6LI,
6NB, 6Y0, 8GL, 8IC, 8SB,
GWSMQ.

HEARD:

G2BM, 2CPL, 2DCI,

2FKZ, 2FQP, 2FZU, 2HCG,
2HGR, 2IQ, 20I, 3A00, 3ABA,
3BK, 3BLP, 3BOC, 3DJX, 3EHY,
30111X, 3XX, 4MW, 5RW, 5WP,
6AG, 8AX, GW2ADZ, ON4BZ.
(April 26 to May 14).

G3HII, Liverpool, Lancs.
WORKED: G2DCI, 2IN, 2JT,
20I, 3ATZ, 3BOC, 3BPJ, 3BW,
3BY, 3CSC, 3DA, 3FMI, 5VN/A,
GW2FVZ, 5MQ.
HEARD : G2HGR, 3A00, 3ELT,
3GMX, 5CP, 8SB. (April 8 to
May 13).

G3FIH, Radstock, Somerset.
G3EHY, 3F KO,
WORKED:
3GFV, 4AP, 5UF, 6NB, 8IL.

HEARD:

G2CPL, 2FTS, 2NH,
2XC, 3BLP, 3CGQ, 3DAH, 3DJX,
3GAO, 3GHI, 3GOP, 4DC, 4HT,
4MR, 4R0, 5DS, 5LI, SMR, 5R0,
8DM/A,
6XM,
6AG,
6PR,
(April 10 to
GW2ADZ, 3EJM.

May 14).

G8SB, Manchester, Lancs.
EISG, G2ALN,
WORKED:
2AOK/A, 2ASR, 2ATK, 2DCI,
2DLJ, 2FSL, 2FZU, 2HGR, 2MA,
20I, 2XS, 3AGS, 3A00, 3ATZ,
3BKS, 3BLP, 3BOC, 313W, 3CXP,
3DMU, 3EHY, 3WW, 4VH, 5BM,
SKX, 5VN/A, 5YV, 6LI, 6NB,
6QT, SAX, 8GL, 8IC, GW2ADZ.
HEARD : G2F0, 3BK, 3CCP,
3CGQ, 3ELT, 3DA, 3FMI, 3GMX,
4HT, 4R0, 5IW,.5MR, 5UD, 5WP.
6XY. (April 14 to May 11).

G2DTO, Tooting, London.
WORKED: G2AXN, 2FTS, 2MQ,
3ABH, 3CGQ, 3CWW,
21CC,
3DAH, 3EOH, 3FEX, 3GAV,
3GDR, 3HCU, 4R0, 5UF, 6JP,
6QN, 8IL.
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HEARD:

3EYV, 6CB.

G2AVR,

3DIV/A,

(Apt
-ill to May 14).

G2XS, Mansfield, Notts.
WORKED: G2BUJ, 2FNW, 21±0,

2FZU, 2HQ, 2MA, 2XC, 3A00,
3AGS, 3BW, 3CHY, 3CYY,
3FUL, 3VM, 3WW, 5DS, 5UD,
SYV, 6CW, 8AX, 8SB, GWSMQ.
(April 5 to May 14).

G2CPL, Lowestoft, Suffolk.
(NGR 62/536910).
DL3FM, G2ATK,
WORKED:
2DLJ/A, 2FNW, 2HDZ, 2MV,
3CFK, 3CGQ,
2XV,
3APX,
2XC,

3CXD, 3E1IY, 3FUL, 3GGJ,
3G1II, 3HBW, 3VM, 3WW, 4HQ,
4HT, 40T, 4PV, 4R0, 5LI, 6AG,
6CW, 6LI, 6LL, 6NB, 6WU, 6YU,
SAX, 8IP, GW2ADZ, 51eQ,
ON4BZ, 4HC, 4IW, PAAAJA,
OBAL, ABP, OCJP, ODOK,
OEO, OFB, OFC, OIA, OLDG,
OOD, OPR, ORK, OWI. (April
15 to May 14).

G3DIV/A, Eastbourne, Sussex.
WORKED: DL4XS/3KE, F3CA,
SEC, 8GH, 8JR, 81CF, 8013, 80X,
9DI, 9MX, G3CFK, 3VM, SUD,
6LI, ON4BZ, 4HC, 4HN, 4IF,

4IW, 4UV, PAOAJA, OBAL,
OLDG, OTG.
HEARD: DL3FM, G2ATK, 2IQ,
6XY, ON4AP, 4LI, PAOBP,
ODOK, OID. (April 16 to May
14).

G3GBO, Denham, Bucks.
G2AHP, 2BMI,
WORKED:

2DTO, 2FKZ, 2FMF, 2FTS,
2HDZ, 2LW, 2UJ, 2XV, 2YC,
3BLP, 3BVG, 3CQ, 3CVO, 3ENY,
3EYV, 3GHI, 3GHS, 3HCU, 3MI,
4DC, 4HQ, 4MR, 4MW, 4R0,.
5DS, 5LI, 5LQ, 5PY, 6AG, 6CB,
6GR, 6LK, 6PR, 6QN, 6UH, 6YP,
8IF, STB.
G2DVD, 3DAH,
HEARD :
3DBM, 3WW, 3ZI, 8KZ.

G3FRY, Cheltenham, Glos.
WORKED: G2HX, 3CCP, 3FSL,

3GEN, 4V11, 5BM, 6ZQ.
G2AOK/A, 2XC,
HEARD:
3ATZ, 3BLP, 3BW, 3EHY, 3FMI,
3FNL, 3MA, 4HT,-5IW, 6XM,
6YU, 8SB, GW3EJM.

GWSMQ, Mold, Flfntshire.
G2CPL, 2DGI,
WORKED :
2DLJ/A, 2FNW, 2FZU, 2HGR,
2JT, 20I, 2XS, 3AGS, 3A00,
3BK, 3BKS, 3BLP, 3BS, 3CHY,
3CXD, 3DA, 3DMU, 3ELT,
3EHY, 3GMX, 311II, 3WW, 4RO,
5BM, 5RW, SUD, 5YV, 6QT, 8AX,
8GL, 8IC, 8KL, GM3BDA.
(April 9 to May 7).

G3EHY, Banwell, Somerset.
G2CPL, 2CYN,
WORKED :
2DCI, 2DLJ/A, 2FNW, 20I,

3ABA, 3ATZ, 313W, 3CGQ, 3CHY,
3CUA, 3DA, 3F111, 3FMI, 3FRY,

3FSL, 3GFV, 3HAZ, 3HBW, 3MA,
3WW, 4AP, 4KD, 4R0, 5BM,
5LI, 5MA, 6AG, 6NB, 6XY, 6WU,
6ZQ, 8DM/A, 8IP, SKL, 8KZ,
80U, 8SB, GW2ADZ, 3BAZ,
3EJM, 3HCH, SMQ.
HEARD: EI8G, G2F0, 3DJX.
(April 14 to May 14).

G20I, Eccles, Lancs.
G2ATK, 2ALN,
WORKED:
2BUJ, 2FCV, 2FZU, 2HGR, 2IN,

2XC, 3ABA, 3AGS, 3AOO, 3ATZ,
3BOC,
3AYT, 3BKS, 3BLP,
3BPJ, 3BW, 3BY, 3CSC, 3CXD,
3EMJ,
3EHY,
3ELT,
3DMU,
3DA,
3ENS, 3FMI, 3GUD, 3GMX,
5CP,
4VH,
5BM,
4HT,
4RO,
311II,
SDF, 5IW, SUD, 6DP, 6LK, 6NB,
SWV,
GI2FHN,
6YU,
8SB,
6XM,
GW2ADZ, SMQ.

HEARD: G2FKZ, 2FNW, 2MA,

2RI, 2XS, 2XV, 3AKU, 3BA, 3BK
3CCP, 3CGQ, 3FAY, 3FSL, 3GUD,
5LI, 5MA, 5RW, SYV, 6XY, 8AX,
8QY. (April 1 to May 10).

GSBM, Cheltenham, Glos.
WORKED: G2ATK, 2DLJ/A,
20I, 2XC, 3ATZ, 3BOC, 3BW,
3CGQ, 3FMI, 3FRY, 3FSL,

3GEN, 3GUD, 3MA, 4VH, 5IW,
SSK, 6CW, 6NB, 6NB/A, 6XY,
6YU, 6ZQ, 8KL, 8SB, GW2ADZ,
3EJM, 5MQ.
HEARD: G2AK, 2BUJ, 3ABA,
3BEX/A, 3WW, 6XM, 8QC.
(April 1 to May 14).

G2FNW,

Leics.

Melton

Mowbray,

G2ATK, 2BUJ,
2BVW, 2CPT, 2DLJ, 2FQP,
2FZU, 2HCG, 2HOP, 2IQ, 2MV,
2RI, 2XS, 3BA, 3BK, 3CGQ,
3CHY, 3DMU, 3DUP, 3ENS,
3FFC, 3FUL, 3GHI, 3GUD, 3VM,
3WW, 4HT, 4R0, 4SA, 5BD,
5DS, 5IW, 5MA, 5PY, 5UM, 5YV,
SAG, 6CW, 6NB, 6SN, 6XM, 6XY,
6YU, 8AX, SIC, 8IP, 8QY, 8TB,
GWSMQ.
HEARD: G2AJ, 2FTS, 2HQ,
3BLP,
3ABA,
2XV,
2UQ,
3BEX/A, 3CXD, 3EHY, 3FAN,
3HAZ, 4RK, 5LI, 5SK, 5UD,
6VX, SWV, GW2ADZ. (April 1
to May 11).

WORKED:

G3WW, March, Cambs.
G2AVR, 2BMZ,
WORKED:
2CNT, 2CPL, 2DLJ/A, 2DSW,
2DTO, 2DUS, 2FNW, 2F0, 2FQP,
2FTS, 2FZU, 2HCG, 2HDZ,
2HGR, 2HOP, 2IQ, 2KF, 2UQ,
2XC, 2XS, 2XV, 3AKU, 3BA,
3BK, 3BLP, 3BNC, 3CFK, 3CGQ,
3CJY, 3CXD, 3DIV/A, 3DJX,
3DMK, 3ELT, 3ENY, 3FEX,
3FSL, 3FUL, 3FXG, 3GGJ,
3GHI, 3GSE, 3HAZ, 3HBW, 2SM,
3VM, 4HQ, 4HT, 4MR, 4MW, 4R0
4SA, 4VH, 5BD, 5DF, 5DS, 5IW,
5LI, 5UF, 5YV, 6AG, 6CB, 6CI,
6CW, 6LK, 6NB, 6XM, 8AX,
8GL, SIP, 80U, 8QC, 8SB,
GW2ADZ, 5MQ.

G3DUP, SUD, 8KZ,
(April 5 to May 13).

HEARD:
8SY.
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call " CQ Europe." Yes, some people
G8LN
have a queer sense of humour
(Plumstead) comments that in spite of his
complete removal from last month's
Activity List he was, in fact, more successfully active than ever before ! In fact, he
worked G2XC ! He is now after some
contacts with Sussex. G8LN is investigating
some aerial designs and in addition has
been at work on a pre -amplifier with
grounded grid stages. G3FSD (Wandsworth) has a new 3 -element Yagi and
finds it a notable improvement on the
previous dipole. G2HDZ (Pinner) found
April his most interesting month so far.
In addition to the Dinner and the Contests,
he erected a new aerial, worked 3 new
counties and 43 new stations. G2AHP
(Perivale) suggests that many stations still
fail to search all the band after calling
CQ and in contests not a few operators
:drop points in that way.
G3GBO (Denham) has worked many new
stations recently and asks for the addresses
of G3ZI and G2FNQ. He hears the former
at S9 plus but so far has failed to raise him.
(G2XC has also called in vain !). G3GBO
discovered that his aerial system had
developed at least three complete breaks
and in another place was hanging on by
The damage has now been
one thread
repaired and signals appear to be better
than before. A new miniature 2 -metre
transmitter has been built in an RF27 case.
He disapproves of " CW only " contests,
feeling it will tend to produce a rabble.
G3CVO (Gerrards Cross) took the opportunity provided by the Dinner to tackle
the " hard-core of non-QSL'ers."
!

TWO -METRE CONTEST
STATION DETAILS
Call
G2DSW
G2FTS
G2HDZ

Aerial

Input

Rs RF Stage

-

12P2000
4-Yagi
6 -Stack
Cascode
4-Yagi
6AK5
4 -over -4
G2XC
6J6
16 -Stack
G3BA
6J6
4-Yagi
G3BEX/A 25/90
6J6
3 -over -3
18
G3CXD
nil
2-over -2
20
G3ENI
4 -over -4
40
G3GSE
5-Yagi
15
G3HCU
16 -Stack
140
G6AG
4-Yagi
25
G8hY
3-Yagi
GW5MQ
No details available for other stations.
25
35
20
25
60

---

-

rotatable from the shack and is hearing
London stations over the Cleeve Hills.
G5BM (Cheltenham) has found conditions
fair recently and sends a list of calls
G3AVO/A (Watlington) has
worked.
moved to a better site from a VHF point
of view, being 350 feet a.s.l., just to the
north of the Chilterns. A new aerial, a
12-element stack, has been erected and
London can be worked over the 850 feet
Chilterns. G2BKW (Leafield) has 5 watts
to a long wire.
.

!

The South-West
G8IL (Salisbury) makes some comments on converters. He feels that it is
still not generally realised that it is the first
RF stage alone which is the limiting factor
and there is much confusion between gain
and signal -noise ratio. He is highly suspiIf
aus of " nice silent converters."
silence is to be the criterion of performance
then why not turn off the local oscillator !
G3EHY (Banwell) has found the month
" patchy " and says that sort of thing makes
two-metres interesting. His reception of
EI8G has already been -mentioned, and
G3BW has been worked consistently. The
other highlight of the month was working
three Leicester stations in a row one night.
(The fourth active Leicester station, who
was not at home, called at G3EHY's
shack the following afternoon !). G3FIH
(Radstock) is active on 145.3 mc and wants
to work G2XC !
G3FRY (Cheltenham) now has his beam
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Midlands
G2XS (Mansfield) has his 6 -element
stack in operation again; he thinks the
Yagi was slightly better when dead -on but
finds its narrow lobe makes operation
difficult. Durham, Northumberland and
Surrey have been worked on the stack.
G5SK (Coventry) feels he has reached the
limit of his 4-element Yagi by working
South Coast stations and hopes for better
things when he has his 8 -element stack up.
G6XY (Coventry) has a new cascode converter in use and finds it a great improvement on his original G2IQ type. G5JU
expects to be operating /P in Carmarthen shire on July 8. Frequencies will be either
144.65 or 145.21 mc. G8HK (Bletchley)
hopes to be active again soon. G3HAZ
(Birmingham) has worked a little DX on
his indoor 6 -element Yagi. His best night
so far has been April 5.

East Anglia
G2CPL (Lowestoft), who has also had
many European QSO's, found the band
open to the Continent on May 12 when he
worked 14 PA's, 3 ON's and DL3FM
G3VM
between 2100 and 0145 BST.
(Norwich) also worked a number of
Continentals the same evening, and the
previous evening raised G2FO (Durham).
G3WW (Wimblington) has been on 3.5
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TWO -METRE ACTIVITY BY ZONES AND COUNTIES
Based on reports for current issue only

Cambridgeshire:

Zone A (144.0 to 144.2 mc)
Ayr : GM3DDE, GM3DIQ

G2CNT, G2UQ, G2XV,
G3AEP, G3BK, G3CJY, G3GGJ, G3WW,
G4MW, G8SY

Dumfries : GM3OL
Lanark : GM3BDA

Zone C (144.2 to 144.4 mc)

Cumberland: G3BW
Durham : G2FO
Northumberland : G3CYY
Lancashire : G2ALN, G2DCI, G2FCV, G2HGR,

G2IN, G20I, G3AGS, G3AOO, G3BKS,
G3BPJ, G3BY, G3CSC, G3DA, G3ELT,
G3GMX, G3HII, G5KX, G5VN/A, G6QT,
G8SB
Yorkshire : G2ADR, G2CPT, G2HQ, G2IQ,
G2MA, G3BXO, G3CXP, G3DMK, G5YV,
G6YO, G8GL
.

Suffolk

-

:

G2CPL, G3CFK

Zone H (145.25 to 145.5 mc)
Berkshire : G3CCP, G4SA, G5DF, GSHN,
G8DM/A
Dorset : G3ABH, GSUF
Gloucestershire: G2AOK/A, G2HX, G3FSL,
G3FRY, G3GEN, G3MA, G5BM, G6ZQ
Hampshire: G2DSW, G2VH, G2XC, G3ARL,
G3BHS, G3BNC, G3DEP, G3FAN, G3GAV,
G3G0P, G6XM, G8LY

Zone D (145.8 to 146 mc)
Co. Down: GI2FHN

Oxfordshire: G3AVO/A, G3BKW, G5TP,
G6KB
Wiltshire: G2BUJ, G4AP, G8IL

Zone E (144.4 to 144.65 mc)
Cheshire : G2CYN, G3ATZ, G3AYT, G3BOC,
G3FMI, GSCP, G6DP
Derbyshire: G2DLJ/A, G2FZU, G3EMJ,

Zone I (145.5 to 145.65 mc)
Channel Islands : GC2CNC, GC3FSN
Cornwall : G3AGA
Devonshire : G2BMZ, G3GAO, G5BY

Leicestershire: G2FNW, G2RI, G3CHY,
G3ENS, G3FFC
Lincolnshire : G3DMU, GSBD, G6LI
Nottinghamshire : G2XS, G6CW
Staffordshire : G3CXD, G8KL
Warwickshire : G2AK, G2ATK, G3ABA,

Essex: G2WJ, G3CQ, G3ECA, G4HQ, G4OT
Kent: G2AJ, G2AOL, G2KF, G2UJ, G3DAH,
G4IG, G5MP, G5MR, G6AG
London: G2DTO, G2FKZ, G3EYV, G3FSD,

G3GUD, GSRW

G3HAZ, G4RK, G5SK, G6CI, G6SN, G6XY,
G6YU, G8QY

Zone F (145.65 to 145.8 mc)
Caernarvon : GW3ENY

Flintshire: GW2FVZ, GW5MQ
Glamorgan: GW3BAZ, GW3EJM
Herefordshire : G6NB/A
Monmouthshire : GW3HCH
Montgomeryshire : GW2ADZ
Worcestershire: G4VH, G5IW

Zone G (144.65 to 144.85 mc)
Bedfordshire : G3CGQ, G3FUL
Buckinghamshire : G2MQ, G3CVO, G3GBO,
G3MI, G4MR, G6NB, G6PR, G8QC, G8WV

mc between whiles to get some CW practice ! He has been working northern DX
on Two. G3WW sends news that G2AIQ
is at a new QTH and has some aerial
problems to solve. G4MW has been to
Ireland and visited EI8G.
G3AKU (St. Ives) having been dropped
from the Activity List in May decided to
write this month ! He would like to see
more operation during TV hours. New
contacts for G3AKU include GW2ADZ
to give him a new country ; he would like
to work G3EHY whom he often hears
and G5BY whom he never hears !
The North
G2DLJ/A started on Two last November:

-
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Hertfordshire : G3DJX, G3FD, G3GDR,
G3GRA, G4RO, GSUM, G6GR, G6LL
Huntingdonshire : G2FQP, G3AKU
Norfolk : G3V M G5UD, G8AX
Northants : G2HCG, G2HOP, G3BA, G3DUP

Zone

J (144.85 to

145.25 mc)

G3FXG, G3FZL, G4DC, G5LI, G5LN, G5PY,
G6LR, G6WU, G6YP, G8LN

Middlesex: G2AHP, G2BMI, G2FMF, G2HDZ,
G2YC, G3BVG, G3BWC, G3EOH, G3GSE,
G3GXO, G3HBW, G3SM, G4HT, G4KD,
G5LQ, G6JP, G6UH, G8IP, G8KZ
Surrey : G2BN, G2FNQ, G2MV, G3BLP,
G3DLA/A, G3DVQ, G3ENI, G3GHI,.G3GHS,
G3GSK/A, G3HCU, G3ZI, G5DS, GSLC,
G5MA, G5WP, G6CB, G6LK,- G6QN, G8OU
Sussex : G2AVR, G2DVD, G2FTS, G2JU,
G2MC, G3BEX, G3DIV/A, G3FEX, G3HCK,
G8OS
Note : The frequency areas given above are in
accordance with the Two -Metre Zone Plan, as
accepted by the majority of VHF operators. A
few stations are not conforming.

He has a 16 -element stack fed from
much -modified SCR522. The converter
has a 6J6 RF stage he feels activity has
subsided somewhat in the Midlands
recently, and wishes the South Coast
stations would beam on the Midlands more
frequently !
He says it appears that
stations in the south feel it is a waste of
time beaming that way
(May we interpose here as one of the South Coast
stations concerned ? First, G2DLJ/A and
others in his part of the country can be
assured that the southern beams are
pointed due north quite frequently. Secondly, according to our log we called G2DLJ/A
nine times before the first G2XC-G2DLJ/A
contact resulted. Thirdly, there appear to
!
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be a few Midland stations who only search
from 145 to 145.1 mc after a CQ call,
under the impression that all southern
activity is in that portion of the band. All
the Hampshire stations, with one exception,
are on the HF side of 145.25 mc). In
reply to G3ENS's remarks last month
(pp. 178-9), G2DLJ comments that he
listened for the whole of the contest but
being in a less advantageous location did
not achieve such good results. He suggests
a handicap system for future contests
based on the results of previous efforts.
G2IQ (Sheffield) has replaced his 5 element beam with a 12-element stack,
with the reflectors only 14 inches behind
the radiators. This produces a feed impedance that is almost exactly 300 -ohms. The
new array is notably better from the point
of view of steadiness of signals. G5YV
(Leeds) has made his first appearance on
VHF since the five -metre days. He is
using a 4-element Yagi 65 feet high, an Rx
With 6J6 RF stage, and 20 watts to an 832
for the transmitter.
GW5MQ (Rhosesmor) increased his
county score by 6 during the good spells.
G3HII (Liverpool) only heard one station
during the last activity period. He has 20
watts to a DET-19 and is on 144.168 mc.
G8SB (Manchester) whom we got in the
wrong county last month, in addition to
making the first EI/G contact has raised
his county score and is endeavouring to
overtake G201.
G20I reports that
GI2FHN is active again. Now it only
wants some activity in GD ! He suggests
that GI and GM stations would have a
much better chance of working into
northern G if they used the HF end of the
band as there is much QRM at the LF end.

TWO METRES
ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED LIST
Starting Figure, 14
From Fixed QTH only
-

Station

Worked
49

G20I (232)

46

G3BLP (410)

45

G3EHY (213)

43

G2AJ (304), G3COJ
G6NB

42

G5MA, G3ABA (193)

41

G2NH

40

G8SB

39

G (2Q8) G3WW, G4HT (344), G6XM

38

G3A66PY,

36

G2XC (301), G3CGQ, G3CXD

35

G6LK

34

G2CPL (288), G3VM (143), G4AU,
G4DC

33

G2FNW, G2XS (147), G5JU

32

G3BK, G5DS (2071, G6CW, G8WV,
G8IP (236)

31

G2CIW (231), GSRP, G8IL

30

G3BOB, G4CI (181), G5NF (201),

28

G2DLJ/A, G3BW

27

G3AKU,
G8QY

26

G3BHS, G4NB, GSSK

Scotland
GM3DIQ (Saltcoats) reports working
GM3OL (Dumfries) via the aurora on
April 20. Signals were up to S9 plus for an
hour from 2215, after which the aurora
faded. GM3OL could not be heard over
the direct path. Other signals which are
normally S8 to 9 were much weaker than
usual. On May 11 another QSO was made
with GM3OL and - this time contact was
possible over both direct path and with
the beam north. G3BW was also heard and
called, but in vain, the same night.

25

G3FAN (123), G3GSE (201)

24

G2AIQ,
G3FXG,
GW5MQ

23

G2NM, G2XS, G4RO, G5PY, G6CB

22

G3GBO (189), G4RK

21

G3FMF

20

G2ANT,
G8KZ

18

G2HDZ (135), GM3OL

17

G3BHW, G4MR, G5MR, G6XY

Overseas News
PAOLU (Hilversum) has moved from
Voorburg and thinks his new location a
little better. He informs us that there will
be a Dutch 2-metre contest in September.
If details reach us in time it may be possible
to organise a supporting activity week-end,

16

G2AOL, G2AHP, G5LI (121), G5LQ,
G5YV

15

G2AVR
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(123), G5WP,

(283).

G5BM, G5BY

G8SM (172)

G3DAH,

G6UH,

G6CI,

G6YU,

G8KL,

(189)

G3AEP,

G3EYV

(142),

NOTE: Figures in brackets after call are number
of different stations worked.

Starting Figure 100.
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perhaps on a contest basis, to synchronise
with the Dutch event.
Although too late to be of much use,
news was received from Switzerland that
HB1LV was to have been active on May
20 on the Pilatus Kulm at 6300 feet. If
anyone heard or worked him we would be
very glad to have details. VQ3AA is
starting up on Two at Tabora in Central
Tanganyika from an excellent location, and
hopes he may be able to contact VHF
stations in the Mediterranean area.
Seventycems
As many readers will know, G2DD
(Stanmore) heard signals from G3EHY
(Banwell) on April 18 between 1845 and
1850 BST. The distance is about 120 miles
fine piece
and G2DD is on 436.16 mc
of work with all the makings of a new
record.
G3CVO (Gerrards Cross) has
rebuilt his 832 tripler, but the converter is
held up pending consideration of requirements for eventual use for television reception. G3ENY (Walton -on -Thames) writes
appealing for any 70 cm band plan to
choose a frequency out of harmonic
relationship with two metres as he is fed
up with listening to uncommunicative
carriers from Two. And G2AOL says
much the same.
G3EHY has worked G4AP (Swindon)
consistently on 435 me and GW3HCH
(Monmouth) at 30 miles is S8 ; he has been
brought up from S5 simply by beam adjustments.
G3HAZ (Birminghalrl) is still
active on 70 cm with his indoor aerial, and
the CV82 as PA/tripler gives 2 to 3 watts
out for 9 watts in. GW5MQ (Rhosesmor)

-a

made an unsuccessful attempt to work
G5RW (Derby), and reports G3VX active.
in Preston. The 70 cm converter at
GW5MQ now uses crystal controlled
injection, and enables CW to be copied
more easily.
G5SK (Coventry) reports a visit from
G2DD, who brought his 70 cm gear and

TWO METRES
courctrEs WORKED SINCE
SEPTEMBER 1, 1950

Starting Figure,

14

Station

Worked
38

G3EHY

36

G3WW, G5MA

33

G3ABA, G4HT

31

G2FNW, G20I, G5DS

30

G6CW

28

G2DLJ/A, G8IL

27

G6YU

26

G2CPL, G3VM

25

G3AKU, G3CSE

24

G2AIQ, G2AJ, G5RP, GW5MQ

23

G2XS, G8IP

-

22

G2XC, G3FAN

21

G3BOB,G3COJ, G6CB

20

G3FD, G3GBO

18

G2CIW, G3EYV, GSPY

17

G2ANT, G3HBW, G2HDZ, G6XY

16

G5YV

15

G2AHP, G3ENY

Note: This Table will run for one year to August
31, 1951.

tried it out on G5SK's site. In -the Netherlands PAOPAX has been using PAOLU's
gear with good success ; he worked
PAQIK at 25 miles. PAOZQ has logged
signals from PAQIK at 65 miles.
Five Band Club Dinner
A lively and interesting discussion on a

SOME TWO -METRE FIRSTS
G/DL
G /F
G/GM
G/GW
G /ON
G /PA
GI /GM
GI /GW
GW /EI
G /EI
DL /OZ
DL/SM
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G3DIV /A-DL4XS /3KE June 5, 1950
G6DH-F8OL
Nov. 10, 1948
Feb. 13, 1949
G3BW-GM3OL
Oct. 22, 1948
G5MQ-GWSUO
Sept. 25, 1948
G6DH-ON4FG

G6DH-PAOPN
GI2FHN-GM3OL
GI2FHN-GW3ELM
GW2ADZ-EI8G
G8SB-EI8G
DL6SW-OZ2FR
DL2DV-SM7BE

Sept. 14, 1948
July 1, 1949
July 8, 1949
April 19, 1951
April 23, 1951
Mar. 4, 1951
Mar. 10, 1951

number of VHF topics formed part of the
programme of the Club Dinner in London
on April 14. It is thought likely that many
of those who were unable to be present at
this gathering would -like a brief resume of
the main contentions.
Your conductor suggested that the purposes of Contests were (a) To promote à
high level of activity, (b) To enable contestants to test out equipment, and (c) To
provide some good fun for us all. The
scoring should be such that the most
efficient station, both from the equipment
and operating aspects, would be winner.
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Circularly polarised beam suggested by G6VX for 435 me operation. The length of the helix is 40 -ins.,
its diameter 81 -ins. and the gain is 12 dB. A 72 -ohm quarter -wave matching section behind the
screen is used with 50 -ohm line coupling to Tx and Rx.

Such a system would be extremely difficult
to evolve and would mean complicated
handicaps. The only reasonable alternative
seemed to be to allocate most points for
DX contacts. The county bonus points
usually made little difference to the final
positions and were there to add general
interest to the event. G6XM contended
that points should be more closely related
to the mileage and suggested one point for
every 10 miles. G3BLP wondered whether
one point per mile would be an improvement on this idea. G6VX advocated a
rule to permit working of DX stations more
than once. G2ATK asked for a multiplier
for low -power stations and G8SM suggested
a handicap for the London area, while
G2AHP stressed the importance of contest
operation during the early hours of the
morning when conditions are often very
good: Diverse opinions were expressed on
the county bonus points.
On the subject of the Zone Plan for Two
Metres your conductor again opened the
discussion. The reasons for its coming into
existence were outlined and its advantages
and disadvantages considered. Among the
advantages claimed were, (a) The previous
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congesting of all stations in all parts of
the country around 145 me had now
ceased and activity was spread over at
least 144 to 145.6 me ; (b) Interference
between local and DX signals had been
noticeably reduced ; (c) It was relatively
easy to find a DX station without having
to search the whole 2 me of the band.
Most serious disadvantage was the congestion still existing in certain areas of the
country, especially in and around London.
The current Activity List suggested that a
fair frequency allocation to the London
Zone would be twice that at present
allotted. It was suggested that as the zone
from 145.6 to 146 me was almost entirely
unoccupied some London stations might
care to use this part of the spectrum.
G2ATK supported ,your conductor in
pointing out that, viewed from 60 to 100
miles away, there appeared to be ample
gaps in the London zone for still more
stations.
G3BLP added that' stations
seemed to be in groups with large gaps
unoccupied in between. G6XM objected
to the whole scheme as savouring of
regimentation. DL4XS drew attention to
the habit of the DL stations to cluster
235

around 144 me, a condition which the
Zone Plan had prevented in this country.
He suggested European stations be asked
to work between 144.1 and 144.8 me
G3GHI asked for a list of the frequencies
of London stations to be prepared. G2WJ.
remarked that he found it possible to shift
as much as 60 kc by varying the capacity
across his crystal and so avoided QRM.

G6QN pleaded against the introduction of
VFO technique and received much support.
A discussion on the best operating
frequencies for crystal controlled stations
in the 70 cm band showed a diversity of
opinion, but it- appeared to be generally
agreed that most activity was at present
between 434 and 436 me and stations both.
in this country and on the Continent
should concentrate on that part of the band
if they wanted contacts. Among those who
took part in this discussion were DL4XS,
G2DD, 2QY, 2FKZ, 3CVO, 3DIV, 4CG
and 8SM.
Those present at the Dinner were
DL4XS, G2AHP, G2AIM, G2AJ, G2AOL,
G2ATK, G2BZ, G2CIW, G2DD, G2FKZ,
G2FTS, G2HDY, G2HDZ, G2QY, G2UJ,
G2WJ, G2XC, G3ABA, G3APY, G3BLP,
G3CGQ, G3CVO, G3COJ, G3DIVJA,
G3EHY, G3ENI, G3ENY, G3EYV,
G3FAN, G3FD, G3FSD, G3FSO,
G3FWR, G3FZL, G3GBO, G3GHI,
G3GHS, G3GSE, G4CG, G4CI, G4KD,
GSDS, G5DT, G5KH, G5LC, GSLQ,
G5MA, G5PY, G5RP, G5RW, G5TP,
G6CB, G6F0, G6JK, G6KB, G6LR,
G6LX, G6NB, G6OH, G6PJ, G6QN,
G6SC, G6VX, G6XM, G6YP, G8FF,
G8KZ, G8OU, G8SM and G8TB.
It is probably fair to say that this
.

.

gathering, organised somewhat on the lines
of the VHF meeting in Nottingham (now
as far back as July 9, 1949 !), was the most
successful we have yet had and sets the
pattern for future FBC meetings. Once
again the question arises -How about
something on the same lines in the North
Midlands area ? Suggestions for place
and date would be welcome when next you
write.
Your NGR ?
We are still anxious that all active VHF
stations, and particularly those on Seventycems, should calculate their NGR
(" National Grid Reference ") and quote it
on their reports. The NGR enables exact
distance measurements to be made between
stations, and for all practical. purposes
accuracy is limited only by the exactitude
with which one's own site can be located
on the Ordnance Survey sheet in terms of

NGR.
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A useful practical article on the subject
of NGR determination appeared in Short
Wave Magazine for July 1948, and One inch Ordnance Survey maps are now freely
available at most good booksellers. These
maps are scaled for NGR, and the method
of plotting is clearly explained in the
margins. The point is that all you need is
a map of your locality to calculate your
own NGR. Then, knowing only anyone
else's NGR (and not requiring a map of his
locality) the actual distance between his
station and yours can be worked out by
simple arithmetic.
This has obvious
advantages in VHF working and is really
essential for the proper checking of inter station distances.
Sayings of the Month
" Am seeing how few stations I must
work to get the 100 cards for VHFCC.
75 % of the blacklist are two letter calls !"
(G3CVO)
" Just received a letter from
a friend saying he has heard two metre
" fans " (?) on 3.5 me moaning about lack
of- activity on Two 1" (G6CB)
"It
would be of assistance if stations signing off
mentioned the county of the station with
which they have been in contact " (G2AHP)
. " I would like to send a bouquet to
the organisers of the 5 Band Dinner "
(G3GBO)
" I missed the really FB
openings and had the pleasure of hearing
about them afterwards " (G3VM)
.
" When the chimney and bonfire smoke lies
flat (and flat it can be in the fens) streak
home, my lad, the band will be open "
(G3CGQ via G3WW)
" After much
hard thought and a little Pythagoras, it has
just dawned on me how to calculate distances between stations (exactly) from their
NGR's " (G3AKU)
" Please excuse my
-uneven English, I am amateur too on this
language " (HE9RXS, the meteorological
co-operator of HB1IV)
" We (GC2CNC
and GC3FSN) promise to QSL all receipts,
either by bureau or direct depending upon
method of forwarding to us. Listeners'
reports will be answered by bureau unless
SAE is enclosed " (GC2CNC)
More
CW and more QRZ ? and less CQ calls "
(G3AKU).

...

...

...

..

In Conclusion
As mentioned at the beginning of this
month's " VHF Bands " the improved
conditions have brought in a much larger
number of letters this month and in consequence various topics which it was
intended to discuss have had to be held over.
In addition, it has not been possible to
include all the lists of calls which were sent
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in. However, be assured that they have all
been of the greatest assistance in compiling
the Activity List and it is hoped no one
will have been discouraged from sending in
further lists. We want all the information
we can get to keep the monthly story as
complete and as reliable as all your help

G1BF

Here

BASHING THE 813
By extraordinary coincidence long letter

from well-known Russian scientist-photo
on all SWL cards from Box 88-claiming
copyright priority patent and all that on
my RF amplifier design using pair 813's in
bash -bash. Claiming all new ideas originate
Zone 16, says he first thought of bashing
an 813-but I first thought of bashing two.
Station GIBF, operated under many
exotic c/s's, now gaining world-wide kudos
by quality of note and distinctive phone
xmission.
Sure-fire way of attracting
attention on any band (beginners should
specially note this) is by modulating Ti
carrier with carbon microphone in series
screen feed to 813, connected to modulate
pair 813's on screens. Difficult to obtain
Tl carrier by any usual power pack
circuitry, so at G1BF have gone back to
well-known self -rectifying system of early
days. Only requirement is 2* kW 1500-01500 xformer connected across anodes of
push-pull 813's through RF chokes. (These
very important or you will lose RF down
mains). Depending which side resonance

has made it in the past. The address for
next month's letters is, as usual, E. J.
Williams, G2XC, Short Wave Magazine,
53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1, and
the latest date will be June 13. The following month letters will be wanted by July
11. With you again on July 6.

grid and tank circuits tuned, quality of
note can be varied from 10 % DC component to 1 %, with AC characteristic ranging
from 25 to 100-cycle tone at 200% mod.
Setting at which nearly DC note can
sometimes almost be obtained must be
carefully avoided of course. No DX operator with real interest fast scoring can
afford ignore this system, giving real
zissy CW signal and phone carrier specially
suitable any foreign language.
Beginners should note old simple systems
like this always best in long run. Do not
be misled by guff about running valves cool
and proper smoothing of power pack and
careful attention modulation circuits and
well-designed VFO for stable drive and.
clean keying. All bunk. Get yourself big
valve and bash it, like me. That'll bring
stuff back and keep all local competition
off air.
Beginners should note this is
essential objective any successful DX
station-keep local competition down.
Never mind rude cracks, inspired by
jealousy-that only shows you doing FB.
Beginners must cultivate proper tactical
approach when going for serious DX.
So, till next month, Bash It.
(We are very sorry about this.-Editor).

MOON REFLECTION

The March issue of Proceedings of
the Institute of Radio Engineers (Amer.)
carries a very interesting article on some
experiments to investigate the structure
of the upper ionosphere by means of
signals reflected from the moon. Since
the object was not moon reflection as
such (already proven) but the influence
of the ionosphere on communication
frequencies, the Radio Australia BC
station at Shepperton, Victoria, on 17.84
and 21.54 mc, was used during its
normal free-time periods, radiating short
duration pulses at these frequencies.
Echoes from the moon were duly
received, even at these relatively low
frequencies, in 24 out of ,a total of 30
test transmissions made in just over a
year.
-
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CARDS IN THE BOX

Operators listed below are asked
to forward, to BCM/QSL, London,
W.C.1, a large S.A.E. with name and
callsign, for the delivery of QSL
cards held for them in our Bureau.
Publication of the callsign/address
can also be given in " New- QTH's,"
and in the Radio Amateur Call
Book, if this is desired.
G2AFF, 3BHP, 3CAM, 3EVP 3FGD, 3FGP,
3FHG, 3GAF, 3GPA, 3GSW, 3HFQ, 3IFK,
4TN, 8BI, 8PU, 8ZL, GI3HCG, GM3FNO,
3HGM, 3JBW, GW3GYY, 3HDR.

Power On

- Don't Touch
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A Garden Forty -Five

Footer
DESIGN

AND

ERECTION

By D. I. THOMPSON (G3IDT)

HOW about a nice forty-five foot
mast to hold up one end of that
new aerial? All very well, you may
say, but lattice towers are expensive,
and where can one get poles as big as
that? In any case, if it could be
obtained, it would be very difficult
getting it home, and harder still to
erect it. Nevertheless, there's no need
to give up the idea of a taller mastyou can very easily build one that is
cheap, very easy to put up, and still
capable of holding up quite heavy aerial
systems. Here's how to go about it.
Materials
First, you

need two average -sized
scaffold poles, one about 26 feet long
and on the stout side, the other about
34 feet long, which can be much more
slender. These can be hunted down
fairly easily, as many builders are now
preferring the metal scaffolding and are
ready to dispose of their old wooden
poles. The only other necessary items
are three carriage bolts, with washers
and nuts, from nine to fifteen inches
long, according to the size of your
poles ; a coil of galvanised iron wire
of a fairly stout gauge for guys ; three
four -feet lfinch angle-iron pickets ; a
handful of small egg insulators to break
up the guys into non -resonant lengths ;
and finally the usual bronze or galvanised pulleys, depending on what you are
going to hoist, and some staples for
fixing pulleys and guys.
The poles will be the expensive item,
of course, but at the most everything
required ought not to cost more than
£3-£4.
The method of erection described here
will be found very suitable for cramped
locations, and worth a try even when
plenty of garden space is available.
First, lay the two poles down with the
slender (upper) pole- overlapping the
other by about ten feet. Then drill
holes through both poles for the carriage bolts, which should be finch in
238

This is an ingenious approach to the
problem of providing oneself with a
mast which is something better than the
usual back -garden stick. The ingenuity
lies mainly in the method of erection,
as such a mast could be raised even
if the available ground space is insufficient to accommodate the full length of
45 feet in any direction. Editor.

diameter. This is rather tricky, for it is
only too easy to drill holes which do
not match up-try putting in the bolts
as the pairs of holes are finished ; you
are then much more likely to end up
with all the holes in the right places,
and no unwanted ones which could
easily weaken the poles.
Swinging Up

When this is finished, all the bolts
except the upper one should be taken
out and the pair of poles moved along
so that the butt of the lower pole is
against the hole in the ground. This
latter should be at least four feet deep,
more if possible. Then attach the guys
to- the mast-head. The next stage can
be carried out by two people at a
pinch, but the help of a third makes
it easier still. The poles are lifted at
the pivot formed by the carriage bolt,
bit by bit, by one or two of the erection staff, and can be allowed to rest on
the butt of the lower pole" and the tip
of the upper one whilst breath is
recovered. Meanwhile, man Ne. 2 (or
3) is steadying the contraption against
sideways motion. As the lifting proceeds it will be necessary to raise the
apex (joint) by pushing on the upper
pole in the direction of the hole -in -the
ground. When the thing is far enough
up, the butt of the lower pole will fall
into its hole, and once it is vertical,
this can be filled in round the base,
and very solidly packed.
All that remains, from a civilengineering point of view, is to swing
down the butt of the upper pole and
let the tip go up. One helper hauls
down the butt with a makeshift halyard
(previously attached, of course), the
other pays out guy wire attached to the
tip of the pole. The critical stage is
reached when the upper polè is horizontal, for quite a strain is imposed on
the pivoting bolt. It should, however,
be able to stand up to it if it is a half -
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These sketches give details of the construction and erection sequence for the mast described by
G3IDT ; it bas a finished height of 45 -ft. and can actually be raised In a relatively restricted space.
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inch bolt. As the butt comes down, the
third man (if There is one) bangs home
the lower bolt as it arrives opposite its
hole. If there are only two erectors,
then the one hauling down the butt can
often manage to do this by himself
standing on a pair of steps, since no
great effort is needed to bring the butt
down. (See sketch.)

Guying
The other guys can now be made off
to their pickets, and the third bolt
pushed home to make a safe job of it.
So much for the erection of the mast.
If space is too cramped to allow the
poles to be laid out 'fiat at the start,
they can be bent into the V-shape on
the ground and pushed up to the vertical position, but this would require more
helpers. The final stage is the same as
above.
Since the upper pole is pivoted at a
point not very far from its point of
balance, the effort required to swing it
up is not great. In the writer's case,

it was carried out with one hand whilst
standing on a pair of steps, the other
hand being ready with a mallet to bang
home the lower bolt.
It should be mentioned that all the
pole -head gear should be attached
before the thing is erected. This may
seem obvious, but it is remarkable how
often little things get forgotten in the
bustle of activity.
When using the three guys, don't forget to have one guy, at the front and
two at the rear, so as to steady the
mast when the front guy slackens as a
result of hauling up the aerial system
and straining it. And remember to
grease the pulleys ; and the bolts too, so
that the mast can be Iowered easily if
necessary. The accompanying drawings
show the process of erection stage -by stage, and should assist in Making it
clear.
That's all there is to to it ! Quite
simple really, and if it lifts your dipole
out into the clear, who knows what DX
you may be able to catch !

JivlftZDAAA,

ESSENTIAL AIDS

Everyone interested in the practice of
DX-whether in working it, trying to
work it, or just listening to it in the
hope of working it-should have a copy
of our now well-known DX Operating
Manual (price 2s. 8d. post free). It is
written for the information and guidance
of all who aspire to DX success, whether
beginner or experienced operator, and is
a standard work of reference on the
subject.
Another essential buy for those who
still may not possess one is our five colour wall -mounting DX Zone Map ;
it is a great circle map of the world
centred on London, and besides showing
the zone boundaries as seen from the
United Kingdom, it lists prefixes and
countries by zones, gives actual beam
alignment and approximate distance to
any part of the world from the U.K.,
and includes a world time scale based
oá GMT. The size is 20 -ins. by 35-ins.,
on thick linen backed paper, and the
price is but 6s. post free.

*

MORE ULTRASONIC WIZARDRY

One of the difficulties in the use of
aluminium and its alloys is that which,
with other metals, is overcome by the
240

simple process of soldering. In the
quest for new applications in the field
of ultrasonics, Mullards have succeeded
in producing the Ultrasonic Soldering
Iron, the first of its kind in the world,
with which it i's possible to solder
aluminium. This new development will
be of immense importance in a wide
range of manufacturing industries where
the successful soldering of aluminium
has for long been a pressing production
problem. Another push to the Great
Wheel of Progress.
PYROBIT FUME EXTRACTOR

A new appliance designed to prevent
the inhalation of fumes by the operator
when engaged on such work as soldering
and brazing is offered by Acru Electric
Tool Manufacturing Co., Ltd., 123 Hyde
Road, Ardwick, Manchester, I2. During
a long spell of soldering, fumes are
rising from the work all the times and
are inhaled while hot and relatively
concentrated.
The Pyrobit Fume
Extractor is a small combined ventilation and work -illuminating device which
draws off the fumes by creating ;3
chimney effect, produced by the heat of
the electric lamp used to light the workbench.
Short Wave Magazine, June 1951
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New QTH

Another move to even larger and more
convenient office accommodation, with
front rooms at street -level, mean that with
effect from June 25 our address will be
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. This
is next door to No. 53 and in the same
block. We would particularly ask that
until June 22, all correspondence should
continue to be addressed to " 53." Our
telephone number will remain ABBey 2384.
An Apology

More than 500 direct -subscriber copies

of the May issue were posted one week

late due to an oversight at our printers,
who are actually responsible for all the
regular monthly despatches, individually
and in bulk. They have asked us to say
that they accept the blame for this and
offer their profound apologies, with a
promise that it will not happen again.
Direct subscribers (in the U.K.) should
receive their copies by the " Friday after
the first Wednesday " each month, by
which date trade deliveries are also completed. If the Magazine does not arrive on
the due date, please inform us by card
addressed to the Circulation Manager, and
necessary action will immediately be taken.
,

Amateur TV Convention
The British Amateur Television Club
has planned a TV Convention for Saturday,
June 23 at 164 Shaftesbury Avenue, London
W.C.2. (Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association building, opposite the Saville Theatre)
from 10.0 a.m. to 6.0 p.m., admission
2s. 6d. at the door. The morning will be
taken up by technical discussions and
explanation of the various pieces of TV
gear which will be On show. The afternoon
will be devoted to informal talks and
demonstrations of the equipment. All who
are interested in Amateur TV, whether
actively or otherwise, are invited to the
convention, which is not confined to
B.A.T.C. members. Further information
can be obtained from M. Barlow, G3CVO,
Hon. Secretary, British Amateur Television
Club, 8 Primrose Street, Cambridge.
B.A.T.C. activities are regularly covered in
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our Short Wave Listener and Television
Review, which also carries much material
of general TV interest.
GB3FB at Manchester

The first appearance of GB3FB-at the
Festival of Britain Land Travel Exhibition
-was attended by some not unexpected
teething troubles before the station got on
the air. The transmitter originally provided had to be discarded as unsatisfactory
and was replaced by equipment loaned at
short notice by Webbs of Soho Street.
The VFO supplied by the contractor was
incomplete, so Salford Electrical Instruments were approached for the loan of a
flock of crystals for spot -frequency working.
For the aerial installation, the last-minute
assistance of Belling & Lee, Ltd. is gratefully acknowledged, while similarly Cosmocord, Ltd. provided a crystal microphone.
G6OM also wishes to say how much he
appreciated the ready help of City Display,
Ltd. (the stand fitters) and the Exhibition
manager.
Another Blind Operator

G3HAO, Wembley, Middlesex has just
been licensed and joins the 'others on the
air who are sightless. He is active with a
few watts of CW on 1.7 and 3.5 mc, having
built the 6V6-807 Tx himself ; his test gear
and check meters are modified for
Braille reading. G3HAO is now busy on
equipment for the other bands, and all
readers will wish him luck.
The Old Timers' Club

It may well have been thought that our
British Old Timers' Club was moribund,
if not completely dead.
But its main
activities can only be the enlisting of new
members (membership costs nothing) and
the holding of an occasional Dinner. As
an excuse for the latter is now approaching,
let us say again that all British amateurs
first licensed not less than 20 years ago,
and still holding a call (not necessarily the
same one) are eligible for membership.
Write Hon. Secretary, B.O.T.C., cio Short
Wave Magazine.
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NEW QTH's

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new U.K. callsigne, as
issued, or changes of address of transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are
reprinted in the quarterly issue of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK " In preparation. QTH's
are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance each month. Please write
clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.
G2CZS

G3AUF

GM3BBI
G3DCO

G3DKI IA
G3EBL

G3FZG/A
G3GHH

G3GQS
G3GUB
G3GVP
GM3GWF
G3GZH

G3GZN
G3GZX

GW3HCH
GM3HLQ

G3IDM

G3IFM

G3IFT

G3IJB
G31WI

G6MT
G2AHC

G2AIQ
G2AOW

GM2CHN
GI2DVH
G2GM
G2HHV
G3AKX

G3AXS
G3AZM

G3BEQ
G3BOC
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R. B. Sachs, 104 Centre Drive, Newmarket, Suffolk.
P. F. Dunford, 10 Heath Way, Rugby,
Warks.
J. Mitchell, 207 Muirdrum Avenue,
(Tel.: Halfway
Glasgow, S. W.2.
3746).
B. D. Coyne, 28 Rowsley Avenue,
Hendon, London, N.W.4.
S. J.
Lloyd, Weston -super -Mare
General Hospital, Weston -super Mare, Somerset.
H. G. Baker, 17 Trafalgar Avenue,
Worcester Park, Surrey.
A. Treanor, c/o 19 Saxon Road,
Moreton, Wirral, Cheshire.
R. Gerrard, 59 Joseph Street, Sutton,
St. Helens, Lancs.
'L. J. Billing, Monument Road,
Hesston, Cornwall.
R. W. A. MacKichan (ex-VS6BC), The
White Cottage, Hertford Heath,

Hertford, Herts.

A. W. Blakeman, 13 Moorlands Road,
Darlington, Co. Durham.
A. Gale, 153 Restalrig Road South,

Edinburgh.

R. E. Brown, 210 Edward Street,
New Cross, London, S.E.14.
C.P.O. Tel. E. Buckingham, C.P.O's.
Mess, H.M.S. " Dolphin," Gosport,
Hants.
A. E. Bladon, 62 Gainsborough Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire.
F. J. Church, 90 Albert Avenue, Newport, Mon.
C. P. Callanan, M.I.E.S., A.M.I.Mar.E.,
50 Greenloan Avenue, Glasgow,
S W.I. (Tel.: Govan 1916).
D. P. J. Mead, 139 Thorold Road,

Ilford, Essex.

F. C. Mellon, 133 Ellerdine Road,
Hounslow, Middlesex.
F. H. Tobin, 81 Wrekin Drive, New

Donnington, Wellington, Shropshire.
W. J. Barker, St. Margarets, Maldon
Road, Burnham -on -Crouch, Essex.
J. C. Froggatt, Deacons, Burnham on-Crouch, Essex.
D. L. Martin, 4 Uplands Crescent,
Fareham, Hants.
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
R. W. Bishop, 10 Herlwyn Avenue,
Ruislip, Middlesex.
H. C. L. Barnett, 42 Garden Walk,
Cambridge.
P. Whittle, 32 Endell Street, London,
W.C.2.
D. Niven, 6 Addison Place, Arbroath,
Angus.

J.

Stewart, Ballykeel-Ednagonnell,
Hillsborough, Co. Down.
F. D. Cawley, 1 Littlegate Road,
Paignton, S. Devon.
J. Spivey, Heoley Cottage, Batley,
Yorkshire.
R. G. Lascelles, 45 Wardle Road,
Sale, Cheshire.

R. A. Hutcheson -Collins, 7 Seaton
Grove, Grimsby, Lincs.
C. E. Stebbings, 60 Oakland Road,

Monkseaton, Northumberland.
D. J. Rickard, 114 Dalmeny Avenue,
Norbury, London, S.W.16. (Tel.:
POL 5940).
H. M. Synge, Gipsy Corner, Willastonin-Wirral, Cheshire.

G3BRQ

K. B. Tackley, (ex-SVOAC), Longview,

G3CBS

Wellington Gardens,
Hastings, Sussex.
C. C. Wilson, 34 Grosvenor Street,
Wallasey, Cheshire. (Tel.: Wallasey

G3CCW

Church
Bucks.

F. T.

tee,

Grove,

Little

Chalfont,

2

G3CEN

5027).
R. S. Craig (ex-GW3CEN/V-U2AP),
St. Rona, Laleham Reach, Chertsey,

G3CPC

R.

G3CUC

W. H. Moore,

GW3CVY
G3DDQ

G3DKI
G3DLO
G3DRY
GW3ENY
GM3EQD

Surrey.

D. Charlton, 74 Court Way,
Twickenham, Middlesex.
Sunny Bank House,
Prince's Road, Windermere, Westmoreland.
Lt.-Col. J. J.Davis,T.D.,A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E. (ex-G3CVY), Llanina,
New Quay, Cardiganshire.
V. I. Bowden, 2 Petersfield, Cambridge.
S. J. Lloyd, Tree Tops, Great Elm,
nr. Frome, Somerset.
J. Wightman, St. Norber, The Broadway, Sandhurst, Berks.
R. J. Waddington, 47 Queensberry
Road, Burnley, Lancs.
G. N. Roberts, Montclare Hotel¡
North Parade, Llandudno, Caerus.

Tel.: Llandudno 7061).
J. K. Weir, 196 Landside Road,

G3EQM

Glasgow, S.2.
Standard
A.
bal
J. Motor
MotorhC Ltd., Standard

G3ESP

W. Farrar, B.Sc., Stanton, Hemswortb

G3FDG

R.

G3FW
G3FZG
G3GKA
G3GQZ
G3WS
GASH
G4VZ

Park Royal Road, London, N.W.10.

Road, Ackworth, nr. Pontefract,
Yorkshire.
G. Morris, 8 Watling Street,
Wellington, Shropshire.
F./Lt. G. W. Riseley, Hillcrest,
Dingley, Market Harborough, Leics.
QSL vis
A. Treanor; Liverpool.
Bureau.
G. Mather, 62 Eastern Way, Letchworth, Herts.
W. H. A. Burnet, Ashtonville, Chalton,
nut. Luton, Beds.
F. S. A. Jenkins, 31 Pentland Avenue,
Chelmsford, Essex.
W. V. Williams, 33 Wheathill Road,
Anerley, London, S.E.20.
C. C. Redshaw, M.I.E.E.,
Assoc.I.Mech.E., Post Office Radio

Station, Dorchester, Dorset,

G5JM

H. E. James, Clint House, Queens

G5NF

C. L. Ward, Halcyon, Lawday Link,.

G5QG

M.

Road, Buckhurst Hill, Essex.

G6GH

Upper Hale, Farnham, Surrey.
Hollinshead, 45 Irwin Avenue,
Retinal, Birmingham.
R. J. Carter, 56 Drayton Palk Avenue,
West Drayton, Middlesex.
J. Wright, 13 Cowen Street, Ball
Green, Norton -in -the-Moors, Stoke
on -Trent, Staffs.
V. A. Sims, Redlands Lodge, Maidenhead Court, Maidenhead, Berks.
H. W. Evens, BM/155, London,

G6MI

R. Maynard, 32 Saville Road, Black-

G2CQB

CORRECTION
R. J. Gilbert, Home View, St. Erth,
Hayle, Cornwall.
K. R. Acton, St. Leonards, Exeter

GSUU
G5VA
G5VS

W.C.1.

pool, Lancs.

G2DWQ

Road, Honiton, Devon.
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The

other
man's

station
636BH

THIS time it is G3GBH

-owned and operated

by J. H. Jones, 32 Willow
ScarGarth, Newby,
borough, Yorks.-a station
entirely contained in a
built-in wardrobe to satisfy
conditions imposed by the
XYL. This has resulted in
a neat lay-out which leaves
only the aerial connection
visible when the doors are
shut on the gear.

The transmitter is Clapp 6AC7-6C5-6L6
in a TU5B case into a pair of 807's in the
final, run at 75 watts on CW and 55 watts
on phone. Modulation is obtained by
Clamp control on the screens of the 807's,
the speech unit running 6SN7-6Q7-6Y6.
with a carbon microphone. The whole
station is relay controlled, and the receiver
is an R.1155 which has been refined in
several ways, including the provision of
bandspread. Ancillary equipment includes
a frequency meter and phone monitor and
with the exception of the receiver itself
everything has been home -brewed.
G3GBH was first licensed in November

1949, and as at February last nearly 1,500
contacts had been made in 45 countries,

almost entirely on 7 me be it noted,
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appearances on 3.5 and 14 me-for which
bands the station is also equippedbeing comparatively rare. This has simplified the aerial problem, it having been
necessary to provide only dipoles for 40
and 20 metres. Telephony operation on
Forty was commenced in November last,
several hundred contacts having been made
with very encouraging reports on the Clamp
modulating system.
Main interest at G3GBH is clean CW
operating and phone working with all
comers, rather than DX, and so no sleep
has at any time been lost chasing the rare
stuff. The design and layout of this station,
taken with the results he has achieved,
reflect credit on its owner-and fully
justify the strong line taken by his XYL
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The Month with the Clubs
REPORTS

FROM

RECEIVED

This month we publish reports from 38 Clubs-a
fine total considering the time of year and the number
of members who are usually interested in counter attractions of the open-air variety. We also wish to

acknowledge News-Letters and Circulars as follows:
G 3 Experimental Radio Derby (Derby), Newsletter
(Chestet), Bulletin (Dorking). CQ CF. (Cardiff) and
Brighton Link.
Next month's deadline for reports is first post on
June 13, and for the following month it will be
July 11. Please note these somewhat early dates and
be sure of having the copy in on time. And, as usual,
we would like to see photographs of all kinds of Club
events and meetings, with which we are always pleased
to be able to illustrate this feature.
The address for all material for this section is Club
Secretary, Short Wave Magazine. 53. Victoria Street.
London, S.W.1.
And so to this month's reports
.

Baldock & District Radio Club.

-Four more

members entered for
the recent RAE and hope for good
Lectures,
news in due course.
visits and quizzes have been arranged ,for the coming year, although the Club is still without a
Nearly all
permanent HQ.
members meet regularly on the
Top Band.

Barnet & District Radio Club.

-Successful activities continue at

Hopedene, The Avenue, Barnetthe Club Shack from which G3FFA
is frequently active on the 1.7 and
3.5 mc bands. Members recently
saw a Film Show by the Eastern
Electricity Board, and a demonstration of Telesonic Amplifiers.
Field Day preparations continue,
in conjunction with the Barnet
Amateur Radio Society. Meetings
are held every Wednesday, 7.45
p.m.

British Amateur Television
Club.-Membership now stands

at 63, including 22 licensed amateurs. Information and circuits
are being exchanged with amateurs
in ten countries, but shortage of
suitable literature-together with
the high cost of camera tubes-is
It is
still retarding progress.
hoped to hold a TV Conference. on
Saturday, June 23, by which time
a full-scale TV Unit with three
cameras should be ready, together with a prototype 13 cm.
transmitter and receiver.
Leek & District Amateur
Radio Society.-The third AGM
was held in April, and officers for
the forthcoming year elected.
Meetings continue every Monday,
`
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with lectures, ragchews and refreshments, Morse instruction
being given on Wednesdays. Two
more members (G3HIB and
G3HLC) hold licences. New members, particularly juniors, will be
welcomed at any meeting.

Malta Amateur Radio Society.

-At

the AGM of this Society a
new committee was elected.
ZB1E is now President, and.
ZBIBZ Secretary. The address for
all correspondence is that of the

former-see panel. All ex-members
of the society may become overseas members on payment of 5s.

per annum, and such members
will receive copies of the minutes
and the magazine. The outgoing
President and Founder of the
Society is Mr. F. Hague, ZBIAH,
who expects to be leaving Malta
shortly.

Amateur Receiving
and Transmitting Society.Medway

Meetings are held alternately at
the Co-operative Employees' Social
Club, Luton Road, Chatham, and

at the Transmitting Headquarters,
17 Five Bells Lane, Rochester.

All Meetings are on Mondays at
8 p.m., future events being as
follows
Luton Road : June 4

:-

(Frequency Standards), June 18
(Television) and July 2 (to be
announced). Rochester: June 11
(How to Listen for DX) and
June 25 (Workshop Practice).
This society was represented at
the recent Hamfests at Southend
and Lincoln.

Mid -Kent Amateur Radio
Society.-The first AGM has

taken place and a committee
elected. Lectures are now being
held, with an encouraging attendance. The Club Tx is under way
and holds the call-sign G3HKI.
The Clubroom at 79 Union Street,
Maidstone, is open on Friday
evenings at 7.30 p.m., and new
members will be welcomed.

Ravensbourne Amateur Radio

Club.-Two Field Days have been

held during the past month, using
G3HEV/P on 1.7 and 3.5 mc. A
two-metre receiving event has
also taken place. Normal meetings
will not be held during July and
August owing to school holidays ;
outdoor activities will, it is hoped,.
be arranged instead.

Reading Radio Society.-The
new committee was elected at the
AGM in March, and it has been

decided to run two meetings a
month instead of three. The first
will be on the second Saturday,
and will be run as an Instructional
Section meeting. The main meeting will be on the last Saturday
Lectures and demonstrations for
the future are now being planned,
and will be notified in due course.

Shefford 8z District Radio
Society.-Several members have
" gone QRP," using single -valve
transmitters and less than one

watt.
G2FFG expects to be
" Portable -Mobile " from a bicycle
long
Recent talks have
before
covered the alignment of superhets, and Radar; future events
include a Junk Sale and a demonstration of a 13 -cm. rig. The Club
QTH is Wharf Buildings, Shefford ;
meetings are on Fridays at 7.30
p.m., and new members are
always welcomed.
!

Southend & District Radio
.

Society.-This

Club recently held
their Annual Hamfest, enjoyed by
over 100 members and friends.
Games, competitions and dancing
were followed by the inevitable
" swindle " at which all kinds of
prizes were distributed. Participants in the 1.7 mc group known
as the Shaving Club met in
person for the first time many
of the listeners who for years had
known them only by their voices
ón the air at breakfast time.

Surrey Radio Contact Club
(Croydon).-New officers were

elected at the AGM (the tenth).
G2DN, G8TB and G3FWR continue as President, Chairman and
Secretary, and G3BLP is now
Attention was
Vice -Chairman.
called to the valuable publicity
resulting from participation in
outside events such as Hobbies
Exhibitions. A recent undertaking
of this type saw GSTB/A in action
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At the Lincolnshire Harnfest on April 29 last, when 73 amateurs
counties over a wide area.
with 3 watts, contacting stations
all over the country and giving
many visitors their first glimpse of
Amateur Radio.

Watford & District Radio and
Television Society.-Forthcoming events : June 19, Junk Sale ;
July 3, Film Show ; July 17,

Talk on Radio Fundamentals.
Meetings are, at 7.30. p.m. at
Cookery Nook, Monmouth House,
"Che Parade, Watford.

Torbay Amateur Radio Society.

-At

the AGM many officers were
re-elected and a few new ones
appointed (note new Secretary's
QTH, in panel). The financial
position of the Club permits a
reduction in the subscription ;
full members will in future pay 5s.
An award was made to G2BMZ,
who holds the European record for
two-metre work, and G3AUS
explained his VHF converter.
Two visitors were welcomed, and
the Chairman accorded thanks to
the officers and members for their
year's work. Meetings are on the
third Saturday, 7.30 p.m. at the
Y.M.C.A., Castle Road, Torbay.

Walsall & District Amateur
Radio Society.-A very successful venture was the participation
of this Society in the Rotary

Club's Hobbies Exhibition.
A
150 -watt Tx and a 10 -watt Top
Band Tx were in action, other
gear was on show, QSL cards were
displayed and great public interest
was aroused. On the final day the
Minister of Education spoke from

the station to G3FUI in Wolverhampton.
The Walsall Club
wishes to thank its opposite
numbers in Wolverhampton for
their co-operation in this effort.

Warrington & District Radio
Society.-The AGM was held

recently, and the former Secretary
resigned owing to pressure of
business (note new Secretary's
QTH). Meetings are held on the
first and third Mondays, 7.30 p.m.
at 30, Queen's Avenge, Warrington, and a full summer programme, including a Field Day,
has been arranged. The Club Tx
is active on the Top Band, and.
there is a Sunday morning net in
operation.

W.F.S.R.A.

(" Bedfast Club ').

-The object of this Glub is to
help those who are in hospital, or
at home, suffering from ill -health
or disability, and, in particular, to
provide equipment for receiving
or transmitting in cases where the
invalid cannot manage this himself. A complete record is being
prepared ,of all those who have
offered gear or practical help, and
a fund has been opened by G3GYR
the Hon. Sec. A Correspondence
section is also open, and Mr. H.
G. Swan is making a record of
those who would appreciate an
exchange of letters with others in
similar circumstances. If readers
know of anyone who would benefit
from the Club's activities, they
are asked to contact the Hon.
Sec. immediately.
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gathered from neighbouring
Wirral Amateur Radio Society.

-The

last meeting took the form

of a Gadgets Contest, at which
members brought along their pet

inventions and gave a five-minute
talk on their purpose and use.
Members then voted for the best
exhibit. A D -F contest bas been
arranged, and participation in
field day working bas caused the
usual amount of interest. The next
meeting is on June 20, when there
will be another Junk Sale.

Worthing & District Amateur
Radio Club.,This Club meets on

the second Monday of the month,
7.30 p.m. at the Adult Education
Centre.
Transmissions of slow
Morse are radiated every Wednesday, 9.30 to 10.30 p.m.

South Manchester Radie Club.

-Forthcoming meetings are as
follows June 8, Lecture on Interference Suppression; June 9 D -F
Contest, followed by Social Evening.
:

-

Dartmouth & District Amateur
Radio Society.

This newlyformed Club meets on alternate
Mondays in the Old Toc H Room,
Flavel Street, Dartmouth. New
members and visiting amateurs
will be heartily welcomed. Lectures and Morse classes are being
arranged, as well as outdoor
events for the summer months.
Secretary's QTH in panel.

-

Neath, Port Talbot & District
Amateur Radio Club.
The
winter session being over, atten-
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF CLUB SECRETARIES REPORTING IN THISISSUE
BALDOCJ{

:

:

A. Fussell, 6 Clare Crescent, Baldock.
C. J. Spencer, G3GRA, 31 Byng Road,

Barnet.
BARNET :
BARROW : J G. Jackson, 40 James Street, Barrow-in-Furness.
BIRMINGHAM : W. V. Shepard, 174 Gristhorpe Road, Selly Oak, -Birmingham 29.
BRIGHTON a R. T Parsons, 14 Carlyle Avenue, Brighton 7.
BRITISH AMATEUR TELEVISION CLUB : M. W. S. Barlow, G3CVO, Cheyne Cottage, Dukes
Wood Drive, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

CLIFTON : W. A. Martin, G3FVG, 21 Brixton Hill, London, S.W..
COVENTRY : K. Lines, G3FOH, 142 Shomcliffe Road, Coventry.
DARTMOUTH : A. A. Williams, 51 Southford, Dartmouth.
GRAITPON : W. H. C. Jennings, G2AHB, Grafton LCC School, Eburne Road, London, N.7:
GRAVESEND : R. Appleton, 23 Laurel Avenue, Gravesend
HARROW : S. C. J. Phillips, 131 Belmont. Road, Harrow Weald.
ISLE OF MAN : H. Grist, GD3FBS, Broadway House, Douglas, LO.MLEEK : J. Nicholas, G3HIB, 76 Haig Road, Leek.
LINCOLN : G. C. Newby, G3EBH, 10 Addison »rive, St. Giles, Lincoln.
MALTA a R. Galea, ZB1E, 26 Collegiate Street, Birkirkara, Malta.

:
C. R. Hawkins, 9 Sanctuary Road, Gillingham.
MID -KENT : D. A. Mullen, G3ABF, 44 Sussex Road, Maidstone.
NEATH AND PORT TALBOT t W. R. Petheram, GW3CIJ, 7 Tynyrheol Avenue, Tbnna, nr.

MEDWAY

Meath, Glam.

: ' A. W Grimsdale, G3CJU, 164 London Road Newbury, Berks.
PORTSMOUTH : M. W. Pearce, G3BSR, 58 Hollam Road, Milton, Portsmouth.
RAVENSBOURNE : J. H. F. Wilshaw, 4 Station Road, Bromley.
READING : L. Hensford, G2BI4S, 30 Boston Avenue, Reading.
SHEFFORD : N. A. Eaton, 25 Stanford Road, Shefford, Beds.
SOUTHEND: J. H. Barrance, M.B.E., G3BUJ, 49 Swanage Road, Southend,
SOUTH MANCHESTER : E. Taylor, G3BVP, 12 Marton Avenue, Didsbury,Park, Manchester 20.
STOURBRIDGE: W. A. Higgins, G8GF, 28 Kingsley Road, Kingswinford, nr. Brierley Hill,
Staffs.
SURREY (CROYDON) : S. A. Morley, G3FWR, 22 Old Farleigh Road, Selsdon, South Croydon.
THANET : J. Barnes, G3B1{T, 18 Grange Road, Ramsgate.
TORBAY : W. A. Launder, B.Sc., G3FHI, 15 Cambridge Road, St. Marychurch, Torquay.
WALSALL : F. J. Merriman, G2FPR, 123 Wolverhampton Road, Walsall.
WARRINGTON: S. Wood, G3EZX, 12 Thelwall Lane, Latchford, Warrington.
WATFORD : R. W. Bailey, G2QB, 32 Cassiobury Drive, Watford.
W.F.S.R.A. (Bedfast Club) : J. Woodward, G3GYR, 6 Council Houses, Rode Heath, Stoke-on-

NEWBURY

Trent.
WIRRAL : A. H. Watts, G3FXC, 38 Sandymount Drive, Wallasey.
WORTHING : F. H. Bettelley, 42 Annweir Avenue, Lancing.
YEOVIL : D. L. McLean, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil.
YORK : G. R. Foggin, G3GRF, 10 Maclagan Road, Bishopthorpe, York.

Rion

has now been turned to NFD

and similar events. Future projects include a Club Contest, the
annual Junk Sale, and a Film
Lecture on Valve Curves and their
Meaning. Meetings are held fort-

nightly at the Royal Dock Hotel,
Briton Ferry.

Barrow Amateur Radio &
Television Society.-This Club
is now firmly established and
progressing well.
Meetings are
held every Monday, 7 p.m., at
Castle , House, Walney Island.
Lectures and Morse classes are
under way, and some film shows
are being arranged for the future.
A Tx licence is awaited, and a wide
variety of gear is already installed
on the Club premises.

Birmingham & District Short
Wave Society. -The Field Day
on June 17 (see separate note in
box) is regarded as the Big Event,
and the meeting on June 11 will
deal with details, followed by
Part II of the talk on an Amateur
Band Superhet. On July 9 there
will be a talk and demonstration
on Tape and Wire Recorders. A
Club Shack is being opened at
174 Gristhorpe Road, and the
transmitter will be installed there.
Morse and technical instruction
will be held on alternate Mondays.
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Brighton and District Radio
Club.-A full programme of

talks and demonstrations is under
way. On June 19 there is to be
another demonstration, by Mr.
Atkinson, of Radiaesthesia ; on
June 26 Mr. Harrop will show and
describe his Universal Testmeter.
Holiday visitors will be most
welcome during the season -the
Club HQ is the Eagle- Inn,
Gloucester Road, and Club Night
is Tuesday.

Clifton Amateur Radio Society.

-Recent meetings

were devoted
to a demonstration of longplaying records and a demonstration of a self-contained Top -Band
transmitter. Morse and Technical
classes have started again, and
forthcoming events include a
demonstration of home -built test meters, a talk on Tape Recording,
and a D -F Contest on June 17,
ending with a tea and Hamfest.

Coventry Amateur Radio

Society. -The last meeting in the
old HQ took place during May, and
future meetings will be held at
the Y.W.C.A. Hostel, Queen's
Road, Coventry-Monday nights
at 7.30 p.m., June 11, June 25 and
Visitors
fortnightly thereafter.
are welcome at all events.

Grafton Radio Society.

-

A

recent lecture on Radio Control of
Model Aircraft was attended by
126 members and visitors. Nearly
40 models were on view at this
most successful show. All sections
of Grafton are busy with preparations,for Field Day.

Gravesend Amatetir Radio
Society. -This Club meets on
Wednesday evenings at 7.30 p.m.,

and the future programme includes a talk on Panoramic
Adaptors by G3EJK and one in
the " My Station " series by
G3DCV, a newcomer to the club.
Another Auction Sale has been
held recently.

Radio Society of Harrow.

-

Meetings are held on Fridays in
the Science Lab., Eastcote Lane
Secondary School. June 8 is a
Practical Evening, June 15, a talk
by one of the Old Timers, June
22 an Auction Sale and June 29,
a VHF Demonstration by G2DD.
Visitors will be welcomed at any
meeting.

Isle of Man Amateur Radio
Society. -At the recent AGM all
the principal- officers were reelected, and the Treasurer announced that the financial position was sound. Some eight new
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members have joined, and 14 of
the island's 17 active amateurs
are members. Activities will be
curtailed somewhat during the
summer months, but full pressure
will be resumed in September.

BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT SHORT WAVE
SOCIETY

FIELD DAY

Lincoln Short Wave Club.-A

Sunday, June 17, 1951 at
Manor Park Recreation Grounds 0900-1800
Call, G2BON /P, Top Band Phone

verysuccessful Hamfest, with an
attendance of 73, was held recent-

ly.
Talks were delivered on
Centimetre Technique and TVI
Suppression. A raffle, a tea and a
Junk Sale rounded off the proceedings. A Film Night has also
been held, and, for the future, a
trip to Rugby Radio is scheduled
for June 24.

Portsmouth & District Radio
Society.-Recent lectures have

been on Hints and Kinks, and on
Two -Metre Operation. The KinTrophy was awarded to
G3CLX, for the work he has
done in making local exhibitions
a success. The Club Tx, G3DIT,
will be in operation during the
Portsmouth Trades Exhibition.
G3BSR, a recent winner of the
Club's DX Contest, is going to
Malta and hopes to operate from
there.

chen

Thant Amateur Radio Society.
-At the recent Annual Dinner

some 50 members and friends were
given a demonstration of High Quality Record Reproduction,
after which they danced to music
from the same equipment !
It
is hoped to arrange more social
events for the future. Meanwhile,
meetings continue every Friday
evening.

All short wave listeners will be welcomed
Yeovil Amateur Radio Club.The usual Wednesday meetings
continue the last few having been
devoted to sorting out a large
amount of equipment given to
the Club by an emigrating amateur. Work has begun on a 150watt transmitter for four bands.
G3CMI3, the existing Club Tx, is
very active on the air.

Arts and Handicrafts Exhibition
in connection with the local
Festival activities. Preparations
are going forward for putting on
a first-class stand and it is hoped
that G3CJU/A will be on the
air for most of the time that the
Exhibition is open-June 12-16,
10.0 a.m. to 6.0 p.m.

York Short Wave Radio Society.
-All future meetings will be
held at the new HQ, Fetter Lane,

Stourbridge & District Amateur Radio Society.-At the

on Wednesdays at 7.30
p.m. One room is being equipped
as á workshop, and efforts will be
made to put the Club Tx on the
air shortly.
A local Hamfest,
D -F Contest lectures, competitions and sales have all been
arranged for the future. Visitors
welcomed at all events.
York,

Newbury & District Amateur
Radio Society.--The next big
event on their calendar is the

Annual dinner of the Isle of Man Amateur Radio Society, to whicb

G60I was
elected president, G4MI chairman,
G6WF Vice-Chairman, G2CLS
Treasurer and to G8GF once
again fell the onerous post of
Secretary. A discussion on future
policy brought out the fact that
members generally are interested
in outside activities. The informal
meetings continue to be well supported, and anyone in the neighbourhood interested in Amateur
Radio will be very welcome at
these gatherings.
AGM held on March 6,

14 of

the 17 licensed GD's belong.

Always mention the Short Wave Magazine when writing
to Advertisers-It Helps You Helps Them and Helps Us
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2 METRE YAGIS

E EJÁND

The Manufacturers

of

PANDA EQUIPMENT
offer 2 METRE BEAMS
ALL WELDED STEEL.

COPPER PLATED ELEMENTS.
STOVE ENAMELLED.
NO JOINTS TO CORRODE.
áV

6 -O -O

ARRIAGE
C EXTRA

Illustration shows Beam mounted above 10120 Dual

Direct from Manufacturers

FRANCIS
& LEWIS
ENGINEERS
68 PRESTBURY ROAD, CHELTENHAM

Phone 53882

EXPORT TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
WALKIE -TALKIE (TRANSMITTER - RECEIVER).

Type 38 Mark II. Complete with 5 válves, Throat Microphone, Headphones and Aerial. 7 me/s Amateur Band
suitable for field use.
Powerful Superhet Receiver.
Modulated Transmitter. Guaranteed ready for the Air.

' less batteries, 43/1019.

TELEVISION UNITS. Complete with 21
for T.V. Conversion.
Brand new in original wooden cases, E3/10/0.
R.1355 RECEIVERS. Brand new, as specified in Inexpensive Television. E3/5/0.
RECEIVERS B.C. 454 (49-100 Metres) B.C, 455 (39-49
Metres). BRAND NEW COMPLETE WITH 6 VALVES.
BLACK CRACKLE FINISH. E3/10/0.
COMMAND RECEIVERS. Type CCT -461-04 (1.5 mc/a
40 S me/s). Complete with 6 valves. 28 volts Dynamotor.
Brand new, black crackle finish, E4.
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from }ins.
to 3/ins. for use on Wood, Metal, Plastic, etc 5/9.
LUFBRA FLY CUTTERS, 14/6.
LIONEL "BUG" KEYS. Genuine U.S.A. Automatic
Morse Key. Type J-36. Few only, 43/7/6.
THROAT MICROPHONES. Magnetic type complete
with long lead and plug, 4/6.
11.3515

valves. 6 Stage 14 mc/s I.F. Strip. Ideal

CONTROL CABLES for COMMAND RECEIVERS.
B.C.453/4/5, 14 feet, with adaptors, 9/6.
RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS with internal

Salsyn Motor. Type T -82a,

15/6.

HAND GENERATORS.

3

inch Dial. 13/6. 5 inch Dial.
6 volts at 5 amps.

Crank, 21 /-.
SPEAKERS. Celestion 2} inch.
5 ohms, 17/6.

P.M. Moving Coll

With
3

to

PLASTIC TRANSPARENT MAP CASES. 141nches
by 105 inches. Ideal for Mapa, Charts, Display, Photographs, etc., 516.

STAR IDENTIFIERS. With Hydrographic Office Modifications A-N Type I. Complete in case, 5/6.
CONDENSERS. 100 Assorted Tubular and Mica all
useful sizes up to 2 Mfd., 15/- per 100.
WESTECTORS. Type WX6 and W112, I /- each. I1 /- dos
Full List of Radio Publications, 2}d.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY, LTD.
II, Little Newport St., London, W.C.2. (Gerrard 6653)
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PULLIN SERIES 100 TEST SET
Sensitivity 10,000 ohms/volt with A.C./D.C. Voltage
Multiplier for 2,500v and 5,000v. Volts A.C. and D.C.
Range : 10, 25, 100, 250, 500, 1,000. Milliamps D.C.
only : 2 5, 10, 25. 100, 500. Ohms : 0-10,000 and
0-1 megohm.
A.C. Current Transformer. Range
0.025, 0-010.5. I.O. 5e, 25.0 amps.
early deliveries.
We
Address all enquiries to :
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLEN) LTD

+IIP

cane

DEPT. T,
LONDON,

ELECTRIN

WORKS,

-

WINCHESTER ST.,

W.3. Telephone : ACOrn 4651/3 end 4995
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SAMSONS
S. G.

BROWN

SURPLUS STORES

Precision

SAPPHIRE NEEDLES

The ideal reproducing medium for
gramophone records. They give high
fidelity reproduction with the minimum wear on the record.
Five types available to suit all types of pick-ups.
TYPE NO. 5. "Miniature -Solid Sapphire" Needle
for use with light -weight pick-ups.
The above needle gives a definite improvement in

fidelity of reproduction due to its homogeneous nature
PRICES
Nos. 1-4, 7/- plus Purchase Tax 3/1. Postage 6d.
No. 5,
9/3 plus Purchase Tax 4/1. Postage 6d.
Your local dealer cent supply.
In cases of difficulty, apply direct.

A

" TIP " WORTH TAKING

BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES.
N.C.13. (CV%I), 7in., 50/- each, post 1/6.

3BPI C.R.T. 3M. diam., in metal holder with
elevation device. Brand new, 27/6, post 1/6.
SCPI. 6in. diam., C.R.T. Brand new, 35/-, post
1/6.

BUZZER CIRCUIT TESTER. Operates on
ordinary cycle lamp battery. Good loud buzz.
Brand new in neat oak box. 6/6, post9d.
PRITCHETT & GOLD. 6v. 100-125 Amp Hour
Batteries in teak cases, 16in. x I1 in. x 8in. Brand
new, E6/I0/0.

DELCO 6 volt CAR BATTERIES.

WILLARD

volt

85

A.H. BATTERIES

vulcanised rubber case, size 13ín. x l0}in. x
Brand new, 66/1010, Carriage 5/-.

in

HEAVY DUTY AUTO TRANSFORMERS.
1.6

K.V.A. Tapped at 0, 110, 150, 190, 230 volts
£411716, Carriage 5/-.

Come and inspect our extensive stock

Sapphire Needle to suit vonr pick-up. Write Department S."

`

12

50 cy:

Send for interesting and instructive Brochure giving
advice on the choice of a S. G. Brown precision

a

Dim. 9in.

x 9in. x 7in. Brand new, E4/15 /O.

169/171

LONDON, W.2.
125

at:

EDGWARE ROAD
Tel : PAD 7851

Tottenham Court Road, W.I. Tel.:

EUS 4983

Hundreds of Bargains for Callers

.

B,

SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD, HERTS.
Telephone: Watford 7241.

Edgware. Road Branch Open All Day Saturday.
All orders & enquiries toour Edgware Rd. branch please

(6)

DATA FOR ALL FIVE T.V. CHANNELS 3/RECEIVER P40 Tunes 85-95 mc/s ; crystal

controlled oscillator, with subsequent frequency
multiplication ensures stability. With 4 EF54's
(RF, mixer, and multipliers) I EC52 (L.O.) 2
EF39's (2.9inc/s IF's) EB34 (det) and 6J5 and 6V6
(audio), these may be easily converted for
or the new BBC UHF transmissions from
Wrotham. In SEALED MAKER'S CARTONS. 65/-

"2"

MODULATION

TRANSFORMERS

to

match Class B 211's to a class C 221 final, these
may be used as 2:1 mains auto-transformers
handling some 75 watts. ONLY 6/6.
Input transformers, to drive class B 21l's which
may be used as 2:1 mains auto -transformers
(approx 40 watts) 4/6.
POWER UNIT S44IB 300v at 200mA DC,
12v 3A AC and 5v DC ,provided from 200/250v
50cps input. These, in attractive grey crackle
finish cases, use separate HT and LT transformers,
with individual switching and indicator lights,
the HT being also relay controlled if desired.
In SEALED MAKER'S CARTONS. 65/,
TRANSMITTER 21 Covering 4.2-7.5 me/s,
sending speech, . CW or MCW, and complete
with valves, key, control box and circuit, the
PA coils (not formers) and relays have been
stripped by the MOS, but may easily be replaced
by following our data. Complete with front
panel for mounting receiver and vibrator pack.

25/-.

VIBRATOR PACK 21 Delivers approx 140v
at 40mA from 6v input. These contain a host of
parts -condensers, chokes, metal
rectifiers,
transformer and vibrator etc. ONLY 15/6.

AMPLIFIER I135A With EBC33, EK32, and
EL32, These have twin inputs and multi -ratio
output, Our Conversion data and circuit ensure
simple conversion. ONLY 15 /-.
POWER PACK KIT. Suitable for

use

with the

above ; 230v input, 18v at 200 mA and approx.
200v at 30 mA output. Complete with data, 19/6.

TOOL CHESTS Beautifully constructed timber
cases, metal re-inforced,

and waterproof, these
contain silt compartments, (two with lids) and
measure 36 x 24 x 15 ins. outside.With carrying
handles and quick release hasps. 30/-.

RECEIVER

1225 ;

with five

EF50's,

two EF39's,

one EB34 ;These have four preset tuned frequen-

cies, and Xtal controlled oscillator, and precision
tuning condensers ensure stability.
Ideal for
use on two metres. ONLY 39/6.

POWER PACK 532. Complete with one 5Z4,
one SU2150A (2v indirectly heated filament)
SKV rectifier, three condensers, two high cycle
transformers, choke relay etc. OUR PRICE 17/6.

NON -SPILLABLE

Multi-plate, in celuloid
2v, 7AH. OUR PRICE

ACCUMULATORS
cases

5/I1.

(approx 4x3x1}ins.).

RADIO EXC HANGE CO.
9

CAULDWELL STREET. BEDFORD

Short Wave Magazine. Volume IX

Phone 5568
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1155 D.F. LOOP AERIAL
ROTARY CONVERTOR.

8/6
volt to 480 volts

I:1

suitable for Car Radio. (Can be used 6V to 250V). 8/5
HEADPHONES. Low Impedance. Brand New

Pair 7/6
MAINS TRANSFORMER. 230V input 150.0.150 at
100 mla. Ideal for Eliminators and P.A. Bias supplies.

6/-

Class B. suitable
DRIVER TRANSFORMERS.
6/6L6 to PIP 807's with monitor windings.
CONDENSERS. 8 Mfd. Electrolytic 600V Wkg.
2/...
Screwhole fixing
CONDENSERS. 8 M(d. Electrolytic 350" Wkg.

Metal Tubular

...

...

.

...

2/-

...

CONDENSERS. 2 Mfd. Electrolytic. MICROPACK
I /...
...
...
350v. W kg. ...
3/CONDENSERS. 6 Mfd. 2000V. Test. ...
CHOKES. 60 ohms, 200 M/a, 3}in. x 2}in, x 2in.
Potted.

4/-

(Suitable Viewmaster)

Universal Speaker Output.
TRANSFORMER.
pentode or triode co 3 ohms speaker and ideal for
2/6
use with above headphones
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Parallel P/P 6L6's
to 200 and 500 ohms. Secondaries 50-75 Watts out17/6
put size 4}in. x Sin. x Sin. Brand New ...
...
7/ CRYSTALS. 500 Kcs.
...

SPECIAL OFFER
Centro! Unit type 499 Brand New in original
box.
Containing Epicycle Drive, 200 K Pot,
Single pole 3W Switch. 62K Resistor, 2W IOOK

fW

Resistor, 2 Knobs, 4-pin and 2-pin plugs.

Case finished in grey, makes

5}in. x 4}in. x 25in.deep
Please add something

attractive chassis
5/...

for Postage.

Money -Back

For the very best quality, design and
workmanship in TOWERS, Beams and
ancillary equipment for all purposes
Manufactured
PANDA'S the name.
only by
-

The PANDA RADIO CO.

Guarantee:

in Rochdale, Lancs.

RADIO MAIL ORDER COMPANY
Church Lane, Wolverhampton.

64-65

SCHOOL LANE, ROCHDALE

58

Tel.

47861

'Grams & Cables: Panda, Rochdale

RADIO CLEARANCE LTD.
TOTTEN HAM COURT ROAD, W. I

27,

MUS

9188

SPECIAL LINE, TELEVISION COMPONENTS
Comprising, Line Transformer with E.H.T. winding, (gives 7KV using E.Y.51), Scanning Coils (low
imp line and frame), and Focus Coil (res 10,000li, current approx 20 mA). Special offer at 42/- the set,
Post 1/6, while they last. We have also. Scanning Coils for Vlewmaster at 12/6. plus 1/- postage, avail.
able separate.

MEDIUM -WAVE PERSONAL RECEIVERS

medium-wave dry battery operated receiver, housed in smart bakelite box, size lax 6}' x5', with
plastic carrying handle. T.R.F. circuit, using 3-I.T.4 valves, with reaction. Output to pair of lightweight
H.R. phones, self-contained. Frame aerial in lid, provision for external aerial, S.M. dial. Powered by
self-contained dry batteries, 1-W1435 and 2-U2's. Supplied brand new, with valves and batteries.
Open the lid and it plays. Covers whole M.W. band. Purchase Tax paid. 83/19/6. Not ex -Govt. surplus.
3 -valve

MOVING COIL METERS
Metal cased 2in, circular 0/15-600v (500 micro.A, F.S.D)., 7/-. 2in. Square bakelite cased 0-ImA, 9/6
0/5mA, 6/6 : 0S0mA, 7/6 ; 0-20v. 5/6 ; 2#in. bakelite cased, 0-200 mA, 9/6 ; all flush mounting.

:

ROTARY POWER UNITS
Typo 104.
size

er

1

2v D.C. Input, outputs 250v 65mA, 6.5v, 2.5A, D.C. P.M. rotary on chassis with cover.
6}', 6/6. post paid. Type 87, input 24v, output as Type 104. 5/6 post paid.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Primary 0-110/210/240v 50c/s. Sec. 300-0-300v, 80mA, 6.3v 2.5A, 4v 2A, 15/6, post paid
Primary 200/250v 50c/s. Sec. 6.3v 3A, autowound, 8/-, pose paid.
Primary 200/250v 50c/s. Sec. 280.0-280v, 60mA, 6.3v 2A, 4v 1.1A. 14/6 post paid.

en.

P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS
P.M. New and Boxed.

12/6 post paid.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
5H, 200mA, 100 z

250

...

5/6

20H, 80mA, 350 z

...

6/6

ßH, 250mA, 50 z Dotted

let-
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Benson's Better Bargains
VALVES: EA50, 7193, EB34, at 2/6. 12H6,

6H6, 2X2, 6SH7, 8D2, 4D1, VR65, VR65A,
VR66, 9004, 9006, 12SH7, CV6, VU120, VU111
at 3/6. 6AC7, 6SG7M, 12SK7, 12SG7, 954, 955,
956B, 91)2, EF36, EF50, ARP12, AR8, 9003,
at 5/6. 6AG5, 6B8M, 6C4, 6J5M, 6N7M, 12SJ7,
7Y4, 7F7, 12SR7, 12A6, 25A6, 28D7, VR136,
VR137, 61{7, EF39, EL32, CV66, AC6/Pen,
SG215 Pen46, 1625, 1619, 1629, ATP4, 9002,
SP4, KT2, at 6/6. 1S4, 1S5, 1T4, IRS, 3Q5,
6AG7, 61(6, 6L7M, 6J7M, 5Z4M, 6X5; EBC33,
EK32, N77, VR150, at 7/6. 807, VR105, 6SN7,
6SA7, 12K8M, 5U4G, 6L6M/1622 at 8/6. 931A,

25/-.

POWER PACKS (Admlty)

Input

230V. Output 350V 200ma, DC., 6.3v. 5a. with

x EA50, 1/5U4G, (500v output with input
choke removed). Switched, fused and smoothed,
18 x 8 x- Sins., 57/6. Ra's 78, less valves, Xtal,
tuning knob 10/, INDUCTION MOTORS
200/250v. suitable tape recorders, etc. 17/6.
CHOKES -20H 250ma (75u) 17/6, 20H 150ma
(150u) 12/6, ET4336 type 15/- ; 7H 350ma
12/6. BLOCK CONDENSERS; 4mfd. 1.5Kv
4/- 1Kv. 3/- 750v. 2/6, lmfd. 2Kv 2/-,
4mfd. 600v 2/6; .01Kv 3/6 doz. 2mfd. 1.5Kv
2/-, Silver Mica 1000pf 3Kv 1/; 4550 350v 6d.;
TX var. d'spaced 150pfs. 3/6. HF TX CHOKES
1.5mH 250ma (similar to Eddystone 1022)
1/3.
TERMINALS black, insulated, 9d.
Co -ax plugs/skts. USA threaded type, chassis
" F " 6d., straight " M " 9d., elbow " M " 9d.,
Smaller type 1/6 pr. METAL RECTIFIERS:
2

240v 30ma HW 4/-; 30v 60ma FW 2/6; 280v
100ma VD 7/6; 500v Soma HW 6/-; 12v 1t
A FW 11/6; 48v. 3A FW 15/6; 15v. 6A 25/-.
P.O. RELAYS : 120u-3pm 1pb ; 5pm 1pb ;
4 pm: Ipb; lk-3pm.: each 2/6. 6.25k-lpm.
1pb Ip c/o, 3/6. P.O. Keyswitches: 2 Pc/o
2B 2/6 ; Shallcross Ceramic Studswitches
Ip 3w 2/6, 1p 5w2b 3/9, 1p lOwlb 3/6. Yaxleys
2p3w cer. 2/6, Wafers 6 p. cer. (shorts out
unused contacts) '9d., Ip10w4b 5/- cer. spacers
Coils on cer. formers 2in. dia. marked ; 2/5mcs,
6.5/12mcs., 12/9mcs., each 1/6, ditto 4in.
dia. 3/-. JACKPLUG 2 way on 2 yd. cord
1/3; two on lyd. 1/9; one on Hphonecord
(long) 2/6. JACKS 2 way closed (Igranic) 2w
open (miniature), GPO 3w, each 9d. Plugs two
Belling 5 way (or 7 way) M on 2 yds. 5 core
cable 2/6.
Small co -ax skt, with plug on
'3 yds. co -ax (tin.) 2/6. Resistor boards, new,
with 9 resistors, 1/3. CHASSIS (all less valves)
IFF with 28 cer. B7G vhldrs, etc. 17/6; with
-

13

only 12/6 ; 'RT34/APS13; blk crackle case,

11 B7G vhdrs. 30 mcs, IFTs. 15/- ; R3132,
30mcs IFTs 20/- R161 with 4 B9G vhldrs
etc. 4/- ; VITREOUS RESISTORS : 21k
15w, 3k 12w, 3k 30w, 2.2k 12w, 30k 25w, 65k
10w, 9k tpd Zk 25w, 15k 30w, 400u 25w, 30u
30w, 500u 5w'w/slider, each 1/-; 1k 100w 2/-.
Hand-driven Generators, geared outputs 300v
and 28v. 8/6; Dynamotors (small) 13.5v to
285v DC 12/6, 12v to 625v 225ma 17/6.
LISTS AVAILABLE Id. S.A.E.

Terms: C.W.O. CARR. PAID OVER 7/6. S.A.E. enquiries please

W. A. BENSON, 308 Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 13
YOU CAN RELY ON US FOR BRAND NEW,

CLEAN COMPETITIVE COMPONENTS.
IMMEDIATE DISPATCH.
VALVES
In addition to our large stock we again have a few of
the following :-6L6 (Metal), 111-; 6C5gt., 71-,
ECC32, 816
EL32 (Mollard), 7/6 ; 215SG, 416;
EL42, 8/6 ; ¿SH7 Metal, 6/6 ; EL35, 7/6 ; 12K7gt.,
10/6 ; EF39, 10/- ; 6D6, 8/-; EB4I 7/6 ; 6AK6, 8/6 ;
61(6, 7/6; KTZ4I, 8/-; 25Z5, 10%6; 77, 7/6; U7ß,
101- ; N37, I0/- ; D77, 7/6 ; 954, 51- ; 6K7m., 8 /- ;
CVI141, 4v Thyratron, 5/-.
MINIATURE SHORT WAVE TUNING CONDENSERS. 25 Pf. Single Section, Ceramic. Size
I} x II x 1}ins. Spindle }in. 2/6. 25 Pf. do. 1} x II x
I}ins. Spindle }in. 2/6. 30 Pf. do. I* x I x 1ihu.
Spindle }m. 2/6. 65 Pf. do. 1} x 1} x l}ins. Spindle /in.
2/6. 25 and 25 Pf. Ganged, Ceramic. Size
x
x
I{in. Spindle }in. 2/6. 25 Pf. Split Stator, Ceramic.
Size (f x I} x 1}in. Spindle lin. 2/6.
AUDIO CHOKES. New.5000v.lohms. 10/6.

li

1

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

Finished in green crackle and of very small dimensions
210/240v to 6.3v at I.5a, 816 210/240v to 4v 3a, 1216
210/240v to 12v la, 8/6

;

210/240v to 6.3v

3a,

12/6.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
350v. 75m/a, 7/6. 250v at 60 m/a. New and checked at
this rating, 5/6 each. 12v., Iia. 7/6. 12v. 5m/a meter

ZAINOTEAHBIORMSB8,8oºNENED, FULLY IITºRLºAVSD
8Nt shrouded- AND IMPREGNATED
HAM
Input 200/250,. Output 260/0(200v. 60 m/a.
6.8v 8 amps, 6v 2 amp»
H.B.40
Winding, a. above, 4v 4 amps, 4v 2 amps
11.8.2.
Input 200/260v. Output 200(0/200v. 60
11.8.80
Input 200/200v. Output 300/0/800v. 80 m/a
11.8.8.
Input 200/260v: Output 360/0/300v. 130131,01
HAIR.
Input 200/260v. Output 260/0/260v. 100 mry
11.8.301.
Input 200/230v. Output 300/0(300.. 100 m/a
Input 200/350v. Output 360/0/360v. 100 m/a
Fully Bhrouded1.8.2.
Input 200/260, Output 260/0/260v. 86 m/a
1.8.80.
Input 200/200v. Output 300/0/801v. 80 m/a.
B.B.B.
Input 200/260, Output 800/0/300v. 80 m/a
FAIL.
Input 200/200, Output 250/0/260v.100m/a
1.8.801.
Input 200/200v. Output 300/01300v.100 m/a
1.8.3%.
Input 200/260.. Output 360/0/300v.100 m/a
All above have 62.4.0v at 4 amps. 6-4-0v at 2 amps.
1.8.48.
Input 200/200.. Output 425/0/420v. 200 m/a.
6.3v 4 amps 0.T.6-3v 4 amp. O.T. by Mamie
11,8.0.
Input 200/210v. Output 200/0/800v. 80 m/a
68v 8 amp/113.T. 6v 8 amps. Reit -shrouded
For Receiver 11366
Foamed, Plying Leads
1.30%.
Input 200/200,. Output 300/0/200,. 80 m/a,
6.8v 7 amps. 6v 2 amps
116160.
Input 200/220v. Output 360/0/800v.160 m/a
6.3v 3 amps (3.T. by 8 amps. Halt-»hrouded
16120.
Input 200/200v. Output 300/0/ß60v.120 m/a.
.

n/

-

63v 2

rectifiers, I /- each.
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS
Goodman,, 55 : I, 416 ; midget mains pentode, 319:
super midget for personals to match 3S4, 01.92, 413.

/8160

0005mfd New, Complete with slow-motion drive and
drum, rubber mounting, standard size, 1016.
Don't forget some postage, chaps.

PALS

IPA.

TWIN -GANGS

RADIO SERVICING CO.

Dept. MIO, 444 Wandsworth Road, Clapham,
S.W.8
MACaslay 4155

CATALOGUE No. 7 available lid. stamp
77. 77A, 168, 169 Buses. 100 yds Wandsworth Road
S.R. Station. Open till 6.30 p.m o'clock Wednesday
1
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3TON1E60C4OFT

1.16.
P.C.

112.
F.34.

0.1.0.

amps O.T. 9.3v 2 amps O.T. by

B

amps Fully shrouded
Input 200/220v. Output 360/Ó/800v.160 m/a.
6.8v 2 amp) O.T. 6.3v 2 ampe 0.T. 6y 8,
amps Fully ehrouded
.

FILAMENT TRANBFORMRRs
6 3v at 10 amp. 6v at 10
amp. 10v at 6 amp. 121v M 6 amp.
Framed Flying Leads
..
..
Input 200/200v. 0-2-4-ó-6.8v at

Input 200/220v.

Ç

179

Inputº000/º50.ps.0-º-W-6.3v M
Flying
4 amps
.
20/8
.. 8/Input 200/260.:Ó3v9 amps
Input200/260v. 12-6v. Tapped at 61;3 amps 189
Input 200/200v. 94v tapped at 12v 8 amps 88/(add 1/- in the 6 for carriage). All order, over 62 mer. paid
8: ABHWORIH (D(pt. S.W.)
670 Great Horton Road, Madtord,

larks.

251

OCK RADIO (G3LN)
TRANSMITTER : 3 -band, as new, in crate,

11541

(411716, carriage extra.

TWIN

FEEDER : 300 ohm, heavy duty, 5d. yard ; 75
ohm, good quality 6d. yard ; Telcon K25-300 ohm, 9d. yd.
1036 CHASSIS for stripping only, approx. 16 resistors,
21 condensers, 4 valve holders, 3 stand-offs, 3 coils, 2
switches, 5 R.F. chokes, etc, 2 for 2/6, 6 for 6/6, 12
for 12/-, carriage I)- each.

RADIO G
6SA7
6K6GT
6K7G
6K7GT

MIDGET 3 -GANG CONDENSERS, 54 x 54 x 33 p1F..
2/9. MC hand microphones, No. 7, with S.W., 3/-.
VALVES : GU50, 7/6 ; 8011, &O f-.
TURN REGULATORS : Heavy duty relay operating
oil or air valves, 2/6 ; Large P.O. 4 -way lack plugs and
sockets, 6d. pair ; Midget chokes, 5H., 2/- ; copper wire
14 to 40 S.W.G.
Enquire .please.

6J5
6J5GT
6J7
6J7GT
6J7G

Perahore Road, Birmingham, 30

(Kin. 2797)

BRASS, COPPER, DURAL,
ALUMINIUM, BRONZE
ROD, BAR, SHEET, TUBE, STRIP,

WIRE

3,000

ANNOUNCES

1622

6SQ7
3B7/1291
6N7GT
6N7G
I2SG7
1C5gt

9006
6L7
1625

3A4
8012
6SG7
6AC7

VUI11
12SH7
2x2a
6N75
CV66
TT11
VT501

EF50
EF8
HRO's £27/10/0.
Trade and overseas enquiries invited.

We stock EDDYSTONE, DENCO and RAYMART
Components.
1801

2 OO

RADIO VALVES all at 7/6 Return post service
C.W.O. or C.O.D.

E{

6D6

6C4
AR88's £39.

AC6Pen
VU120a

ARTHUR HOILE

UNION

STREET, MAIDSTONE. KENT
Phone: 2812

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series
discount; all charges payable with order.
Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Addy
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for errors.

Standard Stock Sizes

NO QUANTITY TOO SMALL

TRADE

List on Application

METALWORK.
All types cabinets, chassis,
racks, etc. to your own specifications. Philpott's
Metal Works Ltd., (G4BI), Chapman Street, Loughborough, Leics.
ST
and LOGS by MINERVA. The best
Sthere are. Samples from Minerva Press,
4b Queen's Road, Brentwood, Essex.
WANTED :
RCA speech amplifiers Type
MI -11220, J or K. Offers stating quantity and
price to PCA Radio, The Arches, Cambridge Grove.

R. ROLLET & CO. LTD.
London,

Liverpool,

6 Chaeham Place, S.W.1.
Kirkby Estate
SLOane 3463
Simoaswood 3971

SPECIAL OFFER.

W.6.

18 WATT CAR OR MOTOR CYCLE
HEADLAMP BULBS
...
1 /6 ea.
SPEAKERS.
5r GOODMAN P.M. 2/3 OHMS
.:..
:..
13/6 ea.
64 TRUVOX P.M. 2/3 OHMS
13/9 ea.
lePLESSEY P.M. LIGHTWEIGHT 2/3 OHMS 23/6 ea.
INVICTA SPEAKER CABINETS WITH CARRYING HANDLE, SIZE 17' x 6' TO TAKE A
10' SPEAKER UNIT. SPRAYED BROWN
13/6 ea.
WE CAN QUOTE FOR A SPEAKER SUITABLE FOR
ABOVE ON REQUEST.

6-7 VOLT

METAL RECTIFIERS.
LT. 2 VOLT 4 AMP.
_.
'LT. 12 VOLT }AMP.
_.

ÌÑ

H.T. 300 VOLT 80 M/A ...
H.T. 280 VOLT 60 MIA :..

VOLUME CONTROLS.
6, 4 an

H and 2 MEG. MORGANITE

WITH

SWI2K

OHMS,3K OHMS, 5K OHMS, 25k OHMS.

LESS

SITCH

...

...

...

...

...

4/3

ea.

1/6 ea.

MOULDED MICA CONDENSERS.
0001,.0002,.0003,.0005,.001,.004,.008,.00027
FOR.
BATTERY
WORKING,
SUITABLEFOR DOORS, etc.
BELL PUSH WITH WARNING
LIGHT.
NUMEROUS USES. IDEAL FOR OFFICES
BUZZERS

4/-doz.
1/6 ea.

1/6ea.

GUARANTEED NEW AND BOXED.
2X2
4/- EH!
7/6 E1148 2/7/- VT6IA 2/CV6
1/9 EF36
2
7193
VR54
5/- EK32 7/6 CV73 5/2I5SG 4
6/9
MS/PEN 7/6
6C6
8/6 2050
VUI11 5/4/9
7Q7
7/- DLSIO 6/- 37
5
SP41
VS6B
6/- 6G6G 7/9
PEN220A 4/SF61
3
VALVES.
VU120 4

POST ORDERS ONLY C.W.O. or C.O.D..
CARRIAGE PAID ON ALL ORDERS OVER E2.

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY
5/6 Vince's Chas.,
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L'

Cob.

Victoria Square, LEEDS, I.

WANTED

BC-610 Hallicrafters,
ET-4336SX-28's, AR-88's, Receivers and.
Best
prices.
Box
Write
864,
spare parts for above.
c/o Spiers Service, 69 Fleet Street, E.C.4.
CARDS AND LOG BOOKS. AP QL7
L7
G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE.
ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND.
YORKS.
prices paid.
;

7, transmitters,

AR88'SVALY SDTypGe6J6
6V6, 805
807, 813, 832 and 833A. Your own price. New
Ex -WD only. Box 906.
ELECTRONIC- Organ construction data; CornLiponent values, practical layout, etc. Further
details-C.S. Co., ]OA, Duke Street, Darlington.

-

Communication reURGENTLY Required
ceivers, test equipment, tape and disc recorders,
amplifiers and quantities of components. Highest
prices paid. Write or call. Universal Electronics,
27 Lisle St., Leicester Square, London, WC.2.
Magslip
ROTARY beam Antenna indication
transmitters from 10/-. (Listed £16). Stamp for
Engineering Facilities
circuits and full details.
Ltd., 29 Rea Street, Birmingham 5.
CRYSTAL Microphone Inserts (Cosmocord Hic-6).
Guaranteed Brand New. 15/6 post free. RadioAid Ltd., (Retail Dept.), 29 Market St., Watford.
RAYTHEON or Western Electric 725A valves
with proprietary transformer removed from
brand new equip., 85/- each unit, p. and p., 3/6:
Same unit in original alum. chassis, 95/-, carr. pass.
train, 5/6. 4E27 valves, 36/- each post free, V/h
1/6. List (2}d. stamp) will bring hundreds of items
including IFT's, .0005 mF twin gang condensers,
close tolerance resistances and condensers, etc.
C.W.O. Radio Services, St. Elizabeth's, Lr. Bulling ham, Hereford.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

TRADE-continued

G.P.O. MORSE CODE TEST

WANTED AR88D. Good price offered for perfect
condition.
Particulars to Basil Davis, 56
Fountain House, Park Lane, W.I.
in new or nearly new condition.
Preferably unmodified.
Good price
given -Immediate cash.
Lawrences. 61 Byrom
BC348Set

loran

-

AMATEUR TRANSMITTING
LICENCE

Street, Liverpool 3.

READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
min. charge s/-, payable with

3d. per word,

order. Box numbers 1 /6 extra.
WANTED. A, B, C, D, HRO bandspread coils.
Good tape recorder.
2 -metre Tx and Rx:
Exchange or sell, Cossor 339 DB oscilloscope. 1000v.
Evershead megger, resistance box Varley. Offers ?
G5QG, 45 Irwin Avenue, Rednal, Birmingham.
WANTED. Ex -Army 107 receiver in good condition. State price. Write, G. Sourbutts, 25
Mellor St., Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent.
WANTED.
Class D, or BC -221 wavemeter.
First-class condition essential. Price,. particulars,
Timewell, Carhampton, Minehead, Somerset.
EDDYSTONE 640, complete with matching
speaker. As new in box, perfect condition, £20/0/0.
Box 926.
HAMBANDER for sale. New, been used only
seven hours. No reasonable offer refused. Boa
,

928.

minor) 80m and 40m complete
witall
spare
in attache case 12¡ins. X 8ins1 x4ins.yExcellent
condition £5/10/0. Box 927.
TWO -METRE 624A Tx with all valves. Power
unit, 500v. max. 250 mA, separate LT and Stab.,
Bias, £4/10/0. 3 6J6 converter, FB job, £2/5/0.
79 Milton Road, West Croydon.
iP
25mod`ifredOvOand A TV)
£5.
BC455A + dynamotor I2V, modified MB remote
control, £3/15/0. Control panel 50/363, 5/-. 230
Hillmorton Road, Rugby.
VALVES. 6C4, 6AG5, 6SL7, 2050, 2051, 6SN77/6 each. BC342N and transformer for 230v
mains, £14. R1355
50/-. BC221, £12. Sevenoaks,
Davenbam, Cheshire.
UNIQUE offer. Table model condenser microphone with built-in pre-amplifier.
Designed
for high quality recording and broadcasting. Brand
new, £20 or best offer. Box 929.
LS,7m
pack, phones, coils
1.
c to 30 mc, good condition.
Best offer £20. SX23, loud speaker, range 540 kc
to 34 mc, bandspread 80, 40, 20, 10, good condition,
best offer £18. BC -348-M power pack, internal, no
modifications, condition fair, price £9. Prefer buyer
to call and inspect all above. A. C. Holdway, 4
Willington Road, Caple, Nr. Bedford.

Tx/Rx(B2

We have been pleased to arrange a Special Candler
course (at a fee within thé reach of all) which includes
all the training essential to enable you to be successful.
Full details will be sent to all who apply for the
CANDLER
BOOK OF FACTS."

Read the following extracts from unsolicited testimonials sent
us by Candler students.
Ref. 7376 : " I am very pleased with this method of training
and I passed the G.P.O. Morse test after third lesson.
Since getting my call sign I have been complimented very
often on my' good fist."
W.E.
Ref. 5173 : " So far, after only completing half the course,
am pleased to say that my speed in both sending and
receiving has risen from a mere 5 w.p.m. to a steady and
100 per cent. correct 15 w.p.m. This has enabled me to
obtain my Amateur's Licence here within a very short
time of commencing my study of the code."
L.R.
Ref. 7161 : " I may add that I passed my G.P.O. Morse
test for the Amateur Transmitting Licence a week or so
ago and am very pleased that the first five lesson's enabled
me to do so. It was not as difficult as I had imagined."
1

J.R.D.
Ref. 3301 : " have successfully passed the P.M.G. Amateur's Licence test and have been allotted my call sign.
(took it with ease, after completing lesson three." V.M.T.
NOTE. Other Courses include JUNIOR
1

for Beginners and ADVANCED for Operators,

designed to increase accuracy and speed.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
Sib ABINGDON ROAD, KENSINGTON,
LONDON, W.8

Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

TRANSFORMERS.
GUARANTEED.

1355/RF

5v. 2a.

2. Same as

-

HRO-MX

240v.

I5/-

all types.
Postage
1/-, 3 or more post free.

-

HILLFIELDS

-RA
DIO
8, Burnham Road.
Whitley. Coventry.

for

1950 Radio Handbook -all mint condition-£3
Cheesley, 42 AMQ, R.A.F., Middleton St.
George, Darlington,. Co. Durham.

Bind your issues in the Easibinder. By a simple
operation the journals are inserted with a
steel wire, and at once become a neatly bound
volume for the Bookshelf.
The Easibinder is bound in green cloth, and
gold -blocked with title and year on the spine.
It will hold 12 issues. (One volume).

PRICE 11f9 (Post Paid)

A

Mader can be sent on approval if requested. When
ordering please state the Vol. No. to be blocked.

EASIBIND LTD

the lot.
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EASIBINDERS

THE "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"

eat

For
in good condition, £9 or
resPeterer.'s
off
Carriagesale extra.
E. Barber, 18n St.
Avenue, Cleethorpes.
MODERN PRACTICAL RADIO, 4 vols., and

but 350-0-350y.
3. 24v. 2a. tapped to
give steps of 3v. up to

All secondarys 200-220-

+%

208

I

28v.

power

COMMERCIALLY BUILT TRANSMFi-I'it R,
ALL BANDS. LIST PRICE £88. XTL
MIKE, VFO, EDDYSTONE 640, BC221. ACCEPT REASONABLE OFFER WHOLE OR
PART.
GOUGH, 53 SPINNEY ROAD,
NORTHENDEN, MANCHESTER.
WANTED, BC221 with calibration book, AR88LF
and SX28 in any condition, if complete. St.
Martins, Locksheath Park Road, Locksheath,
Southampton.

INTERLEAVED. IMPREGNATED.
; 4v. 5a ; 6.3v. 4a ; 4v. 2s ;

I. 250-0-250v. 80m.a.

84

NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.I.
253

NEW EX -GOVERNMENT COMPONENTS.
High Voltage Mica Condensers with large R.F. ratings
made by best American Manufacturen.
Voltage rating.
RF rating.
Capacity
5000
5000
5000
2000
0.01
mfd.
The above Condensers
last.

0.0008 mfd.
0.001 mfd.
0.0015 mfd.

"Bathtub" type

4 amps at 1000 Ku
2 amps at 300 Kcs
...
...
5 amps at 1000 Km
...
8 amps at 1000 Km
are offered at 10d. each while they

volts
volts
volts
volts

...

Condensers by American Manufacturen.

0.5 mfd., 400v., 9d.; 0.25 mfd., 600v., 10d. ;
mfd. (can negative), 400, volt, 1 /2 ; 1.9 mfd., 200 .volt,
1/3 each also 0.8-0.8-0.3 (can negative), 400 volt, 1/9.
2500 volt Ceramic cylindrical 50 pf. screw fixing Con-

densers,8d

Argus AR60 Tungar Type Rectifiers

volts,

6

ampere, 7.5-100

1416 each.

Porcelain Spacers for 600 ohm feeders, 6M. spacing, 6d.

each or 5/6 per dozen.
Skewing in several colours, 1#d. per yard.
Please Include postage on orders under El.
REED & FORD

la BURNLEY ROAD, AINSDALE, SOUTHPORT

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

READERS'-continued
Four range, unused, will exchange
T1154M.
for Class -D wavemeter or battery
or

what

QRP Tx,

Cundall G3FAU, 93 Chandos
E.15.
Coils, 0.9-2 mc, 100-200 kc, 480-900
kc, 35/- each. S.640 in first -grade condition, £20. BC221 with built-in AC power pack,
£15. Clapp VFO in cabinet with power pack ; 3.5
mc, three stage, £5. Wanted :. HRO bandspread
coils for 7, 14 and 28 mc. G4RS, 17 Tudor Avenue,
Bebington, Cheshire.
Marktput, II, as ne
7 valve5 AC, 6CW
Vß
1.7 me-4.0w, mc, 47 -mc,
hetrodyne-switch, 6v6 output. Best offer.? Andrews,
107 Meadway, Bromley, Kent.
OR Sale. Bendix T.A.12, less PA coils and
valves, 45/-. RT34APS13, dynamotor, no valves,
12/6. R35APS6 26 B7G amph v/hldrs., £1. R3601,
?

Road, Stratford, London,

HRO

R.103.
I

v/hldrs, 12/6. Box 931.
HALLICRAFTER S.38 Internal speaker, noise
limiter, BFO, band spread.
110v AC DC.
Offers? G3GJI, 67 Woodhouse Road, Sheffield 12.
WANTED, 3 cm scanner Type 71 or 71a, pr similar.
Test set 205 or 205A, monitor 28, test set 263,
R3553, TR 3577, Scrap BC221, Details and price
to : Branson, 20 Harriet Street, Burnley.
Sale, on behalf XYL of late W.C,A.
LNewsham.
Bargain list from G2NS,
7 Foxholes
Road, Southbourne, Bournemouth.
Includes CR100, VHF converter, 1 -watt T9 Hartley,
Avo Model 7, new valves, etcetera.
NEW Valves, lS5, 3A4, 4/6 each. EF50, 6K7,
6K8, 6B8, 6V6, 2/9 each. W/S 19 Tx/Rx working
order. Less power pack. Nearest offer £9. 2 -metre
converter with built-in power supply, £6/10/0.
16

WANTED
BC 221's, BC 610's, BC 348's,
Cash waiting.
AR 88's, S 27's, S 36's, S 37's, also 807's, 813's,
250 TH's. We pay highest prices. Write, 'phone
or wire full description, condition and appearance. We will then make our offer and arrange
either to collect or send special crates for for-

warding together with full instructions. Now
Is the time to turn that spare gear into hard cash 1

PANDA RADIO CO.
58,

SCHOOL LANE, ROCHDALE
47861.

Tel.

'Grams

:

PANDA, Rochdale.

G4GZ's BARGAINS.

NEW VALVES: 866A, 17/6, 804, 27/6, 810, 85/-

AC6Pen, 1T4, 1R5, 6J7G, 6N7GT, 6N7M, 6SG7M,
8/-. 6SA7M, 6L7M, 6F6, 6F7, VR150/30, KT66,
5Ú4G, 5Z4M, 9/-. 2A3, 1622, 10/6. NEW BOXED
MC METERS : 31in. rd. fl. mtg. 0-100 micro-amps,
36/-. 0-500m/a, 0-30m/a, 0-15v AC (Cal at 50 cps.)
12/6. USEFUL TOOLS : Comprising 5, Allen
118in., DE Box spanner 4x6BA, set
keys 1/16in.
Terry's 2, 4, 6BA 4/9 kit. .002 mfd MICA
each. 5 for 7/6. RESISBYPASS, 5Kv wkg.
TORS: }w 4.7K, 39K, 470K, }w 1K, 3/- doz.
lw, 1.5K, 2.2K, 1Meg, 4/6 doz. 2W, 2.7K, 15K,

2/

6/6 doz. EX STOCK ! AMPLION MULTIRANGE TESTMETER £4.7. 6d. GOODMANS
AUDIOM 60,£ß.12s. 6d. All post paid by return
of post.
J. T. ANGLIN,
106, Cleethorpe Road, Grimsby, Lincs.
1

H.A.C.

Short-Wave Equipment
Noted for over 15 years for
Short Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
One Valve

Two

Kit, Model "C" Price 20/uEn
43 / -

These kits are complete with all components,
accessories and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped addressed
envelope for descriptive Catalogue.
"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept Vic.) l l Old Bond St., Loudon, W.l
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G3 C R

Box 933.

-E
R, M
lVl

45.
Latest type R.M.E., Super
receiver and loud speaker. All bands
calibrated, £85. Box 932.
VDANTE
:
Control Box, Dynamotor and connector cable for BC733D. Also plug 3B for,
BC923A. Box 930.
40Watt transmitter or exciter (xtal) for 20 and
10 CW, with valves and relay controlled power
pack, on two 19in. panels ; 19in. rack, 5ft. gin.
space, interlocked doors on back; 2 Type 260
indicator units; with VCR97 and valves. Power
pack on 19in. panel, 300v 250mA, 80v 40mA,
6.3v 4v, less rectifiers. All FB. Will exchange for
0 st. 100 Rx, or offer ? Barton, Friargate, Penrith.

GERMAN Valves.
Receiving (sealed boxes),
Transmitting,
RV2P800, RV12P4000, EFI4.

LS50, LS180, RL12P35, RS237, RL2P2, also 15
and 60 watt centimetre triodes. All data. Aveley
Lacy, Ruxley Crescent, Claygate, 2653.
new and speaker; 208 receiver, good
condition, AC only. 1155 new. B2 receiver.
Any reasonable offer. Box 934.
EDDYSTONE 640 communication receiver, condition perfect. Nearest £20. BRS.17734, 94 The
S640As

Green, Welling, Kent.
NATIONAL HRO receiver, table model, nine
general -coverage coils, power pack, spare valves,
with panel for conversion to rack mounting. New
G3IZ, 31 Stephen Hill Road,
condition, £28.
Sheffield 10.
WANTED. Tuning condenser of BC455, or chassis
TV with condenser only. RF plumbing section with
valve, ex-ASB8. Wilford, Hilders'tone Road, Rough
Close, Stoke-on-Trent.
WANTED. Tuning units TN.17 and TN I8/APR4,
or would consider AN/APR4 receiver complete.
New condition preferred. Simmonds, 8 Kings Road,
Ditton Hill, Surbiton, Surrey.
SUPER Defiant SX25, excellent condition, £32.
Wanted HRO Senior with bandspread coils.
Offers ? G2FCI, Little Pleasance, Ashburton, Devon.
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

READERS' -continued

-

WANTED urgently
output transformer;
speaker for receiver R107 (Audio filter unit if
M. Prutton, 20
available). Please, Somebody
Spring Road, Letchworth, Herts.
ZMetre Eddystone convertor, £4. GGT/MIX/OSC
convertor, £3. 2-metre Exciter/Tx, £2. 5 -watt
portable Tx, 80/40m, built-in power pack and aerial
coupler, all button base valves, £4. Want good
frequency meter. 5 Highwood Road, Parkstone,
Dorset.
WANTED, AR88D.
Write stating price and
condition. For disposal Type 18 set (Rx/Tx).
RF Unit Type 27. 832 valves (2). SCR522 (2) part
modified for QV047's. 815 (I), QUO47 (2), EC52
(3). 6 x 30 Prismatic binoculars by Kershaw. Offers
to: G$HAC, 54 Lodge Street, Accrington, Lancashire.
WANTED crystal filter for BC348, also PA coil
18 Tx set. Buy, borrow, or information on.
Hammett, 5 Grove Road, Hereford.
VVANTED
HRO manual, speaker, coils 1.7-4,
3.5-7.3, 14-30 mc (BS) preferred. Spare 7-14
(BS or GC), 0.9-2 mc exchange or sell. Peel, Flat 4,
64 Palace Road, East Molesey, Surrey. (MOL 3267).
BRAND New Marconi marine key, type 365A,
with spares, 30/-. New, boxed Hytron TZ40,
25/-. All carriage paid. G3FXF, 11 Cecil Street,
Huddersfield.
CONDENSERS. 4 mF, 1500 volts DC working
in rectangular metal cases, as used in the T.1131
power supplies. Guaranteed and post-paid, 4/6.
each ; two for 8/-, four for 14/6. G6GN, 250 Wordsworth Road, Horfield, Bristol 7.
WANTED
Wireless World, Volume 9 (April
1921 -March 1922). 'Martin, Gretton Hill, Dedham
Colchester, Essex.
WANTED Instruction Book for the AR88LF.
VV Would buy or rent for short period. Woodrow,
14 Pont Street, London, S.W.1.
HALLICRAFTERS 11T9 transmitter, complete
with spare valves, auto -transformer, etc. Perfect working order, good condition. HT18 VFO,
switched output with NBFM 80-10 metres. Latest
model, as new. Radiovision Commander receiver,
as new. Offers ? Wanted ET -4336 complete, as new.
Box 937.
EDDYSTONE " 750
with matching speaker,
perfect condition ; less than 30 hours' use. First
offer over £50. Box 936.
WANTED
250TH valve, also equipments :
1D-60/APA-10; ID-59/APA-11 ; ID-80/APA-17;
R-XA-11/ARQ-5 (XA-4C); BC -1031 and similar;
Super-Pro spares ; S27 S -Meter. 62 Moorbridge
Lane, Stapleford, Notts.
(B28) in excellent condition, for sale,
60kc-30 mc. 2 RF and 3 IF stages,
crystal filter. Best offer over £20. Ness, Greengarth
Hall, Holmrook, Cumberland.
50/150 watts. Brand new 10/20
TRANSMITTER.
metre 813 PA, sacrifice £35. Meters, twenty,
0/100 Weston milliammeters, new, square, flush,
£5. Singles 7/6. S.A.E. details : G8VB, 124 Carr
Road, Greenford, Middlesex.
Small fourband coil turret for drive
WANTED
stage. Selling new 813 socket, 5/-. Pair PT15
at £1. Woodlands, Cropston, Leicester.
OFFICIAL Handbook for CR100 wanted. Two
Q5'ers for sale. One 12v 'heaters, N/L; other
unmodified. GW3AAO, 82 Gower Road, Swansea.
HALLICRAFTER Sky Buddy, £10. R208, W77,
RF, 6SG7, IF, ANL, 28 mc 6J6 preselector, £10.
James,. 7 Clevedon Gardens, Hayes, Middlesex.
SALE, EHT Transformer 0/3.5 kV, HV condensers,
hin. mask and lens, etc. Any offers ? G3CBU, 1
Lower Park Road, Belvedere, Kent.
!

-

-

-

NEW BOXED VALVES, 6J6, GT1C, CCH35,
CL33, TDD4, 15/- ; 6K8, ECH35, X65,'14/- ;
KT66, 6L6, EL33, EM34, EF91, TP22, TP25,
0A4G, 6SN7, 12/6. 5R4, 6AG5, 25L6, 25Z4,
35L6, 50L6, KT33C, EB91, 11/6; OZ4, 1R5,
1T4, 1S5, 1L4, 105, 3S4, 3Q4, 5U4, 5Z4, 6V6,
6X5, 6SA7, 6AG7, 6F6, 6K6, 6SL7, 12K8,
12SA7, 25A6, 41, 42, 80, KW63, VP133,
HL133DD, PEN383, EBC33, EF39, SP2,
VP2, VP2B, Z21, TDD2A, PEN25, KT2, 220B,

6J5M, 6B4,ß GU50, ATP4, VP23, HL23DD,
7/6; 6SG7, 6J5GT, 9001, 9002, PEN220A, 6/6;
9003, 9D2, SP61, 5/- ; Send Stamp for List
of over 250 types, now ready. Please include
9d. postage on orders under £1.

ELECTRAD RADIO

64, Gt. Victoria Street, Belfast,

ADCOLA

N.I.

(Regd. Trade Mark)

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Reg. Design No. 860302

British, U.S. and Foreign Patents
Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v-230/250v.
Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance, telecommunications, etc. High Temperature.
Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
3116' Dia. Bit Standard Model
I/4' Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16' Dia. Detachable Bit Type
Sole Manufacturers : ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD
General Offices and Works : Cranmer Court, Clapham High Street, London, S.W.4.
(MACaulay 4272)

AMATEUR RADIO
Beginners should send for our interesting free literature and catalogue (name
and address in capitals, please, together
with stamp for postage) "Globe -King"
Amateur Short-Wave Radio Kits from
as low as 2I/- to 99/6.

Direct from makers

JOHNSONS (Radio)
46, FRIAR STREET, WORCESTER

CR100

-
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Barnes Rad. - Elea & Wholesale Co.
12 Pipers Row, Wolverhampton, (Central)
Micro switches (normally open) 5 amp. 4/6 ; normally
closed 4/-; Set of Transmitter coils in box P.A. 100
watt, fixed and variable, 12 coils 160-20 metres: 301(silver plated wire) ; Amplifiers A1134 2-valve battery
type new, 30/- complete ; 12/6 less valves ; }in.
stand) off insulators only 4/- doz. ; new. M.C. mikes
with switch and handle holder, 10/-; Very few R1116
I tested
all -wave battery double superhets left
8v. Leaflet 3d.; N.C.R. Mu-metal screens 5/-;
Q.P.21 Valves 8/6; Muirhead 2-pole 25-way 3 amp
rotary switches, ideal train controllers or meter work
10/- ; Transmitter portion of T.R.9 unit ; less valves ;
salvaged ; with meters IS/- bargain ; Huge stocks for
callers ; are' you on mailing list (6d.) ; new L.F.
transformers, Ferranti A.F.3 5/-; Jones plugs and

- fl

?

sockets all sizes.

255

SUMMER DX ON TWO
Completely new deisgn of our sensitive convertors
now ready. 616 push-pull RF stage, 6J6 push-pull
Complete
mixer and 616 push-pull oscillator.
with stabiliser, E8/5/-.
Type 26 RF units rebuilt for Two. complete and
stabilised, ES/S/-.
Beam aerials to your requirements. Send us your
ideas and we'll quote.

KIRKER KONVERTORS
Stonelaw Road, Rutherglen, Glasgow

180

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 2/-

- ANYTHING

FROM A

KNOB TO A COMPLETE H.F. UNIT
H.R.O. COILS FROM 20/ -

Units, Valves, Meters, etc. at the keenest prices.
S.A.E.

WITH

ALL

ENQUIRIES PLEASE

RADIO MAIL

74

Mansfield Road,

Nottingham.

MULTI -RANGE

CASES
METER
844c7,- CeACKC E o/N/SW
Aluminium

Front

Panel.
6/4
6in. x 4in. x tin. deep
Bin. x Sin. x 2kin. deep 8/10
Meter holes tut to size 6d. extra.

Post
Free
(State

Steel Construction.

position).

Metal

Work to Order. Trade supplied.

BURN ENGINEERING
8 -VICTORIA ST LIVE RPOOL2

Vibroplex type bug keys new and boxed, 60/ each.

Wilcox Gay VFO for R.C.A. ET4336 TX
mcs. E6/0/0 each.

2

to 20

power supplies

An/Aps 3 Receivers complete
remote indicators and control unit. £201010.
M -Derived audio low pass filter kits comprising
three totally shielded chokes, condensers and
Sharp cut-off
resistor, with circuit diagram.
Ideal speech Clipping or S.S.S.C.
3000 cycles.

60/-

each.

Power Outlets IS amp, three -pin with switch
cast alloy case. 6/- each.
8

256

V

3 O
Power pack, manual. 9 coil 90 kc to
58X,31'9,7
X31 mc,
£1310/0. or-exchange
with each for AR77's or HRO. 27 Highbury Avenue.
Salisbury, Wilts. (Sal. 4305).
VALVES, 6K7, 6K8, 6V6, 6F6, 6SC7, 6L7, 6N7,
2051, 5Z4, 5U4, 5/-. 6B8, 6J5, 3/6. 6H6, 2/-. Transformers. 350-0-350v 250 mA, 6.3v 6A 6.3v 2A, 4v
8a, 5v 2A, £3. 250-0-250v, 60 mA, 6.3v 2A. 5v 2A,
£1._ Chokes 250 mA, 6/6. 100 mA, 10/-. 60 mA, 5/-.
Denco IF, 1.6 mc, 12/- pair. Coils 6/- for Red, Blue,
Yellow in ranges 1 and 2. Chassis mounting CT4,
£8/10/0. Speaker 10in., 10/-. 34in. 10/-. Output
trans., 6/-. Universal meter, German, £3. 2-gang
.0005 mF, 5/-. 5 -gang 12/6. Parcel 10/- includes
valveholders, switches, variable resistors and condensers and fixed knobs valve caps, etc. Postage
1/, C.W.O. Please. C. Jones, 67 Upper Sandhurst
Road, Brislington, Bristol 4.
I
Receiver,
coils and power
1. D 1 pack. Alcomplete
condition, £7 complete.
GM3GAB, 24 Rossiya Ave., Rutherglen, Glasgow.
1YPE 12 Transmitter, TVI traps, excellent cond.,
£25. Bug J36, £2. VCR97, .17/6. 139A, 10/-.
Valves 6J6, 7/6. 8005, 8/6, 6SJ7, 7C7, 4/6. Power
Pack 700v. 300v. 2-4v., 35/-. G3EMW, 89 Hurst field Cres., Hayes, Middx.
S.L An For sale, with speaker and phones. First
V`-F offer secures, £17. Box 935.
SALE. AR88-LF. Mint. condition, S -meter, speaker,
manual, muting system, FL -8 filter, phones, £40.
Bendix TA -12C 80 -watt Tx, bandswitched 3.5 and
7 mc, can be converted 14 mc, power pack, key ;
Modulator,
this Tx TVI proof {London), £12.
suitable above Tx, with p/p 6L6's, desk mike, £5.
together.
Offers separately or
G3EBA, 21 Great
Croft, Cromer Street, King's Cross, London, N.1.
(Telephone Terminus 7442).
me Transmitter as described in Nov. '48 Short
144 Wave Magazine, less 829, £12/12/0. 144 mc
converter, crystal controlled, less valves, £6/10/0.
DB20 preselector, modified with 717A, £8/8/0.
7/14 mc portable Tx, as described in April 1949
Magazine. Offers? Receiver P25, £4. Numerous
valves. Send S.A.E. for list. G2AJ, Pine Crest,
Biggin Hill, Kent.
communications receiver. Per MCR1Midget
feet condition, complete with all
accessories and power pack. £8 or nearest offer.
Tahourdin, Foreign Office, London.
MODULATOR, speech amplifier and power
amplifier.
Rack mounting units of Webb's
MX150 transmitter. Sell separately or complete.
Stamp for details. Box 938.
WANTED HRO Receiver, any condition, with or
without coils. Particulars and price to Box
939. (All replies answered).
WANTED. National " 1-10 " receiver with 1-3
metre coils.
Also instruction manual for
E348L receiver. Ashford, 57 Alum Chine Road,
Bournemouth.
(R.A.F. G'nd Tx) 6f t. rack re-cond.,
unscratched,

M. C. R

CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
NEW, BOXED, POTTED, FROM 8/6
U.S.

AR88 SPARES

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
READERS'-continued

BURNHAM ELECTRONICS
RAVINE ROAD, BOSCOMBE, HANTS

new valves (approx. £20). easily
fitted
mod. to make FB multi -band job. PA-2/VT62; mod.
2/TZ40. Two P.U's., each 1000v at 250 mA. Nearest
£40. Bargain. C43 (Canadian Tx) complete as new
'phone, CW and ICW with " press to talk " and
" VOC " facilities. Capable 250 watts 'phone (PA
2/813). Requires P.U., available ex. surplus. Remarkably fine job, nearest £30. R.1132 (R.A.F.
G'nd VHF Recvr.) in good condition ; complete with
Type 3 P.U. and cable, nearest £8. Speech Ampl'r.
(4 watts approx.) complete with valves (2/6S7G,
Inspection invited.
KT63 and 5Z4G rect.), £4.
G2DS, 39 Knoll Road, Bexley,
Buyer to collect
T.1131

;

Kent.

-
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GAGE
ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Latest edition of the A.R.R.L's.
own publication on Aerial Theory

installation. Written to be
of practical value to amateurs
and engineers engaged on the
design of all types of receiving and
and

transmitting

aerials.

delivery.

Immediate
1Is.

Post 7d.

POLLARD

&

RADIO AMATEUR
CALL BOOK
Edition now being disGiving callsigns, names
of amateur stations
throughout the world and much
useful information for the DX man.
Spring

1951

tributed.

and addresses

The G Section alone lists some 6,500
amateurs, corrected to February,
Immediate delivery.
1951.

RADIO HANDBOOK
Eleventh Edition, 1949.
Theory.
with emphasis on Amateur Radio.
25s. Post Is. 2d.
Twelfth Edition, 1950.
Practical
and Constructional Material only
(see previous advertisements) for the
Radio Amateur and Experimenter.
Immediate delivery. 25s. Post 10d.

20s. Post Free.

RADIO NEWS

CO

OST

An Independent American magazine for Radio Amateurs. Published
monthly. Full of general -interest
and sound constructional articles,
with special activity sections. CQ
is successor to the well known
pre-war magazine Radio.
For a

The leading American monthly on
Amateur Radio, established over
30 years ago as the official journal
of the American Radio Relay
League.
Subscribers become
associate members automatically.
For a year of 12 issues.
36s.

One of the large American general interest monthlies, covering tete;
vision and including regular articles

RADIO AMATEUR

HOW TO LISTEN TO THE

WORLD RADIO

HANDBOOK

WORLD

HANDBOOK

The latest (28th) Edition of the
A.R.R.L's. standard manual on
Amateur Radio, known throughout
the world. Revised and brought up

Containing information suitable
for beginners, for it deals with the
mechanism of short wave propagation, gives advice on how to use the
short wave bands, and explains
how to prepare a log -book and
how to write up a report, using
the
appropriate
international
abbreviations.
Is. 6d. Post I d.

Revised and enlarged to include the.

year of

to

12

issues.

1951, and

29s.

covering

Theory,

Design, Construction and Practice:
An essential buy for every amateur.
Immediate delivery.
22. Post Is.

ANTENNA MANUAL

HINTS AND KINKS

AUDIO. ENGINEERING

of technical
ideas and practical workshop data,
with plenty of diagrams, written
up in shortened form.
Latest
edition of a recommended A.R.R.L.
publication.
Immediate delivery.
I Is.
Post 5d.

POPULAR MECHANICS

SURPLUS CONVERSION

.POST WAR

MANUALS

COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER MANUAL

you can
understand it."
so

America's leading hobbies and
handyman's magazine.
Monthly
300 pages, many in colour. 125
articles and 500 pictures. Yearly
subscription
32s

collection

Copenhagen Wavelength allocation
and giving essential information
covering the World's Broadcasting
Stations. World Radio Handbookis
recommended by such authorities
and organisations as UNO, IRU
and UNESCO.
Immediate delivery. 6s. 6d. Post 5d.

Design and Construction of Aerials
of every kind for Radio Amateurs,
Engineers andTechnicians. Aerials
for all bands, with many tables and
diagrams. 300 pages, cloth covers.
Immediate delivery. 27s. Post 10d.

"Written

Useful

design and construction for
radio amateurs. ' An average issue
runs to about 170 pages, profusely
illustrated.
Fora year of 12 issues
36s.

on

Giving. much detailed practical
information on the adaptation of a
wide range, of American surplus
items.
Well illustrated with
circuit diagrams, drawings and
photographs. In two vols. Immediate delivery.

per Volume 21s.

Post 5d.

A monthly of quite unusual value
and interest to all concerned with
the
design,
construction and
operation of audio equipment of
every kind.
For 'a year of 12
issues.

-

29s.

Gives essential data on a wide
range of modern American ground,

air and communications
type
receivers.
(See p. 571 October
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE for
fuller details). Immediate delivery.
27s. 6d. Post 10d.

49 VICTORIA ST., LONDON, S.W.1

-

Abbey 5342

The receiver portion of the
T/R 1196. Covers 4.3-6.7 Mc/s and makes an- ideal baisis.
for an all -wave receiver, as per " Practical Wireless,"
August, 1949, issue. Complete with valves types EF36(2),.
EF39(2), EK32 and EBC33. Supplied complete with
neccessary conversion data for home use. 35/- new
condition. chassis only 8/6.

RECEIVER TYPE 25.

FREQUENCY

CONTROL. CRYSTALS.

By

American G.E. Co. Octal base fixing. Following
frequencies only' 2,500 kc/s., 3,500 kc/s., 4,600 kc/s.,
6,200 kris., 8,000 kc/s., 7/I6 each. Afeo FT243 fin. pin
spacing.
5765KC/7975, ID/- each, 800018425KC, 12/6.
New and unused.
RECTIFIERS. S.T.C. 300 V., 75 mA., 6/-. 12v. 2amp.
12/-. 6 V., A., 4/-. S.T.C. 24 V., 2=, A., 17/6. W6,
WX6, 1/6. CV102 Crystal Rçcc., 3/6. 144/200 E.H.T.,
m/a,
2,400 V., 3 mA., 15/-. 650v. Im/a, 4/7. 1000v.
6/-. 5 m/a Meter Rect., 5/-. Also 150 500v. 2 m/a, 7/6.
I

I

DUAL PURPOSE MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

5 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W.2

PADdington

1008/9
0401

99

Special 350-0-350v. 80 m/a, 6.3v tapped 4v. at 3 amp,
5v, tapped 4v. at 2am . Top chassis mounting, and fully
guaranteed. Price (plus 9d. post), only 201-

PARMEKO MAINS TRANSFORMER.

A special.

purchase enables us to offer the following : 250-0-250,
90 mA, 6.3 V. 3 A., 5 V., 2 A., half -shrouded, drop through type, with voltage input 110 V.1245 V.
Electrostatic screen. Absolutely brand new and
guaranteed. 201- only, plus 9d. postage.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturer's surplus. Iron
cared. 465 K/cs. Size 4x Ifx Ifin. Pair 8/6. Whilst
they las,.
RECEIVER TYPE 21. The receiver portion of the
W/S 21 operating from 4.2-7.5 Mc/s Double superher
from 18-30 Mc/s. Incorporating B.F.O. and crash limiter.
Valve line-up 7-ARPI2 (VP23) and 2-AR8 (HL23DD).
Absolutely brand new, complete with circuit. Only
45/- complete. Vibrator -power unit for above, brand
new, 17/6 only.
R3515 I.F. STRIP. A. complete I.F. unit, comprising
6 SP6I I.F. stages, tuned to 13.5 Mc/s, I EA50 diode
detector, and EF36 or EF39 output of video stage. A few
modifications only are required to adapt this unit which
will gave pictures of extremely good quality. Price
complete with valves, and fool -proof modification
instructions, is 45/-, plus 5/- packing and carriage.
Limited quantity only.
R3547 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, in sealed
manufacturer's packing cases. Incorporating 15 valves
type EF50, 2 of SP6I, EF36, EBC33, 3 of EB34. Complete
45 Mc/s. I.F. Strip, motor, dial and drive, pots, etc., etc.,
E6 only, plus 10/- packing and carriage. Whilst they last I
-

CPI. C.R. TUBES.
Carr. paid.
5

Brand new and boxed, 25/-.

EX-R.A.F. INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Containing VCR -97 CRT with mu -metal screen Xtal unit and
valves 16/VR65 (SP6I). 2/VR54 (EB34).) 2/VR92 (EA50),
etc., etc. two deck chassis le metal case, I8x18fxI If ins.
;

New condition. 6716 each. Plus 7/6 packing and carriage.
E F50 (VR9Ir BRAND NEW RED SYLVANIAN.
10/-, ORIGINAL BOXES. BRITISH TYPES BOXED,
7/6. UNBOXED BRITISH TYPES, 5/-.

mfd. TWO GANG TUNING
only 2f x It x 1* ins. Capacity
f ins, spindle, complete with
mounting bracket less trimmers, 6/6, or complete with
7/6
each, plus 6d. post.
trimmers
"built-in"
Input 200/250
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS.
volts. Output 6.3v. 1.5 amps, 7/6. Input 200/250 volts.
Output 6.3v. 2.5 amps, 10/- Input 200/250 volts.
Output 6.3 and 12v. 3 amps 15/-. Input 200/250 volts.
Output 6.3v. 12 amps 37/6. Input 200/250 volts.
Output 12v. and 24v. 6 amps 42/-.
BAKELITE RECEIVER,CABINET. Size 12ín. x 5in.
x 6in. high. In Brown or Ivory. Supplied complete with
ready -drilled 4 -valve -T.R.F. chassis, with cut-out for

MIDGET .0005
CONDENSER,

Size

guaranteed, standard length

5in. speaker. 2-wave glass dial, back plate, mounting
brackets and back. Only 25/- plus 1/- packing and postage
cabinet. Drum, drive and pointer to
A -'very handsome
suit, 3/- extra. '
BAKELITE RECEIVER CABINETS. An extremely
advantageous purchase, enables us to offer the following
Attractive brown bakelite cabinet, size
15 x 8f x 7;in., complete with chassis drilled for standard
five -valve superhec, back, 3 -wave glass dial and back
plate. Chassis and cabinet are designed for 6+in.
speaker, and all standard components. Price complete
is 25/- only. Limited quantity.
A SIGNAL TRACER at minimum cost. An easy -tobuild unit that can be used for R.F., I.F. and Audio signal
tracing, without any switching or tuning. Highly sensitive, easy -co -build, responds to signals picked up from
an ordinary receiving aerial. The circuit is that of a
high -gain, 3 -stage resistance -coupled audio frequency
amplifier, with a 5 -inch speaker in the Output of the
Power Amplifier stage.
We shall be pleased to supply a complete kit for the
construction of the above, right down to the last nut
and bolt, for the low price of 63/18/6. Concise instructions and circuits are supplied. If preferred, circuit
and instructions only can be supplied for 1 /6 post free.
All items maybe purchased separately. This is a highly
efficient instrument, and a MUST for every radio man.

:-

I

INDICATOR. Type

6 -Needs

no

introduction.

Absolutely new in manufacturer's packing case, As
recommended for ex -Government T/V construction,
and " Wireless World " Oscilloscope. Incorporates
VCR97 and mu -metal shield, 4 valves EF50, 3 of EB34.
Only 75/. (plus 7/6 carriage and packing).

NO.38 "WALKIE TALKIE"TRANS-RECEIVERS
Complete with Throat Mike, 'Phones, Aerial Rods,
June. Box, Freq. Range : 7.4 to 9 me/s. Brand new and
guaranteed, 6411916. Carr. 2/6.

VIBRATOR. POWER UNITS,

2

volt.

for

As.

Canadian 58 set. Completely smoothed, output 1.5v.
L.T. and 90v. and IfOv. H.T. at 35 m/a. Complete in

grey metal box. Size -8 x 3f x 4}ins. 50/- only.
TYPE 25 R.F. UNIT, Brand new, converted from new
R.F.24, 19/6. (Carriage and packing 1/6.)
This unit can now also be supplied modified to cover
R.F. 26 frequency. (for Midlands T/V), brand new, at 25/-.
RECEIVER R.1355. Has five stages of I.F. with diode

Complete with 8 valves VR 65, and
each
SU4G, VU 120, VR 92. NEW and UNUSED. ONLY
55/ -.(carriage, etc., 7/6).
Incorporating 7 EF50, 2 EF54,
R.3084 RECEIVER.
EC52, I VU39A, I HVR2, I EA50., plus 30 m/cs I.F.
-1
Strip. Guaranteed absolutely brand new in maker's
original packing case, 75/- (Plus 10/- carriage and packing.)
This receiver is ideal for conversion to vision receiver.
detector.

1

A.M. UNIT, TYPE
SB61

159.
Comprising EF50, RL37,
and EA50 coils, relay, and many condensers and

resistors. The whole in metal box 8fx6fx3; in.
bargain at 15/-, carriage paid,

Send stamp for current Component List

New
-

Available August
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